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ABSTRACT
There is growing interest for implementing tools to monitor cognitive performance in naturalistic environments. Recent technological progress has allowed
the development of highly portable monitoring devices such as electroencephalogram (EEG), functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), eye-tracking and
electro-cardiogram (ECG) to investigate activity in a variety of human tasks.
These sensors offer interesting prospects in aviation to implement passive brain
computer interfaces (pBCI) and neuroadaptive technology for more efficient
and safer operations. However, one critical issue is to derive relevant metrics
that could account for human performance in a robust and continuous fashion.
This PhD thesis intends to consider connectivity methods to monitor cognitive
performance. Our experimental works suggest that fNIRS connectivity metrics
(especially wavelet coherence) outperformed classical metrics when estimating
engagement in a realistic flight simulator or fatigue in real flight conditions.
We then implemented a new method, namely delayed coincidence count, for
assessing cardiac synchrony in a hyperscanning context. Results disclosed that
this connectivity metrics was efficient to detect cooperation between teammates
when facing demanding task settings. Moreover EEG metrics allowed to classify
workload and cooperation levels both using single and combined metrics from
the two teammates.
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Men ought to know that from the brain,
and from the brain only, arise our
pleasures, joys, laughter and jests, as well
as our sorrows, pains, griefs and tears.
Through it, in particular, we think, see,
hear, and distinguish the ugly from the
beautiful, the bad from the good, the
pleasant from the unpleasant. . . . It is the
same thing which makes us mad or
delirious, inspires us with dread and fear,
whether by night or by day, brings
sleeplessness, inopportune mistakes,
aimless anxieties, absent-mindedness, and
acts that are contrary to habit. These
things that we suffer all come from the
brain, when it is not healthy, but becomes
abnormally hot, cold, moist, or dry, or
suffers any other unnatural affection to
which it was not accustomed. Madness
comes from its moistness. When the brain
is abnormally moist, of necessity it moves,
and when it moves neither sight nor
hearing are still, but we see or hear now
one thing and now another, and the tongue
speaks in accordance with the things seen
and heard on any occasion. But when the
brain is still, a man can think properly.
attributed to Hippocrates,
The Sacred Disease,
Fifth Century, B.C. 1

1 Quote seen in Principles of neural science (Vol. 4, pp. 1227-1246). E. R. Kandel, J. H. Schwartz, &
T. M. Jessell (Eds.). New York: McGraw-hill.
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INTRODUCTION

1

human factors in aviation

D

espite the exponentially increasing traffic since 1960, the aviation accidents’ rate has drastically decrease (see figure 1), making air transportation the safest mode of transportation. The number of death per billion
kilometers traveled (death/bn.km) is less than 1 for air transportation where
it represents 11.6 death/bn.km on average for car transportation in Europe
[EASA, 2018, IRTAD, 2018, Myers and Arnold, 2016]. Considerable efforts have
been made in aviation safety regarding the design and maintenance allowing to
reach such a performance. However as low as these numbers can be, in 2018
eleven fatal crashes still involved 523 victims [IATA, 2018]. For that reason,
efforts in aviation safety desperately need to continue.

Figure 1: Evolution of the accident rate (left) and the yearly number of flights and hull
loss accidents (right) from 1960 to 2017 [Airbus, 2017]

Interestingly it is now well-documented that a large amount of accidents are
caused by poor human-system interaction (see figure 2). Nevertheless since poor
human-system interaction is often cited in aviation accidents, human factors
must be an important focus of any aviation safety strategy. There is an need to
continue to improve the understanding of human performance in operational
contexts and human factors provides a universal basis to tie all the ingredients of
risk management together into a meaningful whole [Skybrary, 2019]. The human
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factors field has already evolved and matured over time and allowed to improve
aviation safety [Amalberti and Wioland, 1997].
Safety statistics show that the progressive introduction of automation and
computerization in the cockpit since the 1960’s has improved safety, with
modern computerized cockpits taking pride in an accident rate half that of the
previous generation of aircraft. However, it appears that such technologies and
high operational pressure have created a new category of potentially deadly
incidents whereby crews are unable to comprehend the situation presented
before them, and persevere in erroneous decision-making. Without question
the development of automation has dramatically changed the role of the crew
from direct (manual) controllers to a system supervisors/decision makers: Nowadays,
pilots handle the stick for less than five minutes a flight. Increased trust in
automation reduces crews’ basic flying abilities, and leaves them ill equipped
to cope with emergency when automation fails [Mumaw et al., 2001].
The complexity of the modern flight deck and the absence of appropriate
feedback from human machine interfaces (HMI) can overwhelm even the most
experienced pilots when the unexpected happens. It is not surprising that
loss-of-control (LOC) events form the most prominent category of accidents, of
which there have been more than 50 in the last 5 years. A recent study revealed
that 18 LOC were responsible for nearly 1493 deaths between 2002 and 2011
[Boeing, 2012]. In most of these highly degraded but recoverable situations, the
crews were generally confused and stressed, they failed to accurately evaluate
the problem despite the occurrence of multiple visual/auditory alerts and
persisted in irrational decision making that often conflicted with autopilot
behavior [Ancel and Shih, 2012, Team, 2008].
2

illustrative examples: af447 rio-paris & 737 max lion air

The example of what happened to the tragic flight AF447 in 2009 gives us an
illustration of the interaction complexity between pilots and the aircraft when
the system fails. The following is a synthesis extracted from the official final
report [BEA, 2012] from the BEA i.e. Bureau d’enquêtes et d’analyses pour la sécurité
de l’aviation civile. It mainly describes the last five minutes of the AF447 flight.
On Sunday, May 31, 2009, the Airbus A330-203 operated by the Air France
was scheduled to fly AF 447 between Rio de Janeiro Galeão and Paris Charles de
Gaulle. Twelve crew members and 216 passengers were on board. The plane
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Figure 2: Aeronautical accidents from 1970 to 2014 with human factors, technical failure
and weather conditions as contributory factors. Data retrieved from Bureau
of Aircraft Accidents Archives and illustrated by [Peysakhovich, 2016].

was cruising at 35000 ft when it entered a turbulence zone, the autopilot and
the auto-thrust disengaged, one pilot took manual control. The stall warning2
sounded briefly twice. A few moments after, the displayed speed on the left
showed a critical drop from 275 kt to 60 kt followed by other speed display
inconsistencies3 . This could have potentially indicated that the speed indicator
was false due to the presence of ice on the Pitot tube. Pitot tubes are probes
that measure airspeed. When iced, the indication becomes unreliable. They
were three Pitot probes on that aircraft (see figure 3). The Pitot tube icing
will be considered as a factor that played a triggering effect that lead to that
catastrophic failure.
During the following five minutes, the crew persisted in their irrational behavior. They initially pitched up the aircraft up to 38 000 ft and performed
high amplitude roll by pushing the flight stick almost fully to the left and then
fully to the right. The stall alarm sounded continuously for 54 seconds before
it disconnected because airspeed became invalid for a 2nd time. During the last
minutes, the AF447 flight recorder disclosed ineffective communication between
the pilots in the last minutes before the crash but also some uncoordinated and
2 A stall is when an aircraft is not making enough lift to continue to fly i.e. when it falls. Stalls
are particularly dangerous if not recovered or if it happens too close to the ground. The classical
way to recover from a stall is to nose down and increase the power in order to increase the
airspeed and recover lift.
3 In the cockpit, there are three speed displays corresponding to the three airspeed probes.
An inconsistency between the three displays can help diagnose an iced probe due to low
temperature.
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Figure 3: Meteorological forecast and picture showing the three Pitot tubes under the
cabin. From [BEA, 2012].

contradictory action on the pilot and copilot flight sticks. The wreckage was
found at a depth of 3,900 m on April 2, 2011 at 6.5 nautical mile of the last
position issued by the aircraft.
Another more recent example is the accident of the Boeing 737-8 (MAX) operated by Lion Air on 28 October 2018 that resulted in 189 deaths. Shortly after
the departure the aircraft had trouble with an angle of attack4 sensor and also
with erroneous airspeed and altitude displays. Because of this erroneously high
angle of attack, the maneuvering characteristics augmentation system (MCAS)
commanded an automatic nose-down. The MCAS was initially design to avoid
stalling during low speed and high angle of attack conditions by adjusting
the trim5 . Because of a lack of understanding of this system combined with a
defective sensor, pilots repeatedly commanded nose-up trim over the final ten
minutes of the flight whereas the system was commanding nose-down leading
to the crash.

4 The angle of attack is the angle between the relative wind and the attitude of the plane i.e. the
horizontal axis of the plane.
5 Trim tabs are surfaces that are located on ailerons, rudder and elevator which allow to stabilize
the plane in a particular desired attitude.
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3

the neuroadaptive cockpit

The AF 447 and Lion air accidents are paradigmatic illustrations of poor humanmachine teaming. At first, it can be puzzling and difficult to understand how
skilled crews could not manage such malfunctions and how skilled engineers
could design complex and non-intuitive automation. Part of the explanation
lies in the increased system complexity and automation. Indeed these systems
leave pilots in two extremely opposite situations: (i) low demanding situations
during which they have few tasks to perform to (ii) highly demanding situations
where pilots have to take over failure of automation under time pressure. Low
demanding situation have been shown to induce states of low vigilance and
mind wandering whereby operators focus on their internal thoughts which is
detrimental to performance. As stated by [Casner and Schooler, 2015] ”Realworld monitors may be caught between a continuous vigilance approach that
is doomed to fail, a dynamic environment that cannot be fully controlled, and
what may be an irresistible urge to let one’s thoughts drift”.
Operational fatigue, mind wandering and drowsiness leave the pilot’s illequipped to face complex and challenging situations when a problem arises.
For instance several studies have shown that the occurrence of unexpected
events can lead to irrational behaviors such as such as perseverative behaviors
[Dehais et al., 2019b, Reynal et al., 2017, Dehais et al., 2012b, Dehais et al.,
2010] or attentional tunneling [Wickens and Alexander, 2009] as the AF 447
example has demonstrated. Moreover the AF 447 has also shown that the lack
of communication between the pilot regarding their displayed airspeed and
their uncoordinated behavior played a key role in the accident. In the same way
highly stressful situations impact the ability to handle a malfunction, it impacts
at the same time pilots ability to work as a team. Therefore the beneficial
aspects of teamwork such as cross-monitoring are impaired. Indeed, it has
been shown that the lack of cooperation, and particularly cross-checking was a
major6 cited source of accidents [IATA, 2015]. All those degraged suboptimal
mental states that greatly jeopardize safety advocate for a deeper understanding of human performance in complex settings and for the introduction of
neuroadaptive cockpit. Such cockpit would take into account the crew’s mental state to dynamically drive human-automation interactions [Fairclough, 2009].
6 Flight crew errors related to standards operating procedure (SOP) adherence, cross verification,
monitoring and cross checking were classified as contributing factors for 38% of controlled
flight into terrain (CFIT) accidents/incident between 2010-2014 [IATA, 2015]
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The neuroadaptive cockpit implementation relies on several steps. The first
one is the acquisition of the operator’s neurophysiological signals. This step
can be done thanks to various devices such as electroencephalography (EEG)
that record the electrical brain activity or functional near-infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS) that records optical absorption changes. The second step is a preprocessing step, necessary to deal with physiological and external artifacts that
can contaminate the recordings. The third step is to extract relevant features
that characterize specifically targeted mental states (e.g. fatigue or attention).
Once relevant features are extracted, they need to be translated in information
thanks to a classifier. Classifiers are machine-learning algorithms which allow
to transform the features into information. This information characterizes the
operator current mental states. Lastly, once the operator state’ information is
available, it can be passed to a decisional system unit. This unit would be in
charge of adapting the system behavior [Stephens et al., 2018, Roy and Frey,
2016b]. This step allows to close the loop between the operator and the system.
Eventually, a last step would be to design a catalogue of adaptive solutions to
mitigate decline in performance and improve human performance.
This Ph.D. Thesis intends to contribute to the implementation of such neuroadaptive framework. Our objective is to adopt a neuroergonomics approach
that aims to expand our understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying
human perceptual, cognitive, and motor functioning with a focus on real-world
contexts and natural environments. The major goal of this new field is to use
existing and emerging knowledge from the neuroscience and neuroengineering
to inform the understanding of human behaviour and performance in real
life situations, and to enhance human well-being while improving systems
performance [Parasuraman, 2003, Karwowski and Marras, 2003, Parasuraman
and Rizzo, 2007, Mehta and Parasuraman, 2013, Dehais and Ayaz, 2019]. In this
thesis, our objective will be to promotes the use of brain imaging technique in
ecological conditions in flight simulator and real flight conditions.
Regarding this neuroadaptive framework, we will focus on the feature extraction step. Once neurophysiological signals are pre-processed, several methods
are available to characterize them. Classical ways of characterizing brain activity
are to describe it by a sum of local activation. However more recent approaches
recommend to study brain activity more globally. Instead of considering human
cognition as a local activation of specialized brain areas, it rather approaches it
as a cooperation among large scale distributed neural networks [Siegel et al.,
2012, van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013, Hutchison et al., 2013]. Such con-
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nectivity analysis requires various mathematical tools to extract information
about how different brain areas communicate with each others. While there is
a growing interest in these connectivity and network approaches, these types
of analysis have still hardly been integrated in real life contexts. Moreover the
online estimation imposes a constraint on the computational cost both in time
but also on the quantity of data needed. Some algorithms require large amount
of data to fit models. Large amount of data also usually imply long recordings.
In critical contexts, the system reactivity in time is definitely one the greatest
component of safety. Efficient continuous operator monitoring relies on an
adapted time resolution for the estimation. For example, the relevance of an
estimator that needs hours of data can be asked in time critical context.
These connectivity analyses allow to study interaction inside a single brain but
more interestingly they also allow to study brain-to-brain interaction. Indeed, as
the AF447 has demonstrated, cooperation plays a key role in a flawless mission
execution. Therefore a neuroscience-based methodology that would allow to
study interaction among operators would offer a new dimension to humanmachine interaction. Such an approach could allow to study human-human
interaction with complex systems which seems more representative of what a
cockpit is like. Moreover connectivity refers here not only to brain connectivity
metrics but also to inter-operators physiological synchrony. Therefore the
question behind this thesis is greatly methodological and technical. This work
try to evaluate if and how the connectivity framework, can be implemented
in ecological critical multi-operator monitoring contexts. The main question of our
study can be phrased as follows: Could a connectivity approach be considered
in complex ecological contexts for an online estimation of the mental states
of several operators?
4

thesis outline

The first chapter: the brain at work will introduce what are the cognitive
requirements that the piloting task imposes. It will be demonstrated that cognitive control plays a key role while handling complex situations. The pivotal
influence of the prefrontal cortex will be discussed regarding cognitive control. As we will introduce, operators’ neurophysiological monitoring could be
an approach to meet some of the neuroergonomics goal by (i) deepening the
understanding of the brain mechanism underlying performance and (ii) design-
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ing neuroadaptive systems that adapt their behavior to the operator mental state.
The second chapter: measuring the working operator will introduce the different tools that are available for neuroergonomics in order to measure and infer
an operator state. This chapter contains descriptive parts on the physiology of
the eye, the heart and the brain. It presents the technology and methodology
allowing those measurements.
In the following third chapter: physiological signals & connectivity, the
available metrics used in the literature to qualify an operator mental state are
presented. Those metrics are presented in regards to the their application in
the neuroergonomic context. The limitations of classical metrics to monitor in
a continuous way will lead us to introduce the contributions of connectivity
metrics. Connectivity metrics will be mathematically described in regards to
their uses in real life contexts. Their potential to be implemented in the aeronautical context and especially in real time will be discussed.
Complex systems usually require not only one but multiple operators working together. The fifth chapter: hyperscanning7 and synchrony. will present
the useful results from the literature that could be exported to the aeronautical
context in order to shift from a one operator paradigm: one pilot to a more ecological multiple operator paradigm: a cockpit. Our approach not being confined
to a neurophysiological measure, results from the literature of synchrony at the
physiological level (specifically the heart) will be presented.
The fifth chapter: neuroadaptive technology will present how to develop
and implement neuroadaptive systems. Such systems rely on the framework
proposed by brain computer interfaces (BCI). The general BCI pipeline will be
presented with a focus on the challenge of real-life complex settings. Indeed
working with physiological signals can be challenging and especially outside the
lab. A focus will be done on artefact filtering and machine learning algorithms
as it represents a technical challenge.
This fifth chapter will close the thematic part on which our contributions are
based. The next chapters, from chapter 6 to 9 will introduce the four contribu-

7 Hyperscanning refers to neurophysiological recordings done on multiple subjects at the same
time
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tions of this work.
The sixth chapter will introduce our first contribution. This study had two
major objectives. The first was to evaluate the feasibility to estimate the pilot’s
engagement using fNIRS connectivity measures in an ecological setting such
as a flight simulator. The second was to assess the potential of connectivity
measures to better characterize engagement than classical measures. We will
show that the technical implementation of fNIRS monitoring solutions in a
cockpit are possible. Moreover we will demonstrate that connectivity metrics
can increase the ability to discriminate when a pilot is engaged in a task from
when he/she is not.
Our second contribution, presented in the seventh chapter is an extension
of the first fNIRS pipeline combined with an EEG pipeline under real flight
conditions. This experiment had two objectives: (i) to assess the ability of an
hybrid EEG-fNIRS system to detect cognitive fatigue in ecological conditions.
Moreover this experiment was performed both in simulated and real flight
conditions. The second objective was (ii) to evaluate the ability of such a system
to perform in both conditions. This study will demonstrate the technical feasibility for such a system to discriminate cognitive fatigue both in simulated and
real-flight conditions. Moreover it will be demonstrated that combining EEG
and fNIRS can possibly improve that discrimination.
The following experiment that will be presented involved teams of two operators performing a complex task in laboratory settings. Different levels of
workload and cooperation were manipulated. The eight and ninth chapter
present its results respectively for the physiological synchrony at the heart level
and for EEG spectral discrimination. Regarding the physiological synchrony
analysis (i.e. 8th chapter), the objective was to evaluate how we could, at the
cardiac level, identify teams that performed the task together. We will show that
a simple metrics based on delayed coincidence count can discriminate when
teammates underwent an intense cooperative scenario from when they did not.
Regarding the EEG analysis (i.e. 9th chapter) the objective was to evaluate how
spectral markers could discriminate different levels of workload and cooperation.
We will demonstrate that it is possible to discriminate participants that were
cooperative regardless of their workload. Reciprocally we will demonstrate that
we can discriminate workload levels regardless of the cooperation level.
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In this chapter, we will describe the nature of aircrews’ technical and non
technical skills to operate aircrafts. We will show that several stressors can
impair their cognitive and behavioral performance. We will then introduce Neuroergonomics as a relevant approach to better understand the neural correlates
underpinning human performance in the real world. Such an approach paves
the way to the implementation of monitoring and neuroadaptive technology to
improve pilot-flight deck interactions.
1.1

the cognitive requirements of flying

The first primary skills that any pilot has to learn in order to complete a flight
can be summarized as: aviate, navigate, communicate and manage systems
[Wickens and Dehais, 2019]. The aviate skill is related to the technical perceptualmotor actions required to maneuver the plane via the flight stick, rudder pedals
and the throttle lever. Navigation relates to managing that the plane goes where
it has to go. It includes actions such as maintaining heading, speed and keeping
a desired altitude. Communication refers to all the procedural vocal exchanges
that a successful flight requires. It includes exchanges with the co-pilot but also
with the air traffic controller in the control tower. Lastly system management
refers to the ability to maintain the mechanical and electrical systems of the
plane in a suitable state. Most pilots master those primary skills. Quite counterintuitively what usually differentiates a skilled pilot from the rest does not lie
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Figure 4: Representation of the operator and his/her set of skills as the interface
between the tasks that flying imposes (input) and delivering a performance
(output).

in their ability to master those technical skills but rather in their proficiency at
managing the cognitive non-technical skills [Wickens and Dehais, 2019].
Those non-technical cognitive skills can be described from the operator point
of view as: managing task priority, maintaining situation awareness, managing
the crew and taking appropriate decisions (see figure 4). The primary technical
tasks (aviate, communicate, navigate, manage) listed above usually need to be
performed in a certain priority order because some are more critical and time
sensitive than others. This task organization and prioritization is referred to as
cockpit-task management [Funk, 1991]. In the context of aviation a good and
efficient task management strategy revolves around several key components.
The strategy needs to be flexible i.e. to allow reallocating task priority dynamically in case of emergency. Attention allocation must switch between tasks at an
adequate rate. It is reasonably distributed to all tasks in order not to forget or
miss relevant events. Low priority tasks must be inhibited i.e. to avoid spending
too much time on non-relevant or meaningless tasks. Lastly the pending tasks
must be remembered in order to go back to a task that was put aside because
it had a lower priority at the moment. Those key concept ensure an efficient
cockpit-task management.
Cockpit-task management requires pilots to carefully deploy their attention.
Attention can be defined as the: conscious or unconscious function that focuses on
some external or internal stimulus presumably at the expense of fully processing other
information [Purves et al., 2018]. Interestingly the second part of this definition
implies an efficient allocation strategy relying on a trade-off between exploring
and exploiting the environment. [Corbetta and Shulman, 2002] have proposed
that attention is mediated by two different systems (represented figure 5). In
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Figure 5: Attentional control network (on the right hemisphere). Blue areas: dorsal
frontal-parietal regions activated by endogenous stimuli; Yellow areas: ventral
regions activated during reorienting and by exogenous stimuli. IPS/SPL =
interparietal sulcus/superior parietal lobule; FEF = frontal eye fields; TPJ
= temporal–parietal junction; IPL/STG = inferior parietal lobule/superior
temporal gyrus; VFC = ventral frontal cortex; IFG/MFG = inferior frontal
gyrus/middle frontal gyrus. (From [Corbetta and Shulman, 2002], illustration
from [Purves et al., 2018])

their view, one system serves endogenous attention1 (exploiting) and is located
in the intraparietal cortex and the superior frontal cortex. The second system,
located near the temporal–parietal junction and the ventral frontal cortex, is
specialized for the detection of unexpected or salient exogenous stimuli (exploring). Those two systems are proposed to operate by modulating the activity
in sensory cortical regions, resulting in an enhanced processing. This network
is usually referred to as the frontal-parietal attention network [Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002, Purves et al., 2018]. It is postulate that those two networks
modulate the activity in sensory cortices among others, and improve their
processing (possibly at the expense of others).
An efficient attention allocation presupposes to be extensively aware of both
system states and the surrounding environment i.e. to have a sufficient situation
awareness. Situation awareness is an extensively used concept in human factors studies [Endsley et al., 2000]. It has been described as a three-level model:
the perception of the elements in the environment, the comprehension of their meaning,
and the projection of their status in the near futur [Endsley et al., 2000]. Those three
1 Endogenous attention refers to the conscious direction of attention, like following someone’s
instruction and focusing on a particular aspect of the environment. Conversely exogenous (or
involuntary) attention refers to the situation in which an unexpected noise, flash of light, movement, or
other salient stimulus causes a shift of focus [Purves et al., 2018]
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Figure 6: Representation of the different areas involved in cognitive control i.e. mostly
the prefrontal cortex. Illustration from [Purves et al., 2018].

stages are usually summarized as noticing, understanding and predicting. One can
intuitively perceive that the first level of situation awareness is closely related
to attention. The second level i.e. understanding presupposes some knowledge
related to the system and the perceived information. The last level of situation
awareness, i.e. predicting, relies on two pillars: (i) the past representations and
causal links stored in the long term memory and (ii) the current representations
of the outer world, stored in the short-term memory.
Maintaining an adequate situation awareness represents a task by itself. It
involves dynamic attention deployment, memory storage and cognitive processing. It allows to make sense of the surrounding information, to predict the
future state of the system and ultimately to take meaningful decisions about
it. Those advanced brain function, i.e. thinking, planning and deciding, have
been defined in the neuroscientific literature as cognitive control [Purves et al.,
2018]. Cognitive control refers to a set of processes dedicated to select the
appropriate behaviors to face a dynamic and uncertain environment. It relies
on a compromise to achieve the desired goals, considering current and future hazards
(exhaustion) and that all the solutions are uncertain and risky [Amalberti, 2001]. The
prefrontal cortex (PFC) (see figure 6) has been shown to be strongly associated
with cognitive control, enabling operators (i) to select the most appropriate
strategy in terms of cost and reward estimation. These strategic decisions can
be be critical in aeronautical contexts e.g. when pilots have to decide whether
to land or initiate a go-around procedure. A go-around is an aborted landing
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procedure2 where the crew decides to fly back in the traffic to retry a landing.
However various reasons can increase the subjective perceived reward of a landing
for the crew such as the eagerness to land after long flights (fatigue) or the
known cost of a go-around for the company3 . These can lead the crew to
wrongfully take the decision to land at the expense of safety. Those types of
strategic decisions and reward estimation mostly occur in the orbitofrontal cortex
and the anterior cingular cortex (ACC) [Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005, Stuss and
Knight, 2013]. Cognitive control also requires (ii) to inhibit task-irrelevant stimuli/responses via the ventromedial cortex [Purves et al., 2018], (iii) to monitor
the ongoing selected strategy via the ACC [Fuster, 2015] and (iv) to possibly
switch between strategies to adapt to external contingencies. Specifically the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) has been associated with the ability to
assess the reliability of alternative strategies and arbitrate between exploiting
and exploring. The DLPFC is connected to various reward-related and attentionrelated areas and is largely considered as the part of the brain that produces the
most flexible, complex and future-oriented behaviors [Purves et al., 2018]. The
DLFPC functional role has been hypothesized to act as input-output regulator
that rewire relevant brain networks together in order to make information reach
its intended destination [Miller, 2000] (see figure 7).
The previous sections have allowed to describe flying tasks and skills at the
individual level. However, most modern aircraft are operated by two operators,
namely the captain and the first officer. Before each particular flight phase such
as take-off or landing, the captain assigns each pilot the task to either fly the
aircraft, i.e. aviate, or to monitor the flight parameters and control the aircraft systems.
The first one is called pilot flying (PF) and the latter pilot monitoring (PM)4 .
Aircraft operations manuals clearly specify the different roles of the PF and
PM during each phase and also emphasize the importance that the pilots regularly cross-check each other [CAA, 2013]. Indeed an aircraft state can rapidly
change, pilots need to constantly monitor their actions but also their partner’s
performance in order to adapt to it, i.e. they need to cooperate [Ullsperger
et al., 2014]. Cooperation, in a broad sense, can be defined as: a situation that
contains a manifest collective goal, in which a group of agents realize it by choosing
their actions in accordance with an equilibrium [Paternotte, 2014]. More informally,
2 Go-around can occur during unstabilized approach or when the runway is obstructed.
3 Companies pay an average of 2481$ per hour to operate an aircraft [ICAO, 2017]
4 The aeronautical literature also refers to the pilot monitoring as pilot not flying (PNF). PNF
was historically the most used term, however in order to emphasize the monitoring role of the
PNF, pilot monitoring is now more employed [CAA, 2013].
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Figure 7: Schematic illustration of the DLPFC function. Following the operator representation in figure 4, the brain can be seen as a system that receives inputs
(stimuli) and transforms them into outputs thanks to a weighted propagation
through the network. The DLPFC plays a role of regulator or switchman by
weighting the different connection thus modulating information propagation.
From [Miller, 2000].

cooperation is tying to achieve a goal together. Work in the field of distributed
cognition suggested that teamwork is comparable to a dual task environment
[Hollan et al., 2000]. Indeed when cooperating, operators have to adapt and
sustain cognitive resources to meet the task demands but they also have to
allocate resources in order to meet the requirement that cooperation structurally
imposes [Bowers et al., 1997] such as communication, coordination, monitoring
and leadership for example (see figure 8). In cooperative contexts, in order to
fully characterize the task demands, one has to separate the demands imposed
by the task itself: taskwork, and the demands imposed by the cooperation:
teamwork [Funke et al., 2012].
In order to adjust their behavior and to dynamically keep an harmony between them, humans possess two systems for social information processing: the
mirror neuron system (MNS) and the mentalizing network (MENT) (figure
9). Studies have shown that those two systems have prominent connections
between each other mainly between the posterior medial prefrontal cortex and
the ventral premotor cortex and also between the inferior parietal lobule and
the superior temporal sulcus [Luppino et al., 1993, Rozzi et al., 2005, Luppino
et al., 2001]. Depending on the task, studies have reported co-activation of the
two systems [Becchio et al., 2012, Cavallo et al., 2015]. However a large review
has disclosed that those systems are rarely concurently active [Van Overwalle
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Figure 8: The different teamwork dimensions presented in a hierarchical conceptual
structure, adapted from [Rousseau et al., 2006]. From our perspective we will
mainly focus on collaboration, assessment and adjustment related behaviors.
The other dimensions, while being critical to efficient teamwork behaviors,
are out of the scope of our work.
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Figure 9: Mirror neuron system and mentalizing network anatomical substrate from
[Ninomiya et al., 2018]. Results from studies on the macaque brain. In
blue: the mirror neuron system (ventral premotor cortex and inferior parietal
lobule). In red: mentalizing system (posterior medialfrontal cortex and
superior temporal sulcus STS). In black: within systems connection and
orange: between systems connection. The STS cortex is unfolded and the
dotted lines indicate the dorsal or ventral border of the STS fundus.

and Baetens, 2009]. One hypothesis is that the MNS sends information about
observed actions to the MENT via motor simulation in order to create a world
representation. This representation will then be used to create prediction and
possibly infer other’s intentions [Uddin et al., 2007, Sperduti et al., 2014, Keysers
and Gazzola, 2007, Gallese and Goldman, 1998, De Lange et al., 2008, Ninomiya
et al., 2018].

1.2

degraded mental states, the influence of stressors

The previous section has allowed to describe nominal pilots’ tasks and related
cognitive abilities to safely operate aircrafts. Those cognitive abilities have
been shown to be greatly controlled by areas located in the prefrontal cortex
(PFC). However, human factors studies have emphasized that several stressors
may affect cognitive performance and degrade pilot-flightdeck interactions
(see figure 10). The very first studies on pilot’s performance and the negative
effect of stressors on cognition began after WW2 with air force pilots. Indeed,
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Figure 10: Representation of the influence of various stressors affecting operators resulting in degraded mental states (figure 4).

they observed that highly skilled pilots were often crashing their plane in the
stress of battle due to mental error [Broadbent, 1971, Arnsten, 2009]. Several
studies have acknowledged the effect of stress on performance initially in the
context of animal discrimination learning, i.e. differentiate different levels of
brightness [Broadbent, 1971, Hockey, 1970]. They surprisingly observed that
the optimal level of stress5 to attain a maximum performance was higher for
easy discrimination compared to harder ones [Kahneman, 1973]. This type of
observation interestingly applies to a wide range of situations [Teigen, 1994].
Indeed engrained habits and automated behaviors that rely on the basal ganglia
were shown to be enhanced under increasing stress, up to a point [Elliott and
Packard, 2008]. Conversely performance drops were observed sooner as soon
as stress increases for complex tasks that require a more refined discrimination,
analysis or more generally flexible thinking, in other words, tasks that involved
the PFC [Arnsten, 1998].
Some authors interestingly addressed the problem of task complexity via the
concept of mental workload. Mental workload is a generic term that describes
5 Stress was experimentally induce via shock delivery of increasing intensity.
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from a cognitive standpoint the cost of accomplishing task requirements for
an operator [Kahneman, 1973]. This cost might therefore induce a depletion
of cognitive resources. Mental workload is influenced by the tasks’ intrinsic
characteristics i.e. the task demands but also by the operator’s skills and attention
resources available. Mental workload represents the level of cognitive resources
required to meet both objective and subjective performance criteria. More informally, mental workload reflects how hard the brain is working to meet task demands.
Human factors literature has highlighted how stressful and demanding the
commercial piloting task can be [Stokes and Kite, 2017]. The pilots’ working
memory for example is heavily recruited to track the aircraft flightpath, to
monitor the flight parameters, and to maintain situation awareness [Dehais
et al., 2017, Causse et al., 2011a, Causse et al., 2011b].
Thanks to the PFC regulation pilots can execute the great variety of complex
tasks that flying imposes. However the PFC exposure to even mild uncontrollable
stress such as extreme workload can rapidly impair its functions. Indeed the
PFC has connections with subcortical structures that generate and regulate emotional responses (see figure 11). It is also connected to parts of the brainstem
that modulate the level of hormones and neurotransmitters related to stress,
i.e. catecholamine6 , which regulates in return the PFC’s action thus creating a
delicious cycle [Arnsten, 2009]. Conversely, under psychological stress, because
of the high PFC network susceptibility to the neurochemical environment, the
stress pathway tends to deactivate its regulation and increases at the same
time fear conditioning creating then a vicious cycle [Arnsten, 2009]. This PFC
deregulation highly impairs attention regulation and working memory. The
top-down control of the PFC that allowed to orient attention towards relevant
stimuli is now replaced by a bottom-up control by sensory cortices [Buschman
and Miller, 2007]. Salient stimuli, such as loud sound, moving object now fully
capture attention. This altered state also tends to make people respond faster,
more automatically and more emotionally to stimuli.
On top of stress itself, others stressors tend to decrease or impair cognitive
performance. Indeed automated systems, and particularly automated flight,
tend to impose long periods of inactivity to pilots, especially during the cruise
phase. These long inactivity periods can easily induce boredom. Furthermore pilots can experience recurrent fatigue, which can be accentuated by
6 Catecholamine are hormone or neurotransmitters like dopamine or adrenaline that are associated with the physiological response to stress [Dimsdale and Moss, 1980]
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Figure 11: Prefrontal cortex regulation illustration under normal (a) and stress conditions (b). The different subparts of the PFC are depicted with their major
projections onto other parts of the brain. DLPFC: dorsolateral PFC. rIPFC:
right inferior PFC. VMPFC: ventromedial PFC. NA: noradrenaline release
ways. DA: dopamine release ways. From [Arnsten, 2009].

their lifestyle. A recent survey disclosed that 56% of British Airways pilots
experienced sleep while on duty [Bostock and Steptoe, 2012, Reis et al., 2013].
A variety of studies have demonstrated the impairing effects of fatigue and
boredom on cognitive performance. Some authors hypothetize that boredom
and fatigue could decrease the dopamine flow in the PFC hence disturbing the
working memory abilities and consequently destabilizing the neural representation [van der Linden, 2011, Boksem et al., 2005, Lorist et al., 2005, van der
Linden and Eling, 2006]. Taken together, fatigue and boredom can dramatically
decrease pilot’s vigilance [Wright and McGown, 2001]. In these cases pilot’s
engagement in the task can be very low and possibly null, a state usually
referred to as disengagement. Low vigilance attentional states and behavior
such as mind wandering, where operators focus on their internal thoughts, have
been observed in operational conditions [Durantin et al., 2015a, Smallwood
et al., 2008, Smallwood and Schooler, 2015].
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Figure 12: The neuroergonomic approach illustrated. From laboratory controlled task
to real flight conditions increasing ecological validity and complexity.

1.3

the neuroergonomic approach

The previous section has demonstrated the links between the piloting task and
its underlying brain functions. It has also shown how stressful situations can
greatly impair the regulatory process that allows efficient and rational decisionmaking. This description was done at a descriptive and theoretical level and the
results that were presented were mainly coming from experimental laboratory
work sometimes carried on animal models. However, in order to strengthen the
knowledge about the complex brain processes underlying human performance,
there is a necessity to study it under ecological settings.
To meet this goal neuroergonomics advocates for more realistic and ecologically valid experiments, it tries to escape both the narrow straits of the laboratory and
the deep blue sea of the field study, as stated in [Brehmer and Dörner, 1993]. Indeed
laboratory studies suffer from a lack of ecological validity. These experiments
that isolate specific cognitive function are usually far from regular situations
operators can encounter in their real life. Conversely field researchers suffer
from a lack of control over their experiments. From an experimental design
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point of view, real-life situations usually represent numerous experimental
variables where some of them are hardly manageable or at least hard to account
for. This possibly make field researchers unable to draw conclusions about
their observations [Brehmer and Dörner, 1993]. Laboratory studies interestingly
allow to manipulate a lower number of variables i.e. the variable dimensionality
is lower where realistic settings induce a higher complexity for the benefit of
the ecological validity. This is where neuroergonomics naturally propose an
approach from laboratory to real life settings (see figure 12) where a clever
incremental increase of scenario complexity and validity would allow to draw
meaningful conclusions about the brain at work.
While implementing neuroergonomic research it is always necessary to keep
this trade-off between complexity and ecological validity in mind. One could
for example start from laboratory settings and isolate one specific cognitive
function. Micro-world simulation would then offer a great compromise, allowing to perform complex and multi-dimensional tasks while under laboratory
conditions. Realistic simulation would then allow a more in-field approach by
physically immerse participants in the task environment. And lastly, real-world
experiments, the final objective, can be implemented. Such a framework is
typically representative of a neuroergonomic approach. It is also important to
note that some controlled protocols are intrinsically more suitable for a potential
real-life implementation than others.
Neuroergonomics is an emerging field of interdisciplinary research that promotes the understanding of the brain in complex real-life activities. Its primary
goal is to accurately and reliably assess operators’ mental states during the
use of complex systems i.e. at work [Parasuraman and Rizzo, 2008]. From
an historical perspective, neuroergonomics has emerged from the mariage of
ergonomics and cognitive neuroscience. Ergonomics is focused on the operator
behavior without giving much attention to the brain mechanisms underlying
them. Whereas neuroscience is fully focused on brain mechanisms without
giving attention to behaviors. From the impulsion of professor Raja Parasuraman, neuroergonomics has tried to merge those two fields in order to study
the underlying brain mechanism of the brain at work. For those reasons neuroergonomics merges approaches from neuroscience, cognitive psychology and
system engineering [Parasuraman and Wilson, 2008]. The primary motive of
neuroergonomics is to improve operations’ safety and efficiency. Specifically
neuroergonomics intends to improve human-machine interaction by understanding the underlying neurocognitive processes of such interactions. This
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objective could be reached by (i) the augmentation of human performance and
its translation to improved functioning at work, (ii) informing the design of
the complex systems, or (iii) dynamically adapting the user interface and task
parameters during use.

1.4

mental state monitoring

The previous section has demonstrated that human performance when confronted to complex situations is limited. Moreover it has been shown that a
variety of stressors can greatly impair cognitive performance. For those reasons, there is a necessity to monitor in situ operators’ mental states. Such
neurophysiological monitoring could allow to reach neuroergonomics objective via neuroadaptive technologies. A neuroadaptive system is an ensemble
of computer-based displays and controls whose functional characteristics change in
response to meaningful variations in the user’s cognitive and/or emotional states [Hettinger et al., 2003]. Concretely, it represents systems that dynamically adapt
their behavior based on brain activity [Krol and Zander, 2017]. Interestingly,
neuroadaptive systems can be used to enhance the overall flight performance by
means of real-time adaptable systems that would facilitate human actions and
decisions [Wickens and Dehais, 2019]. The primary step of such neuroadaptive
system would rely on the inference of the operator current mental states but
also the vehicle state (e.g. the flight parameters). The second step would be
to develop decisional systems, based on machine learning and artificial intelligence, in order to directly adapt the cockpit interface/behavior to help pilots
stay in an appropriate mental state. Such solutions could take the form of automation level adjustments, neurofeedback or adaptable interface that optimally
deliver the most relevant information (see figure 13). By facilitating human
actions and decisions, neuroadaptive systems would therefore potentially increase performance and mitigate human errors [Drougard et al., 2017, Roy, 2019]
This idea of introducing physiological data into human-machine interface,
called physiological computing [Fairclough, 2009] allows systems to take the operator’s states into account. One key assumption behind physiological computing
called psychophysiological inference, as Fairclough explains it, is that mental
states have a physiological substrate. The fundamental challenge is to find
accurate and sensitive psychophysiological measures or features as a representation
of a relevant psychological element. These psychological elements could be for
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Figure 13: Neuroadaptive automation implementation. The adaptive algorithm is based
on the integration of the decoded operator’ mental states via physiological
measures in relation to situation assessment i.e. task demands and goals.
The algorithm can adapt the interface and potentially take control of system
and/or override the operator’ actions. Adapted from [Dehais and Callan,
2019]
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example the degraded mental states that impair pilots’ abilities such as fatigue,
overload or disengagement. However the link between physiological features
and their psychological meaning remains difficult to establish. This is mainly
due to their complex nature but also to the complex mapping between them. Indeed there is not necessarily a one to one relationship between a feature and a
psychological element. While being ideal, this relation must be most of the time
a one-to-many or many-to-one relationship if not a many-to-many relationship.

conclusion regarding the brain at work
This chapter has demonstrated that flying is a complex task that requires numerous technical and cognitive skills. Moreover it has been demonstrated that
a variety of stressors such as stress itself, fatigue or boredom greatly impair
cognitive control especially through a prefrontal cortex deregulation. This
cognitive impairment therefore decreases operator abilities to handle complex
situations and his/her performance. The interesting results from neuroscience
studies have shown a lack of ecological validity. The presented neuroergonomic
approach intends to fill in the hole in order to draw meaningful and usable conclusions regarding the working operator. A specific approach based on operator’
mental state monitoring has been proposed in order to design neuroadaptive
technologies. Such technologies rely on (i) mental state inference and (ii) the
smart design of cognitive counter measures (e.g. adaptive automation or neurofeedback) to maintain the operator in the appropriate state and mitigate human
errors. The following chapter will present the sensors that are available to
measure and assess physiological, behavioral and neurophysiological activity.
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T

he previous chapter has advocated for the implementation of monitoring
solutions. Several sensors are available to measure the physiological and
neurophysiological state of operators. Moreover the neuroergonomic
approach and the real-world settings necessity imposes some great constraint
on devices such as portability. In this chapter the most used methods to record
physiological data in neuroergonomics contexts will be presented. Firstly peripheral measures i.e. eye tracking and electrocardiography will be detailed
and lastly neurophysiological methods: electroencephalography and functional
near-infrared spectroscopy.
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Figure 14: Schematic eye anatomy (from [WikimediaCommons, 2007])

2.1
2.1.1

peripheral measures: ocular and cardiac activity
Eyes movements

Eyes are organs that provide human with visual perception i.e. vision. From a
physical perspective, light is converted in the eye when hitting the retina: the
light sensitive layer of the eye. In the center of the retina is the fovea which is the
most sensitive part of the retina. Thanks to its high density of photo-receptors,
the fovea is responsible for the human sharp vision (figure 14). The foveal
area is the only area allowing us to perform activity for which visual details
are important like driving or reading , however foveal vision represents only
approximately three degrees of the human vision span [Strasburger et al., 2011]
(figure 15). Knowing that need of foveal vision to extract informations from a
visual scene, the importance of the eye orientation and its movement appears
essential.
Thanks to six extra-ocular muscles, the human eye is capable of four main
different movements:
• Vergence: it is a movement of both eyes to focus on any given distance.
Vergence allows to see clearly especially at close range.
• Pursuit: also known as smooth pursuit, allows to track any moving object
by keeping its image on the fovea.
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Figure 15: Schematic diagram of the human vision span (adapted from [WikimediaCommons, 2010])

• Saccades: rapid movement allowing to explore the environment. Saccades
are ballistic movement, meaning that when initiated, one cannot change
its speed nor its target (like a bullet).
• Vestibulo-ocular reflex: corresponds to eye movements that compensate
for head movements. This reflex movement allows to see clearly even if
the head is in motion.
When the eye is not in motion, we talk about fixations. Fixations allow to
keep the visual gaze in a specific location. It is important to note that during
fixations the eye is not actually out of motion. While the gaze is being held
close to a specific location, the eye is doing micro-saccades or low amplitude
drifts [Rucci et al., 2016]. This physiological jitter phenomenon is mandatory
to keep the retinal neurons continuously stimulated. Otherwise the visual
perception would disappear [Coppola and Purves, 1996]. While the limitations
and definition of the concept of fixation is still a bit discussed [Hessels et al.,
2018], it can be defined as movement that stabilized the retina over a stationary object
of interest [Duchowski, 2002]. The study of eye movements and more generally
the eye condition which includes pupillary response is usually referred to as
oculometry [Merchant, 1966].
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2.1.2

Oculometry and attention

In order to acquire and process stimuli, an operator will firstly have to attend
to it. This phenomenon is called overt orienting [Posner, 1980]. Applied to
visual stimuli, that means that to acquire an information, an operator would
have to look at it i.e. align his visual axis on the stimuli. Those mechanisms of
attentional orienting have been studied since since the 80’s [Posner, 1980].
It is also worth noting that opposed to overt orienting, there is a mechanism
which is called covert orienting [Wright and Ward, 2008]. This mechanism corresponds to the process of shifting attention without moving one’s eye. This
phenomenon can be experienced everyday when focusing on inside thoughts
or memories. Moreover covert orienting or covert attention can happen when
one operator shifts his/her attention to a visual area without actually aligning
his/her eye with it.
In our work we will only focus on overt orienting of attention. This will
be achieved using eye trackers that will record where operators are looking.
Eye trackers are composed of one or more cameras recording eyes activity
and geometrically reconstructing where they are pointing at. While tracking
the direction of the gaze, it will be contextualized by the environment. Those
relevant part of space will be called areas of interest (AOI), the altimeter in a
cockpit for example. The main metrics that we will use will be the absolute
time spent in an AOI or a ratio of it relatively to a session for example.
In our context, oculometry will be used more as a behavioral measure than
as a physiological one. However more information about an operator can be extracted using the eye, from example via the pupil diameter. See [Peysakhovich
et al., 2018, Peysakhovich, 2016] for applications of oculometry to neuroergonomics in the aeronautical context.
2.1.3

The heart: a bioelectrical pump

Electrocardiography or ECG refers to a graphical representation of the cardiac electrical activity. ECG recordings are relatively low cost1 and easy to
implement as they require only a few electrodes placed on the thorax. The
1 compared to brain monitoring technology such as electroencephalography EEG of even functional magnetic resonance imaging fMRI that will be presented just after
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heart is a four chambers muscle that pumps blood through our vessels mainly
to channel oxygen and nutrients to the other organs. The electrical signal is
greatly noticeable during heart contraction [Hurst, 1998]. The electrical signal
corresponds to the depolarization of the cardiac muscle membrane via calcium
ions movement.
The inter-beat interval (IBI) represents the time interval between individual
beats. It can also be referred to as the RR interval in relation to the R peak
of the QRS complex (see example in figure 16). The R wave represents the
upward deflection of the greatest amplitude in the electrocardiogram (ECG).
The QRS complex is the result of the ventricular electrical re-polarization of the
heart [Khan, 2004]. RR intervals can also be referred to as NN interval: the N
meaning normal. This is done to precise that pathological RR intervals due to
arrhythmia for example are not taken into account in the measurement.
The heart rate (HR) corresponds to the number of heart contractions per
minute. It can be easily computed from the IBI where:
HR =

1
∗ 60
IBI

(1)

Where the HR is in beat per minute (BPM) and the IBI in seconds. The American
Heart Association considers as normal a resting heart rate between 60 and 100
(BPM). The absolute heart rate for adults ranges from 40 to 220 BPM. Heart
rate varies throughout the day to match one’s physiological need. Moreover,
what makes the heart a valuable asset for neuroergonomics is that it is also
greatly influenced by cognitive states such as anxiety and stress [Kim et al.,
2018a, Taelman et al., 2009]. A variety of measures can be used to characterize
the cardiac activity such as: the inter-beat interval, the heart rate variability or
the respiratory sinus arrhythmia for example [Clifford, 2002].

2.1.4

The heart rate variability

Interestingly the heart activity varies throughout the day to match one’s physiological need and there is also a close relationship between one’s heart and
its cognitive states [Thayer and Lane, 2009] (see figure 17). It has for example
been shown that the heart activity is greatly influence by cognitive states such
as anxiety and stress [Kim et al., 2018a, Taelman et al., 2009]. For these reasons, the human heart does not beat following a perfect rhythm and the heart
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Figure 16: Three seconds ECG signal from experimental acquisition. Five ECG peaks
are depicted and symbolized by the red point. The first Inter-Beat-Interval
(IBI) or RR-Interval is symbolized. The average HR for this segment is
101 BPM (IBI=593ms), for illustration SDNN is computed for this segment,
SDNN=8.5ms

rate variability (HRV) intends to quantify this ”rhythm variability”. HRV is a
physiological phenomenon of variation over time of the period between consecutive
heartbeats [Acharya et al., 2006]. It characterizes the difference in duration of
successive heartbeats in a defined time interval.
Different measures can be used to characterize HRV. The standard deviation
of NN interval (SDNN) is a classically used one [Clifford, 2002]. For example
in figure 16, a three-second segment of signal containing five ECG peaks is
represented. The average HR for this segment is 101 BPM. Such HR corresponds
to an average IBI interval of 593 ms. However it is really likely that each beat
will not be exactly separated by one second during those five minutes. Indeed,
for this segment, the four IBI are: 582, 599, 599 and 589 in ms. By computing
the standard deviation for this values we obtain the SDNN, here equal to 8.5 ms.
Is it important to note that the SDNN is not usually computed on such short
period of time. Recommendations advice for 5 min or 24h recordings [Malik,
1996]. Moreover SDNN should not be compared if computed over periods of
different length. For a review on HRV and metrics see [Acharya et al., 2006].
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Figure 17: Influence of prefrontal cortex activity on heart muscles and HRV (adapted
from [Fatisson et al., 2016] and [Nikolin et al., 2017]). The prefontal cortex
interacts with two other cortices: the cingular and the insula and send information via the thalamus, hypothalamus and the solitary tractus. This
regulation is done via the autonomic system and can either activate: sympathetic activation or inhibit: parasympathetic suppresion cardiac activity. The
heart muscles receive nervous signals via its intrinsic and extrinsic nervous
ganglia.
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Another approach to quantify HRV can be done by applying power spectral
estimation on IBI signals. The frequency spectrum has been divided in fours
bands [Clifford, 2002]:
1. Ultra-low frequency (ULF): from 0.0001 Hz to 0.003 Hz
2. Very-low frequency (VLF): from 0.003 Hz to 0.04 Hz
3. Low frequency (LF): from 0.04 Hz to 0.15 Hz
4. High frequency (HF): from 0.15 Hz to 0.4 Hz
The rationale for splitting the spectrum into different frequency bands lies in
the belief that distinct regulatory mechanisms contribute to HRV via separate frequency
bands [Clifford, 2002]. Fluctuations in the VLF and ULF bands are thought to be
due to long-term regulatory mechanisms (related to thermoregulation, blood
pressure and other chemical regulations) [Bianchi et al., 1990]. The HF band is
usually accepted as a measure parasympathetic influence [Bianchi et al., 1990].
However, the LF band fluctuations interpreteations are less clear. Sympathetic
and parasympathetic mechanisms can operate at these frequencies while some
authors consider that the LF band is related to sympathetic activation only
[Eckberg, 1997].
Lastly, one other measure used is the respiratory sinus arrhythmia. It is the
heart rate variability in synchrony with respiration by which the RR interval on an
ECG is shortened during inspiration and prolonged during expiration [Yasuma and
Hayano, 2004]. More informally: respiration influences the cardiac cycle i.e. by
shortening or prolonging the IBI. This influence of breathing or respiration can
be studied via ECG recordings.

neurophysiological measures
Regarding neurophysiolgiocal devices, numerous methods exists to measures,
in a broad sens, brain activity. Figure 18 depicts the major current methods
available to analyze the brain, function of the time scale and of the size of
the brain area analyzed. This graph is separated in three different zones (A,
B and C). Area C represents methods that are invasive, meaning one has to
physically break the skin barrier in order to obtain the data. Field potentials,
patch clamp and single unit recordings quire to introduce a array or one single
micro-electrodes inside brain tissue. Microscopy however can only be realized
in-vitro with extracted tissue. Area B represents techniques that can only
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Figure 18: Neuroscience imaging tools inspired and adapted from [Sejnowski, 2014].
EEG: electroencephalography. fNIRS: functional near-infrared spectroscopy.
fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging. PET: positrons emision tomography.

be used in heavily laboratory controlled conditions. PET and MRI imager
weight multiple tons which hardly prevent real-life settings. Lastly area A
containing functional near-infrared spectroscopy fNIRS and electroencephalography
EEG represents techniques that can be portable and measure the brain activity
around the millisecond scale. For this reason those two techniques are the one
neuroergonomics tends to use the most.

2.2
2.2.1

electroencephalography
Signal origins and physiological background

Electroencephalography or EEG refers to a graphical representation of the brain
electrical activity. The encephale literally means inside the skull (originally from
greek). Anatomically speaking the encephale is composed of the brain, the
brainstem and the cerebellum, with the spinal cord, they form the central nervous system (CNS) [Purves et al., 2018]. However, the spinal cord is outside
the skull in the vertebral column or backbone. The CNS represents the largest
part of the human nervous system [Tortora et al., 2016]. The other part of the
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Figure 19: Dipole anatomical and physiological schematization (from [Bear et al., 2009])

human nervous system is the peripheral nervous system (PNS), constituted of
external nerves and ganglia. The main function of the PNS is to connect the
CNS to the body members and organs to send and receive bioelectrical signals.
EEG can be described as an electrical measure of the CNS. Different cells
compose the CNS, neurons are the most famous one. Neurons are excitable cells
that generate and transmit a bioelectrical signal: the nervous signal. Multipolar neurons receive signal via multiple dendrites and transmit it via a single
axon. The electrical activity measured by the EEG results from the sum of
post-synaptic potentials from multiple particular neurons: the pyramidal cells.
Pyramidal cells are projection neurons i.e. their axon is projected in a different
structure of the CNS. From a physical perspective, current sources in the brain
are caused by the difference in membrane potential due to intrinsic and/or
synaptic transmissions. As an action potential i.e. the nerve impulse travels
down the axon there is a change in polarity across its membrane. Pyramidal
neurons can be model as dipoles (see figure 19). This active ion transport
generates current and is compensated by currents flowing in the surrounding
medium. Those current flows described as current sinks and current sources
are the biophysical basis of the EEG signal generation [da Silva, 2004].
In order to generate a measurable EEG signal, pyramidal cells must be in
sufficient number and oriented in the same direction. The brain is a folded
structure, composed of different parts (gyri) separated by channels (sulci) (fig-
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Figure 20: Representation of the brain from [Gray and Lewis, 1918]. The different
cortices or lobes are represented in different colors. Blue: Frontal lobe.
Yellow: Parietal lobe. Red: Occipital lobe. Green: Temporal lobe.

ure 20). Because of this structure, some parts of the cortex can be oriented in
opposite directions and so do the pyramidal cells. This opposed orientation can
decrease or suppress the electrical signal diffusion. When recording EEG, one
has to keep in mind those structural effects, especially because of the high variability between subjects. Anatomical MRI which gives access to the anatomical
information can be useful when interpreting EEG signals and doing advanced
analyses such as source reconstruction.

2.2.2

The EEG signal

EEG recordings are usually done with a set of 8 to 32 electrodes linked to a
biomedical grade amplifier (see illustration figure 21). Recordings using above
32 electrodes (up to 256 generally) can be considered high density EEG. This
high number of electrodes is critical to do specific computation such as source
localization.
To meet the demands of ecological experiments, the last decades have seen
the development of dry electrodes. Dry electrodes allow to record EEG signals
without applying conductive gel between each electrode and the scalp. This gel
procedure can be fastidious in real life conditions, especially with a large umber
of electrodes. However this lack of conductive gel can sometime lead to bad
electrical contact between the scalp and the electrodes, amplifying noises and
giving a low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). Even when using humid electrodes
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Figure 21: Illustration of a lab controlled experiment with a subject wearing an EEG
cap.

impedance between the electrodes and the scalp can be problematic. A low or
at least known impedance is necessary in order to keep the SNR in a reasonable
area [Van Rijn et al., 1990].
Electrodes placement was originally codified via the 10-20 system (figure 22),
which represents the distance spacing electrodes in percentage from the nasion
to the inion. The nasion (Nz) represents the intersection between nasal and
frontal bones, it is between the eyes and above the nose bridge. The inion (Iz)
represents the protuberant part of the occipital bone behind the skull. Later were
proposed 10-10 and 10-5 systems to increase electrodes density [Oostenveld
and Praamstra, 2001]. Electrodes placement need to be particularly accurate
when doing source reconstruction [Oostenveld and Praamstra, 2001]. To locate
exactly the electrodes positions, it is possible to use 3D tracking methods either
with a pointer or a 3D camera.
The EEG is a few micro volt amplitude oscillating signal. Oscillating signals
can generally be described via their frequency, phase and amplitude. Moreover
any oscillating signal can be characterized as a sum of oscillating signals at
different frequencies (figure 23). Hans Berger2 first described the various
2 Hans Berger is a German neurologist considered as the father of electroencephalography [Berger,
1934]
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Figure 22: Upper (left) and lateral (right) views of the electrode positioning system.
The 21 electrodes positions from the original 10-20 system are represented in
black. The gray positions represent the ones from the 10-10 system. Lastly the
white dots represent the recently proposed position from the 10-5 system
(from [Oostenveld and Praamstra, 2001]).

frequency bands of the EEG that he gave his name to. The Berger oscillations are
now called alpha oscillation and the other frequency bands are now also each
called after greek letter:
• delta: 1-4 Hz
• theta: 4-8 Hz
• alpha: 8-13 Hz
• beta: 13-30 Hz
• gamma: 30-150 Hz
Those frequency bands have different physiological functions in the brain. To
give a few examples, usually the presence of high power in the low frequencies
in the EEG is correlated with sleep or drowsiness, specifically theta and high
amplitude delta [Dement and Kleitman, 1957] which are mainly observable in
adults in deep sleep states. However delta waves can also be observed during
focused attention states and theta waves when actively inhibiting behaviors
[Kirmizi-Alsan et al., 2006]. Alpha waves are observable in relaxed states, eyeclosed [Ben-Simon et al., 2013]. Beta waves are the most represented in active
adults. Gamma waves have been shown to have multiple roles in cognitive and
sensory processes [Başar-Eroglu et al., 1996]. EEG spectral properties will be
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discussed in a following chapter in regards to the relevant mental states that we
consider in the aviation context.

2.3
2.3.1

functional near-infrared spectroscopy
Signal origins

The relationship between brain activity and cerebral bloodflow started to be
investigated in 1890 by James and collaborators [James et al., 1890]. The intuitive idea behind was that the more you think, the more you should use the
cells in your brain. Brain cells, as any cell, need energy (nutrients, sugar) and
oxygen to function. A consequence of a significant neuronal activation will
naturally increase the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2 ). Because
the only source of nutrients and oxygen is from the incoming blood, the idea
was: the harder you use cognitive function the more blood and cerebral blood
flow you must have. Simply put: think more and you must have more blood going
through your brain. Practically, the oxygen transportation in the bloodstream is
done thanks to hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is the protein inside erythrocytes (i.e.
red blood cells) that transports oxygen. When bound to oxygen hemoglobin
is referred to as oxy-hemoglobin (HbO) and deoxy-hemoglobin (HbR) (the R
standing for reduced) when not.
There are indeed two adaptive mechanisms that insure the central nervous
system homeostasis by regulating blood supply in the brain. The two main
processes responsible for that regulation are: (i) autoregulation and (ii) hyperaemia [Muoio et al., 2014]. (i) Autoregulation is the process that keeps
a constant blood flow in the brain. The flow is kept via vessel pressure. This
mascroscopic vascular tone lies between 50 and 160 mmHg. It protects the brain
from physiological and pathological situations where increase or decrease in
the central blood pressure is observed. (ii) Hyperaemia relates to the microscopic blood flow regulation done at the local level according to neuronal demand.
Neuronal demand can increase in pathological contexts such as seizure but it
can also physiologically increase during cognitive demanding situations such
as arithmetic calculating for example.
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Figure 23: At the top: a raw EEG signals. Under are represented the different bandfiltered signals corresponding to the usually define range.
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Figure 24: The neuro-vascular system seen in electronic microscopy (from [Reina-De
La Torre et al., 1998]). The vascular pruning effect (red arrows) on zebrafish
brain [Sedwick, 2012].

This hypereamia phenomenon is the physiological basis that fNIRS3 relies
upon. This phenomenon can also be called neurovascular coupling. This coupling
insures that a peak in neuronal activity will be compensated by an increase in
oxygen supply. This mechanism is done via vasodilatation and vasoconstriction
i.e. vascular pruning (see figure 24). This regulation mechanism is complex
and realized by vascular and neural cells interacting together and being part of
a system called the neurovascular unit [Kim and Filosa, 2012]. The neurovascular unit is composed of neurons, interneurons, astrocytes, smooth muscular
cells, pericytes among others. All those cells form an intimate anatomical and
functional network locally regulating bloodflow [Muoio et al., 2014].
Thanks to the neurovascular coupling, a local neuronal activation results in a
local increase in HbO concentration. Vasodilatation increases the cerebral blood
flow (CBF) in the activated area, because the blood volume increases without
significant increase in O2 consumption, HbR molecules are diluted and so HbR
concentration reduced. This pattern of activity is called the Hemodynamic
Response (figure 25). It is worth noting that neuronal activation occurs within
few milliseconds, however the hemodynamic response reaches its peak within

3 and functional MRI
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seconds. These different temporalities can impact decisions when designing
adaptive systems as we will see in the brain computer interface design section.
2.3.2

Optical blood flow measure

fNIRS like fMRI is a blood-oxygen-level dependent imaging method (BOLD)
[Cui et al., 2011]. fNIRS uses optodes, a couple of light emitter-receptor (figure
26), to measure local blood flow absorption. There is currently four different
ways to implement fNIRS: (i) Continuous wave (ii) Frequency domain (iii)
Time-resolved and (iv) spatially-resolved. (i) Continuous wave fNIRS is done
by continuously emitting and receiving light. This is the method we use and
will detail here. (ii) Frequency domain fNIRS uses modulated light signals
by hundreds of MHz and analyze the phase and amplitude drifts received by
the emitter [Kurth, 2002]. (iii) Time-resolved fNIRS uses short light pulses
i.e. on ther order of picoseconds and analyses the time-of-flight distributions4 .
This type of setup can give information about the absolute HbO concentration
whereas continuous wave cannot [Abdalmalak et al., 2017]. Lastly (iv) spatially
resolved fNIRS gives access to an absolute ratio of HbO and HbR by analyzing
the slope of light attenuation versus the emitter-receptor distance [Suzuki et al.,
1999]. We will only present the first method: the continuous wave, which is the
most used and also the one we used for our different studies.
HbO and HbR have different optical properties. Those two chromophores
absorb light differently (see figure 27), their extinction coefficient in the near
infrared (700 - 900 nm) is different and crosses around 800 nm. Using the
modified Beer-Lambert Law (mBLL), one can calculate HbO and HbR variations
in concentration [Kocsis et al., 2006]. The Beert-Lambert Law (BLL) states
that the attenuation A of a monochromatic light, with a λ wavelength and
incident energy intensity I0 is proportional to the product of the compound’s
concentration c in mol, its molar extinction coefficient (eλ ) and the optical path
length d:
I
) = eλ cd
(2)
I0
However this model is only fitted for straight optical pathlengths, fNIRS
optodes are placed on the scalp and spaced around 3cm away to allow light to
I = I0 .10−eλ cd ⇔ A = −log10 (

4 Time-of-flight is a usual measure in spectroscopy [Pellicer and del Carmen Bravo, 2011]. It
refers to the time taken by an object, particle or wave to travel a distance through a medium. In
our case the time that light take to travel through the brain
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Figure 25: Illustration of the canonical hemodynamic response (from [Durantin, 2015]).
Upper graph: an increased neuronal activity induces an increase of the
cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2). This increases in oxygen consumption triggers local vasodilation thanks to the neurovascular coupling
mechanism, locally leading to an increase in cerebral blood flow (CBF). Lower
graph: an intial dip of HbO concentration can be observed and symmetrically
an increase in HbR concentration due to the increased CMRO2. An HbO
concentration increase larger in amplitude can then be observed associated
with a decrease in HbR concentration.
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form a banana shaped path between the emitters and receptors (see figure 26).
To take that path length into account, the equation has to be corrected with
the Differential Pathlength Factor DPF. Because samples have usually more than
one absorbing compound, different wavelengths λ can be sent by the emitter in
order to create an equation system. For a difference in absorption ∆A between
t0 and t1 (∆T) for i wavelengths:
∆A(∆T, λ) = −log10

n
I ( t1 , λ )
= ∑ eiλ ∆ci (t) DPF (λ)d
I ( t0 , λ )
i =1

(3)

When the two chromophores (HbO and HbR) are evaluated at two different
wavelengths and two different points in time, the system of equations can be
solved for the changes in concentrations.





−1 ∆A(∆T,λ1 )
1 e HbR,λ1 e HbO,λ1
∆[ HbR]
 DPF(λ1 ) 
=
(4)
∆A(∆T,λ2 )
∆[ HbO]
d e HbR,λ2 e HbO,λ2
DPF (λ2 )

[HbO] and [HbR] represent HbO and HbR concentrations. It is important to
note that continuous wave fNIRS only measures changes in concentration, the
absolute concentration in HbO and HbR cannot be estimated.
conclusion on physiological measures
This chapter presented the different tools and physiological recording methods
that are relevant in the neuroergonomics context and that will be used in the
experimental part. Eye tracking, as a behavorial measure, is a window to
attentional processes. ECG represents an easy to implement method to gain
access objectively to the user mental states thanks to the close relationship
between heart activity and mental states. Regarding the neurophysiological
measurements, EEG allows to access the direct electrical activation of cortical
cells at the millisecond scale while fNIRS measure the indirect hemodynamic
response to neuronal activation within a few seconds. The following chapter will
present the different ways to characterize signals from such neurophysiological
recording devices.
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Figure 26: fNIRS principle with the light emitter and detector going through the different anatomical layers and finally through the brain. From [MohammadiNejad et al., 2018]

Figure 27: Absorption spectra of oxy-hemoglobin HbO and deoxy-hemoglobin HbR
(data plotted from [Gratze W.B., 1998])
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I

n the previous chapter we reviewed the different tools available to monitor
brain activity in ecological settings. The objective of this chapter is to
detail the different physiological metrics or features that can be computed
to characterize cognitive activities. The first section of this chapter will be
dedicated to the most commonly used metrics based on time and frequency
analysis over neurophysiological time-series. The various limitations that continuous monitoring imposes and the conceptual limitations of looking at local
physiological activity, especially for brain signals, will lead us to present methods to characterize dependency between signals. Interestingly dependencies
between signals from different types of sensors can also be computed such
as ECG and EEG for example. In this connectivity section, various methods
emerging from the literature to compute dependency or synchronization will
be presented. While numerous methods presented here can be used with
almost any physiological signals, a focus is made on EEG and fNIRS signals
and some examples of their usage in the neuroergonomics context are presented.
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3.1

describing physiological signals

One important step to characterize mental states is to extract relevant features
from the collected brain signals. Features can conveniently be separated in
different groups regarding the way they are computed: time domain and
frequency domain features. Moreover they can be specific to spontaneous
or event-related activity. Event-related activity or evoked activity refers to
protocol where stimuli are usually repetitively presented in a short time interval.
The inter-trial interval for that kind of protocol lies around the second for EEG
and around 15 seconds for fNIRS. The idea of evoked activity is to analyze
signals just after the occurrence a specific event. This represents a time window
of hundreds of milliseconds large for EEG and 10 to 15 seconds large for
fNIRS. Conversely spontaneous activity refers to neural activity in a larger
time window from minutes to hours for both EEG and fNIRS.
3.1.1
3.1.1.1

Event related metrics
Event-related EEG metrics

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are EEG potentials that are time-locked to sensory motor or cognitive events. They can be elicited by a wide variety of stimuli
and have been extensively studied [Sur and Sinha, 2009]. ERPs are composed
of different components named after their deflection orientation (positive or
negative) and their latency: for example a negative deflection happening 100
ms after an event would be called N170 (see figure 28).
ERPs have been used widely in neuroergonomic contexts and more vastly
in the field of neuroscience [Roy, 2015]. While a complete description of the
different components is beyond the scope of this study, some interesting results
are worth mentioning (for a complete description of ERPs and their analyses
see [Luck, 2014]). The amplitude of the early N1, N2 and P2 components
has been shown to decrease under increased workload conditions. [Roy et al.,
2016, Roy et al., 2015, Gomarus et al., 2006, Boonstra et al., 2013, Miller et al.,
2011, Ullsperger et al., 2001, Allison and Polich, 2008]. In the same way the
N1 amplitude has also been shown to decrease in protocol that study fatigue
[Boksem et al., 2005, Coull, 1998].
The p300 component, composed of two sub-components p3a and p3b, is
probably the most popular ERP component. The p3a is associated with stimulus
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Figure 28: Event-related components synthesis with their latencies and location (from
[Brion et al., 2016]).

novelty or surprise effect. For this reason it has been widely studied under
the oddball paradigm1 since 1975 [Squires et al., 1975]. Those well-documented
results disclose that the amplitude of the p3b increases with stimulus novelty
and scarcity [Hillyard et al., 1973, Friedman et al., 2001a, Courchesne et al.,
1978, Picton, 1992, Kolev et al., 1997, Herrmann and Knight, 2001, Fogelson
et al., 2009, Gomarus et al., 2006, Fu and Parasuraman, 2006]. Interestingly
various studies have shown that the later p3b component also sees its amplitude
decreases under high workload conditions [Roy and Frey, 2016a, Brouwer et al.,
2012, Gomarus et al., 2006, Holm et al., 2009, Kok, 2001, Schultheis and Jameson,
2004, Kim et al., 2008, Morgan et al., 2008]. In the same way, fatigue has been
shown to decrease the p3 amplitude[Koelega et al., 1992, Murata et al., 2005]
but also to decrease its latency [Kato et al., 2009, Zhao et al., 2012]. ERPs
were for example used in simulators and real-flight conditions to study alarm
misperception [Dehais et al., 2019d, Dehais et al., 2019c]. Those study reported
significant reduction of the P3 and N1 components when alarm were missed.
In the same way that ERP computation helps highlight an amplitude change
in the EEG time course, one could try to detect the dynamic of power changes
in a specific frequency band. Indeed some events are not fully characterizable
via their time course as for example the well known increase in alpha power
1 The oddball paradigm refer to experimental design where sequences of repetitive stimuli are
infrequently interrupted by a deviant stimulus.
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Figure 29: Event Related Spectral Perturbation (ERSP) when closing one’s eyes. An
increased in the α band is observable [Cheron et al., 2016].

when eyes are closed (see figure 29). To qualify this spectral dynamics, eventrelated spectral perturbations (ERSP) were firstly applied to auditory dynamics
[Makeig, 1993]. This methodology allows to detect the occurrence of specific
events for example the inhibition activity in the prefrontal cortex [Fonken et al.,
2016] or the preparation of motor activity in the premotor cortex [Callan et al.,
2016].
3.1.1.2

fNIRS and the Hemodynamic Response Function

The hemodynamic response function (HRF) is the fNIRS equivalent of ERPs
for the EEG. It is a representation of the canonical hemodynamic response that
the concentration of HbO should follow in response to a neuronal activation.
Because of the relative novelty of the fNIRS technology, the overall pipeline
analysis one should follow for fNIRS analysis is still in debate on numerous
points [Herold et al., 2018, Orihuela-Espina et al., 2010]. For example about the
signal to use, HbO and/or HbR, some authors have proposed to use both [Khan
and Hong, 2015]. However despite some methodological issues the majority
of studies characterize the hemodynamic response by its amplitude using the
average value [Herold et al., 2018]. Some authors have used the fNIRS signal
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Figure 30: A random signal on the right and its distribution function on the left (average=0.5, variance=1, skewness=1.2 and kurtosis=6). The area under the
curve (AUC) is colorized in orange for the first 100 samples.

recorded at the prefrontal area to detect workload in a flight simulator [Gateau
et al., 2015] and in real flight conditions [Gateau et al., 2018].
3.1.2
3.1.2.1

Continuous activity metrics
Time domain metrics

In order to describe spontaneous EEG and fNIRS activity, descriptive measures
in the time domain can be used such as: the peak (local or global maximum), the
4th standardized statistical moments (average, variance, skewness and kurtosis)
computed, for a signal x(n) containing n samples with an expected value2 E(x),
as follows [Joanes and Gill, 1998]:
Average( x ) = µ x = E( x )

Skew( x ) =

Var ( x ) = σ2 ( x ) = E[( x − E( x ))2 ]

(5)

E[( x − E( x ))4 ]
( E[( x − E( x ))2 ]2 )

(6)

E[( x − E( x ))3 ]
( E[( x − E( x ))2 ]3/2 )

Kurt( x ) =

See figure 30 for an illustration. The peak simply represents the maximum
value of the signal, in the case of fNIRS, the HRF peak is often used to characterize the response. In order to describe the signal dispersion, the 4th standardized
statistical moments characterize the shape of the distribution function (on the
left figure 30). The variance represents the signal dispersion on the y-axis.
The skewness represents how leaned the distribution function is. Lastly the
kurtosis represents the degree of curvature of the distribution or how flatten the
2 In probability theory, the expected value of a variable X is the weighted average of the possible
values that X can take on [Ross, 2014]. It is equivalent to the mathematical average.
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distribution is.
The AUC is calculated by summing the absolute values of the signal. It
represents the surface delimited by the signal and the x-axis. The AUC is also
closely related to the power (magnitude-squared) of a signal:
AUC =

N

∑ | xn |

Power =

n =1

N

∑ ( x n )2

(7)

n =1

The GFP or spatial variance [Lehmann and Skrandies, 1980] can only be computed across multiple channels. It represents the standard deviation across
channels:
s
∑nN=1 ( xn − x )2
GFP =
(8)
N
for N channels x. GFP computation is the primary step for microstates analysis,
which are considered by some author as the atoms of thought [Lehmann, 1990].
The zero crossing rate (ZCR) refers to the number of times the signal changes
sign i.e. crosses the x-axis, it is computed as follow [Chen, 1988]:
ZCR =

1
N−1

N −1

∑

n =1

1R<0 ( xn xn−1 )

(9)

The ZCR is closely linked to the frequency content of the signal. Other approaches can be used to describe the signal complexity such as Shannon’s entropy
[Sabeti et al., 2009] :
HSh = − ∑ Pi logPi
(10)
i

where i ranges over all amplitudes of the signal, Pi indicates the probability of
the signal having amplitude ai .
Lempel-Ziv complexity [Szczepański et al., 2003, Lempel and Ziv, 1976] can
also be applied on physiological data. It was firstly applied to compression
algorithms and is closely linked to the Kolmogorof complexity. It describes
the minimal size to characterize a sequence [Li et al., 2008]. Intuitively, in
the sense of Lempel and Ziv, the sequence 121212121212 is less complex than
”18364056629590” because it can be reduced to six repetitions of 12. The
second sequence is harder to summarize in the same way. Complexity and
entropy measures on EEG have been widely applied in clinical contexts [Abásolo
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et al., 2006, Ocak, 2009]. They have also been used to demonstrate a greater
EEG diversity under chemically or stroboscopically-induced altered states of
consciousness [Schartner et al., 2017, Schwartzman et al., 2019].
3.1.2.2

Frequency domain metrics

EEG and fNIRS signals are oscillating signals; information lies in their spectral
composition. Different methods are available to extract the EEG and fNIRS
spectra. One of the most used is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The DFT
F composed of k bins obtained from a signal x of N samples is given by:
F (k) =

1
N

N −1

∑

x (n)e−2iπn∆T

f or

n =0

−

N−1
N−1
≤k≤
2
2

(11)

where ∆T = Nk . Other methods such as Welch periodogram, wavelet convolution, autoregressive modeling or multi-taper method are available [van Vugt
et al., 2007]. Once the signal spectrum is estimated, the power spectral density
(PSD), the PSD is the magnitude squared power of the spectrum. It can be
computed as follows:
PSD (k) = ( F (k ))2
(12)
From the PSD, band power can then be estimated, which is the sum of power
in the different frequency of interests [Rieke et al., 1999].
Complexity measure can also be applied in the spectral domain: Spectral
entropy [Liang et al., 2015] is computed in the same way:
HSh = − ∑ Pi logPi

(13)

i

where P is the power spectral density over a defined frequency band of the
signal.
Spectral features in EEG have also been widely used in the literature. Regarding mental workload, it has been shown that it decreases the α power
at centro-parietal sites and decreases δ and θ at frontal sites [Brouwer et al.,
2014, Roy et al., 2013, Gomarus et al., 2006, Schober et al., 1995, Gevins and
Smith, 2000, Missonnier et al., 2006, Holm et al., 2009, Stipacek et al., 2003, Antonenko et al., 2010]. Higher band such as the γ band is also affected by mental
workload [Koles and Flor-Henry, 1981, Dussault et al., 2005, Ossandón et al.,
2011]. Interestingly some power ratio have been developed to characterize
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brain activity. For example, in a recent study [Di Flumeri et al., 2018] showed
that the αθ Frontal ratio increases with mental workload. Fatigue has also been
Parietal
characterized with spectral EEG specifically by a low frequency increased activity [Roy et al., 2013, Lal and Craig, 2002, Zhao et al., 2012, Borghini et al.,
2014, Coull, 1998, Oken et al., 2006, Käthner et al., 2014, Liao et al., 2014] and
a high frequency decrease [Oken et al., 2006, Lal and Craig, 2002, Zhao et al.,
2012, Coull, 1998, Gale et al., 1977, Klimesch, 1999, Faber et al., 2012, Jap et al.,
2009]. An increased in δ, θ and α power have been observed along with an
increased attention [Kolev et al., 1997, Başar-Eroglu et al., 1992, Yordanova and
Kolev, 1998, Öniz and Başar, 2009]. Power ratios were also used to characterize
engagement, such as the βθ ratio that increases with engagement[Saad et al.,
2018] or the

β
α+θ

ratio that decreases with it [Pope et al., 1995].

Conclusion on neurophysiological signals description
This section was dedicated to the most common metrics used to describe neurophysiological signals i.e. EEG and fNIRS signals. A synthesis of the presented
literature can be found in table 1 on the following page. Numerous mathematical tools have been developed to characterize physiological signals both
from a time-domain or a frequency domain point of view. However two limitations advocate for a paradigm shift regarding physiological analysis. The first
one is related to the ecological validity and logistic complexity of event related
paradigms. Indeed those types of paradigms usually require to add a controlled
stimuli in order to elicit a response like auditory stimuli in the oddball paradigm.
Those types of paradigm offer great insight regarding brain functioning but
interrupting an operator or adding external unrelated stimuli can disrupt the
ecological validity of the experiment. This is particularly an issue as long as
fNIRS signal is concerned as most studies aim at applying evoked techniques
(i.e. hemodynamics response) which hardly fits in a continuous monitoring
paradigm. The second limitation is related to the conceptual relevance of looking at the brain as a sum of local activity. The brain is a highly interconnected
structure, neurons constantly communicate altogether. For those two reasons, a
more connected approach seems relevant as we will describe in the following
section.
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Mental state

& α centro-parietal
% θ and δ fronto-central
[29, 70, 28, 52, 35, 73, 3]
6= γ [45, 18, 59]
Frontal
[17]
% αθParietal
&meanHbR [80]

% low freq.
[47, 82, 8, 15]
[57, 39, 49]
(% α [27, 6])
(% θ [6, 82, 61])
& high freq.
[57, 47, 82, 15]
[27, 42, 20, 37]
&meanHbO [1]

&P3 amplitude [43, 55]
%P3 latency [40, 82]
&N1 amplitude [6, 15]

&RT
[50, 27, 61, 13, 69, 82, 6]
&Accuracy [61]
%blink rate [47, 54, 4, 38]
%blink duration [54, 8]
&HR [47, 69, 9, 21]
% HRVt [10, 60, 30]
% HRVHF [10, 82, 22, 74, 75]

%RT [72, 29]
6= blink rate [12, 14]
& blink duration [34, 8, 76]
&Accuracy [36, 56]
%HR [9, 22, 74]
[8, 68, 48, 79]
& HRVt [78, 19]
& HRVHF [21, 22, 74, 24]
&P3 amplitude
[66, 11, 29, 35]
[44, 71, 41, 53]
&N1,N2,P2 amplitude
[64, 65, 29]
[7, 51, 77, 2]

% Fatigue

% Workload

% α+β θ [63]
%HbO Prefront. [32]

% δ, θ, α
[46, 5, 81, 58]
& βθ [67]

%P3b amplitude
[33, 25, 16, 62]
[46, 31, 23, 29, 26]
%N1 amplitude [33, 20]

% Attention

Table 1: Literature review on the effect of workload, fatigue and attention on behavioral, peripheral and neurophysiological measures.
The 6= symbol indicates that variation were observed either an increase or decrease depending on the specific conditions.
RT=response time. HR=heart rate. HRV=heart rate variability.

Continuous

Neurophysiological
Event-Related

Behavorial and
Peripheral

Metric type
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connecting physiological signals

Human cognition cannot be reduced to the activation of specialized brain areas
but should rather be seen as the cooperation among large scale distributed neural networks [Siegel et al., 2012, van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013, Hutchison
et al., 2013]. In other words neurons and neural population do not function as islands
onto themselves3 . This historical dichotomy between functional segregation and
functional integration can be summarized as a localizationism vs. connectionism
conceptual dichotomy. Experimental neuroscience has proven the functional
segregation of function that happens in the brain [Friston, 2011]. However for
conceptual and technical reasons, it is harder to demonstrate functional links or
connection between areas.

Figure 31: The different modes of connectivity and their associated adjacency matrix
from [Honey et al., 2007]

Firstly one must define the different connectivity modes (figure 31). Structural connectivity refers to the physical link that can exist between areas of
the brain. Those physical links can be mapped using diffusion weighted MRI
thanks to the movement of water molecules4 . In the neuroergonomic context,
3 Citation from [Horwitz, 2003]
4 mainly
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MRI can only be considered for fundamental questions in lab controlled environment. Functional connectivity however can be estimated using EEG or fNIRS.
A functional connection between two areas refers to a statistical co-activation of
those two areas. The rationale behind functional connectivity can be simply
put as: if two areas almost always activate together when doing a specific
task they must be functionally linked. Interestingly [Achard et al., 2006] has
shown that functionally linked areas, measured by correlation or coherence, can
potentially reflect a structural organization of anatomical connections. Lastly,
effective connectivity refers to areas actually linked in the sense that one area
is connected to another one and induce its activation. Some authors consider
lagged functional connectivity as effective connectivity. The same way as for
functional connectivity, by statistically observing that: almost every time area A
is activated, area B will be activated later on, so area A and B must be effectively
linked. As we will discuss, in the literature some authors use effective connectivity
when using lagged functional metrics when others use functional connectivity.
Connectivity analysis can be seen as a framework (figure 32) where instead of
looking directly at local activity recordings, a connectivity matrix is constructed,
usually refers to as adjacency matrix. The last decades have seen the raise of
network analysis. Network analysis encompasses all the science concerned
with adjacency matrix characterization. In 2003, [Horwitz, 2003] stated that
conceptual formulations of functional and effective connectivity are far from clear. The
author pointed out that the numerous methods to record brain activity and
the various algorithms available make an unclear background to compute
connectivity on top of the unclear conceptual definition of it. Interestingly 14
years later, in 2016, even more metrics are available on the market and Bastos
and collaborators write in their tutorial review on connectivity [Bastos and
Schoffelen, 2016]: It is often difficult to choose and justify which method to use, even
for the technically initiated.
Neuroscience is a relatively recent area and it is even more true for brain
connectivity analysis. While it is important to keep that in mind, this chapter
will try to summarize the greatest trends regarding the metrics used in the
literature. Metrics will be conveniently presented first in the time domain then
in the frequency domain. We will present the main results found on healthy
adults realizing task using the presented metrics. This literature synthesis is
part of an ongoing systematic literature review in writing. It was arbitrarily
decided not to include resting-state studies to narrow the scope of the review
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Figure 32: The connectivity framework (from [Bullmore and Sporns, 2009])

but also because the final objective will always be to implement a neuroadaptive
technology for working operators.
3.2.1
3.2.1.1

Time domain metrics
Covariance and Correlation

The covariance denotes the probabilitity of two variables to be equally distant
from their mean i.e. varying together from their mean: covarying. For two discrete variables X and Y with value xi contained in xi |1 ≤ i ≤ n and yi |1 ≤ i ≤ n
with as respective mean µ X and µY [Greenblatt et al., 2012]:
Cov( X, Y ) =

n

m

∑ ∑ xi y j P ( X = xi

i =1 j =1

and

Y = y i ) − µ X µY

(14)
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For the case where X and Y have the same number of samples ( xi , yi ) for
i = 1, ..., n of sample with equal probabilities pi = n1


1 n
Cov( X, Y ) = E ( Xt − µ X )(Yt − µY ) = ∑ ( xi − µ X )(yi − µY )
n i =1

(15)

From a computational point of view, covariance is the product of the difference
from the mean. At one specific instant, if the considered variables are above their
mean the product will be higher. This is equally true if they are both lower.
Interestingly variance can be seen as a particular case of covariance where X and
Y are the same variables:




Cov( X, X ) = E ( Xt − µ X )( Xt − µ X ) = E ( Xt − µ X )2 = Var ( X ) = σX2 (16)
The Pearson-product moment correlation coefficient or simply correlation
coefficient is a parametric linear estimation of the correlation between 2 variables.
It is the covariance divided by the product of their standard deviation. Pearson
correlation can be seen as a normalized covariance. This allows to scale the
coefficient from -1 to 1. For 2 discrete variables X and Y with standard deviation
respectively σx and σy , the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ X,Y is:
ρ X,Y =

2
σX,Y

σX σX

(17)

From a geometrical point of view, if X and Y are considered as an n dimensions
vector, the correlation coefficient represents the angle α between the 2 centered
vectors.
The Pearson coefficient estimate a linear dependency between variables
[Benesty et al., 2009]. Conversely the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
is a non parametric estimation of the correlation. Unlike the Pearson coefficient,
the relationship between the two variables must be explained by a monotonic
function (see figure 33). It transforms the variables value by their rank. For a
sample size of n and raw variables X and Y converted to ranks rgX and rgY , the
Spearman’s correlation coefficient is [Benesty et al., 2009]:
r X,Y =

2
σrg
X ,rgY

σrgX σrgY

(18)
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Figure 33: A strictly monotonic function. The Pearson coefficient is equal to 0.87 where
the Spearman coefficient is equal to 1.

Uses of covariance and correlation in the neuroergonomics literature
Covariance matrix have been used to characterize mental fatigue in a 90 mn long
memory task. Results showed higher covariance in the alpha correlated with
increasing fatigue [Charbonnier et al., 2016a]. Correlation has been used to characterize fatigue in ecological driving paradigm. Using EEG, [Han et al., 2019]
showed that connectivity across all bands increase with fatigue using graph metrics measures i.e. path length. Conversely [Zhang et al., 2017a] demonstrated
also with EEG that there was less connectivity across all bands when fatigue
increases. Lastly and more recently [Harvy et al., 2019] showed a reliable linked
between fatigue and high-order functional connectivity metrics in the alpha
band between fronto-central, centro-central and centro-parieto-occipital regions.
Correlation on EEG has also been used to characterize expertise learning with
an interface [Mach et al., 2010]. Their results showed that connectivity patterns
were altered when presented a new HCI.
3.2.1.2

Partial, lagged and cross-correlation

In the case of multiple variables (i.e. more than 2), computing correlation
coefficients could lead to spurious values if the influence of other variables is
not taken into account. This is due to the the presence of confounding variables.
Partial correlation [Baba et al., 2004] gives an estimate of the correlation between
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Figure 34: Example of partial correlation coefficients in a 3D space [WikimediaCommons, 2019]. The three centered vector x, y and z and the plane SZ are
depicted. r x and ry are linear projections of x and y onto the plane SZ . The
partial correlation is equal to the angle ϕ.

two variables by taking all the other variables into account. For example, in
the case of three variables: X, Y and Z, the partial correlation between X and Y
can be computed using the best linear approximation of X and Y in regard to Z.
Partial correlation is the correlation if Z is being held equal:
ρ XY.Z = q

ρ XY − ρ XZ · ρYZ
q
2
1 − ρ2XZ · 1 − ρYZ

(19)

From a geometrical point of view, if X, Y and Z are considered as an n
dimension vector, the partial correlation coefficient is the angle α between the two
projections of the X and Y centered vectors onto the Z plane SZ (see figure 34).
For multivariate cases, the covariance matrix Σ can be computed to estimate the
covariance between all pairs of variables. The diagonal of that matrix represents
the variables’ variance. Moreover this matrix would be symmetrical because
Cov( X, Y ) = Cov(Y, X ). From a computational point of view, the inverse of
the covariance matrix Σ−1 can be computed5 , and is usually called the precision
matrix Γ. Interestingly by computing the correlation (i.e. normalizing by the
5 If possible. This will be the case if the covariance matrix is positive definite
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variance) using the inverted covariance matrix, it gives us the partial correlation
matrix Π:
Γ = (Γij ) = Σ−1

(20)

−Σij
Πij = p
ΣiiΣjj

(21)

Covariance and correlation describe dependencies in time between multiple
variables. However those metrics do not give any information regarding the
directionality of this dependency. Does X influence Y or the opposite? Covariance and correlation can establish functional links between time series. By
statistically showing high correlation and covariance, variables can be considered linked. However one must be careful regarding interpretation when trying
to establish causal relations between variables. This is greatly illustrated by the
old saying correlation is not causation6 .
A possibility to formally detect relationships in time is to use time-lagged
signals7 . One could calculate the covariance with a time delay, in order to see
if one signal varies with the past of one other signals. The cross-covariance
function of a lag τ is defined as [Park and Park, 2018]:


KXY (τ ) = E ( Xt − µ X )(Yt+τ − µY )
(22)
Naturally, KXY (τ ) = Cov( X, Y ) when τ = 0 i.e. the cross-covariance is
equal to the covariance when there is no lag between the signals. In the case
where X ≡ Y, the cross-covariance function is also called auto-covariance.
The normalized cross-covariance function become the time lagged correlation
coefficient


E ( Xt − µ X )(Yt+τ − µY )
KXY (τ )
ρ XY (τ ) =
=
(23)
σx σy
σx σy

6 derived from the sophism cum hoc sed non propter hoc
7 Interestingly, in the same way, this would be a logical fallacy to consider that because X
happened before Y, X must have caused Y. This is also known as the post hoc fallacy post hoc
ergo propter hoc. This is greatly illustrated by Skinner work on the Superstition of the Pigeon
[Skinner, 1992].
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One could have called this normalized cross-covariance the cross-correlation
in regards to the covariance and correlation mathematical formulations. However in statistics and engineering8 , the cross-correlation function is usually
defined as :


R XY (τ ) = E ( Xt )(Yt+τ )
(24)
which is the same formulation as cross-variance without subtracting the means:
KXY (τ ) = R XY (τ ) − µ X µY

(25)

Once generalized for complex functions, the cross-covariance can be expressed
as:


KXY (τ ) = E ( Xt − µ X )(Yt+τ − µY )
(26)
as for the cross-correlation:



R XY (τ ) = E ( Xt )(Yt+τ )

(27)

Uses of cross-correlation in the neuroergonomics literature
In order to classify low vigilant states in driving contexts, [Zhang et al., 2018a]
used cross-correlation to construct brain networks. Thanks to a newly introduced network entropy metrics, they were able to detect low vigilant states
dynamically. In [James et al., 2010] and in a follow up study [James et al., 2013],
James and collaborators used cross-correlation on fNIRS signals to evaluate
motor skill learning. Thanks to graph theory metrics i.e. local efficiency, they
were able to show that a gaze-assistance system while learning allowed a less
costly cognitive implementation of a new strategy.
3.2.1.3

Information metrics

mutual information Shannon [Shannon, 1948] and Hartley [Hartley,
1928] developed a mathematical theory of information communication called
information theory. This was developed and applied for telecommunication
and later on compression. In information theory, variables are described by their
randomness and information is considered not random. Moreover everything that
is redundant does not transfer any information. From an economical perspective,
communicating information has a cost and any information surplus represents
a cost surplus. The Shannon entropy quantifies this quantity of information.
8 and in Matlab
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For a source X composed of n symbols having a probability P( xi ) of appearing,
the entropy H is defined as:
n

H ( x ) = − ∑ P( xi )log2 P( xi )

(28)

i =1

P is the probability density function. This function is empirically estimated by
the histogram.
This information theory extended to multi-variate data allows to measure
statistical dependency: the mutual information [Cover, 1991]. Considering
random variables, how much an information about X gives us information
about Y ? (see figure 35)
MIXY = − ∑ P( x, y)log2
x,y

P( x, y)
P( x ) P(y)

(29)

Where P(x,y) is the joint probability function. Interestingly mutual information
can also be expressed using entropy as MXY = HX + HY − HX,Y where HX and
HY represented the entropy and HXY the joint entropy9 [Cover and Thomas,
1991]. Thoses concepts of information metrics are closely related the previous
concepts of variance. Indeed, in a gaussian context, mutual information can be
expressed as a ratio of covariance [Ince et al., 2017].
transfer entropy Following the same reasoning as for the lagged correlation, an information measure based on time-lagged data could represents
information transfer. In other word, could information about the past contains
information about the future?
The difference of entropy between two distributions P and S of a variable x is
called divergence entropy or Kullback entropy [Kullback and Leibler, 1951]:
KX = − ∑ P( x )log2
x

P( x )
Q( x )

(30)

The Kullback entropy can also be expressed with conditional entropy i.e. the
amount of information knowing another variable’s distribution.
KX |Y = − ∑ P( x, y)log2
x,y

P( x |y)
Q( x |y)

(31)

9 The joint entropy is computed as the entropy but instead of using probability function, it uses
joint probability function
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Figure 35: Mutual information illustration. H represents the entropy function or amount
of information. H(x) and H(y) represent the amount of information contained
in the variables x and y. H ( x |y) represents the amount of information about
x knowing y. In the same way H (y| x ) represents the amount of information
about y knowing x. Lastly I(x,y) represents the mutual information (MIxy )
between x and y. From [Stone, 2018].

Mutual information can then be expressed by introducing a time-lag τ:
MIXY (τ ) = − ∑ P( xn , yn−τ )log2
x,y

P ( xn , yn−τ )
P( x ) P(y)

(32)

The system can then be studied dynamically by studying transition probabilities. It can be estimated as a Markov process of order k. Where the probability
(k)
to find X at the state xn+1 at time n+1 is p( xn+1 | xn , ...., xn − k ) (noted xn ). To
measure the mutual information in such systems, one can measure the deviation
from the generalized Markov property:
p( xn+1 | xnk ) = p( xn+1 | xnk , ykn )

(33)

If the state of Y does not influence the transition probabilities of X, one can make
the assumption that Y does not transfer any information to X. this assumption can
be estimated via the Kullback entropy of the estimated system and that is called
Transfer Entropy [Schreiber, 2000]:
TEY → X =

(k) (l )
p ( x n +1 | x n , y n )
(k) (l )
P( xn+1 , xn , yn )log2
(k)
x,y
p ( x n +1 | x n )

∑

Usually the order for the two Markov systems are similar and equal to 1.

(34)
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Uses of entropy metrics in the neuroergonomics literature
Entropy metrics have also been used in driving context. [Gao et al., 2018] used it
to improve a classification pipeline to discriminate fatigue states. [Huang et al.,
2015] have also studied fatigue in a driving context. Transfer entropy showed
that the information coupling between electrodes increased at intermediate
levels of vigilance. They interpreted these results as an extra involvement in
the task to maintain vigilance. Lastly, transfer entropy has also been used in
a human-computer interaction context. [Baig and Kavakli, 2019] have applied
classification to discirminate expertise during manipulation and modelling
of 3D objects. Results showed that information transfer was continuously
increasing for novices vs. expert. They were able to discriminate experts from
novices with a 90% accuracy using transfer entropy.
3.2.1.4

Granger Cause: predictive causality

The widely used concept of Granger cause was introduced by Clive Granger in
1969 [Granger, 1969]. He offers definition for i) causality ii) feedback iii) instantaneous causality and iv) causal lag.
i) Y is said to cause X if the information about Y gives a better prediction
about the future X. The correctness of the prediction will be estimated by the
variance of the prediction residuals of the autoregressive model detailed here
after.
ii) Feedback is said to occur when X and Y are both causing each other.
iii) Y is said to instantaneously cause X if the current value of Y helps better
predict X. Causality defined in i) only considers the past values of Y.
Lastly iv) the causal lag is the best value of lag used for the prediction. It
represents how far in the past values must be considered and where farer
values would not increase the prediction exactitude.
The first necessary step for Granger causility computation is to fit an autoregressive model (AR). An AR model explains the data via a combination of its
past value i.e. the data are regressed onto themselves:
p

X (t) =

∑ A (i ) X ( t − i ) + ε ( t )

i =1

for i=1,...,p where p is the order and ε(t) the error or noise.

(35)
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For multiple temporal data, such a
gressive model (MVAR):

a11
 ..
ϕ (i ) =  .
ak1

model is called a multi-variate autore
· · · a1k (i )
.. 
...
. 
· · · akk (i )

(36)

The first metric to quantify connectivity introduced by Granger based on his
definition of causality is the Granger causality index GCI [Granger, 1969]. The
GCI is based on the prediction error ratio. The first equation corresponds to
the prediction of X only using past value of X:
p

X (t) =

∑ A11 (i)X (t − i) + ε 1 (t)

(37)

i =1

The second one is the prediction of X using both past values of X and Y:
X (t) =

p

p

i =1

i =1

∑ A11 (i)X (t − i) + ∑ A12 (i)Y (t − i) + ε 2 (t)

(38)

The GCI correponds to the ratio of the error of those two predictions:
GCI1→2

σ2 ( ε 1 )
)
= ln( 2
σ (ε 2 )

(39)

Uses of GCI in the neuroergonomics literature
Granger causality has also been used in fatigue and driving settings. [Kong
et al., 2015] studied graph topology when subjects went from alert to drowsy.
Their results disclosed changes in the strength of connections, specifically over
the frontal cortex for the alpha band. [Liu et al., 2017] studied connectivity
using fNIRS under real driving settings. They showed that connection strength
between the prefrontal cortex, motor-related and visual-related areas increases
from resting to simple driving. Using subtasks during the drive, they showed
that brain networks are reinforced and hypothesized that the hemodynamic
activity level increases linearly with increasing workload.
3.2.2

Frequency domain metrics

Oscillating signals can be described from their temporal dynamics or frequency
dynamics. To fully describe the dynamics of a pure sinusoid, only three
parameters are necessary: frequency, phase and amplitude. This section presents
metrics that characterize signals by their frequential characteristics.
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the discrete fourier transform The discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
[Harris, 1978] can be used to describe the frequency characteristics of temporal
signal:
1 N −1
F (k) =
x (n)e−2iπn∆T
(40)
N n∑
=0
where ∆T = Nk . The Z transform can also be used in the case of complex signals.
It is the discrete equivalent of the Laplace transform. The Fourier transform can
be seen as a Laplace transform for real signals.
3.2.2.1

Coherence

Coherence, or magnitude squared coherence, characterizes how much two
signals possess the same frequency characteristics. Both its mathematical formulation and interpretation can be seen as correlation coefficients in the frequency
domain. For two signals X and Y, coherence is the cross-spectrum normalized by
the product auto-spectrum i.e. the PSD [Bastos and Schoffelen, 2016]:
2
Cxy
(f)

| Gxy ( f )|2
=
Gxx ( f ) Gyy ( f )

(41)

G is the cross spectral density which is the Fourier transform of the cross
correlation function.
Uses of coherence in the neuroergonomics literature
Coherence metrics have been widely use in the context of performance shooting
[Ghaderi et al., 2019, Cheng et al., 2017, Deeny et al., 2009, Del Percio et al.,
2011, Gong et al., 2017, Oh et al., 2013, Woo and Kim, 2017]. For example,
[Cheng et al., 2017] showed that low coherence in the alpha band over the
frontal cortex and left temporal was correlated with efficient motor program.
In the same way [Deeny et al., 2009] demonstrated an inverse relation between
connectivity and stability/consistency of aiming. The brain regions in question
were the right frontal areas in regards to the parietal or occipital areas. [Del Percio et al., 2011] showed that intra-hemispheric coherence values were stable in
amplitude for elite athletes for low-high alpha, high beta and gamma bands.
Coherence metrics have also been used in submarine navigation tasks [Fallani
et al., 2010, de Vico Fallani et al., 2010]. Those studies showed that cortical
network in the alpha band are more stable when reaching a goal [Fallani
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et al., 2010]. They also showed that learning and strategy implementation
were correlated with a long range strong synchronization between occipital
and frontal area in the gamma band. In the driving context, [Zhao et al., 2016]
showed that fatigue increased coherence in the 0.5-30 Hz range significantly in
the frontal, central and temporal regions. In two separate papers on driving, Xu
and collaborators showed that long-term driving alter coherence between the
prefrontal cortex and the motor cortex [Xu et al., 2017a]. In the second one [Xu
et al., 2017b], they showed that amplitude and phase of coherence correlated
with attention and distracted driving.
3.2.2.2

Partial, directed coherence and the direct transfer function

For multi-variate cases, following the same rationale of partial correlation, partial coherence can be estimated. A cross-spectrum matrix can be computed
where each point in the matrix represents the cross-spectrum between variables
and where the diagonal represents the PSD. This cross-spectrum matrix normalized by the variables PSD would become the coherence matrix. Following the
same procedure using the inverted cross-spectrum matrix, one can compute the
partial coherence matrix10 .
Interestingly when doing MVAR modeling, it is possible to directly transform
the model into the frequency space and express the relationships in the frequency domain: how much the power in a given frequency band of X will influence the
power in the same frequency band of Y. For a multivariate k-channel time defined
MVAR process X(t) [Baccala et al., 1998, Kamiński1 and Liang, 2005]:
X (t) = ( X1 (t), X2 (t), ..., Xk (t))

(42)

p

X (t) =

∑ A( j) X (t − j) + E(t)

(43)

j =1

where the coefficients A are k ∗ k-sized matrices and E(t) are vectors of size k
that represent (ε) i.e. the error or noise11 .

10 This inverse method can be unreliable and produce spurious responses when a high number of
channels that share information is used. Indeed in such cases, the matrix rank would become
deficient increasing the error of the obtained inverse [Ter Wal et al., 2018].
11 Not to be confused with the expected value
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Figure 36: Illustration of the transfer matrix H from [Kamiński1 and Liang, 2005]. E
are noises signal. H accepts E as inputs and frequentially combine them in
dependent channels X.

After applying the Z transform12 we can express the model as:
E( f ) = A( f ) X ( f )

(44)

X ( f ) = A −1 ( f ) E ( f ) = H ( f ) E ( f )

(45)

where the Z transform is formally expressed as:
p

A( f ) =

∑

A(m)e−2πim f ∆t

(46)

m =0

The matrices A( f ) and H ( f ) will be the basis of the following metrics. H ( f )
can be referred to as the transfer matrix (see figure 36).
directed coherence The directed coherence γij ( f ) is a normalization of
the coefficient of the transfer matrix H ( f ) using the standard deviation σjj and
the sum of the row (Si ( f )) [Baccala et al., 1998, Kamiński1 and Liang, 2005].
Each variable i is represent in a row, a non zero coefficient in the row on the
column j represents the influence of a variable j on i:
σjj Hij ( f )
γ j →i ( f ) = p
Si ( f )
where:
Si ( f ) =
12 the complex equivalent of the DFT.

k

∑

m =1

σjj2 | Him ( f )|2

(47)

(48)
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the direct transfer function The direct transfer function DTFj→i ( f )
only differs from the direct coherence using σjj = 1 [Blinowska, 2011]:
DTFj2→i ( f ) =

| Hij ( f )|2

∑km=1 | Him ( f )|2

(49)

Uses of the DTF in the neuroergonomics literature
The DTF was used in the driving context. [Brooks et al., 2018] demonstrated
that brain networks and alpha power changes are linked to attention and
driving performance. In order to evaluate the influence of landmarks in virtual
navigation, [Sharma et al., 2017b] used DTF to demonstrate that the presence of
landmarks decreases the number of connections and interpret that result as a
lower wiring cost. In another study on virtual navigation, Lin and collaborators
[Lin et al., 2018] showed that information flows between the anterior cingulate
cortex and the left prefrontal cortex in the theta band and also between the
prefrontal, motor, parietal and occipital cortices in the alpha band. In two
separate papers, Kim and collaborators used the MATB and demonstrate the
existence of an hysteresis effect both on performance and graph metrics when
transitioning between different workload levels [Kim et al., 2018b, Kim et al.,
2018c].
3.2.2.3

The partial directed coherence

The partial directed coherence PDCi→ j ( f ) [Baccalá and Sameshima, 2001]:
PDCj→i ( f ) = q

Aij ( f )
a∗j ( f ) a j ( f )

(50)

a j ( f ) represents the the j-th column and ∗ is the complex conjugate.
The MVAR model innovations covariance (i.e. noises covariance) can be
differently scaled in real time series. Because of those different scaling the
absence of normalization could spuriously associate time series. PDC is not
scale-invariant and can exhibit spurious associations. Moreover PDC tends
to decrease when multiple flows are emitted from the same source. Because
of those few drawbacks a generalized version of the PDC was proposed, the
generalized PDC [Baccalá et al., 2007]:
gPDCj→i ( f ) =

Aij ( f )
∑ik=1 | Aij ( f )|2

(51)
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Uses of the PDC in the neuroergonomics literature
PDC was recently used in the driving-fatigue context. [Harvy et al., 2018] was
able to reach 87% classification accuracy using PDC fused with power spectrum
features in a two classes classification pipeline (alert vs. fatigue). In a similar
scenario [Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2018] used a 2-class classification pipeline and
they were able to reach 92% accuracy. Lastly [Burgos et al., 2018] implemented
a navigation task with distorted control to study visuomotor learning. Their
results disclose a decrement in connectivity between visual and motor area
interpreted as a decrease of feedback control confirmed with eye-tracking data.
A note on multi-variate autoregressive model
MVAR model estimation has some practical issue that needs to be cited here
in regards to a possible online application. Moreover if some considerations
about the MVAR parameters are not taken into account, the estimation can be
deteriorated13 .
The model order p represents how far in the past should data be taken into account?
Considering the online requirement this choice does not represent a practical
problem. However regarding the number of data points, the online application
does not appear feasible. MVAR modeling requires M2 p coefficients to fit the
model, where M is the number of channels and p the order.
Let’s take a toy example where an MVAR model is fitted over EEG channels
where 64 channels were recorded at 128 Hz. An optimal model order for MVAR
was demonstrated to lie around 10 [Florian and Pfurtscheller, 1995]. That makes
32*32*10 = 10240 parameters to estimate. The same number of data points are
needed in order to fit such a model which is, at 128 Hz, 80 seconds. However
[Schlögl and Supp, 2006, Korzeniewska et al., 2008] stated that an MVAR model
needs at least 10 times as many data points as free parameters. This represents
13mn of data, for 32 channels at 128 Hz, which can be considered quite long
from a responsive system point of view.
For this reason, MVAR modeling and all the metrics derived from it i.e. direct
transfer function and partial directed coherence cannot be considered for online
applications at the channel level.

13 This rule usually applies to any model estimation
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Figure 37: Illustration of multiple random sinusoid at different frequencies phase resetted at 0.5 sec for the example

3.2.2.4

Phase metrics

phase locking value (plv) All the metrics presented in the last section
describe links between signals by characterizing their frequency variations in
amplitude. Those links do not take into account the phase, or where in their cycle
oscillations are. Short-time phase synchronization, in regards to the size of the
wavelength, can be investigated via the oscillation phase. Phase investigation
appears particularly useful in the case of phase resetting (see figure 37).
The PLV was originally defined in the case of multi-trial analysis. It is
computed as the average value across N trials (1,...,n) of phase difference for
each pair of electrodes [Lachaux et al., 1999, Aydore et al., 2013]:
PLV (t) =

1 N iθ (t,n)
|
e
|
N n∑
=1

(52)

θ (t, n) represents here the phase difference φ1 (t, n) − φ2 (t, n)
Uses of PLV in the neuroergonomics literature
The PLV has been used in virtual navigation context: [Sharma et al., 2017a]
introduced participants in a new environment either from a first-person or
an aerial perspective. They were able to show significant differences between
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good and bad navigators specifically on the degree of dispersion which was
lower for good navigators. More recently [Iturrate et al., 2018] have studied
precision vs. power grasping behavior. They showed that 100 ms before the
grasp is considered secure, difference between connectivity patterns computed
via PLV over motor, parietal and medio-prefrontal regions are noticeable. They
managed to achieve 70% accuracy in a 2-class single-trial classification pipeline.
Lastly, in two following papers, Ren and collaborators [Ren et al., 2015] using
the MATB showed that the small-worldness (i.e. a graph metric extracted from
PLV networks) was correlated with the workload. They also described more
globally efficient but less clustered networks under high cognitive workload
[Ren et al., 2016].
phase lag index In the case of a direct linear mix of sources to electrodes,
high values of PLV can arise. This is due to the fact that there is no lag between
the source signals received by the electrodes. The phase lag index (PLI) [Stam
et al., 2007] distinguishes the case of linear mixing and consistent non-zero
phase difference. The PLI quantify the asymmetry of the relative phase around
zero [Stam et al., 2007, Aydore et al., 2013]:
PLI (t) =

1 N
|
sign(θ (t, n))|
N n∑
=1

(53)

Uses of PLI in the neuroergonomics literature
As the previous metrics, PLI has been used to discriminate fatigue in drivers.
In 2017, Chua and collaborators [Chua et al., 2017] showed that fatigue had an
influence on the network architecture, with an increased clustering coefficient
and a decreased path length specifically in the parietal and occipital regions.
In a first simulator study, Chen demonstrated [Chen et al., 2018] significant
differences on delta and theta band graph-derived metrics. They interpreted
the result as an increased integration and communication between node when drowsy.
In a second study [Chen et al., 2019], they showed that frontal-to-parietal
connectivity was weakened in the alpha and beta range when going from alert
to drowsy. [Zhang et al., 2017b] studied mental workload in a fighter jet VR
simulator. Their main finding was that workload level influenced graph-derived
metrics such as global, local and nodal efficiency.
phase slope index Following the same reasoning, PLV and PLI cannot
describe any directional relationship. The concept of time lagged phase rela-
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tionship was introduce recently with the phase slope index (PSI). The idea is to
compute cross-spectrum with a delay and quantify the phase slope of a signal
pair. The PSI is defined as [Nolte et al., 2008]:

∗
Ψ xy = im ∑ Cxy
Cxy ( f + δ f )
(54)
f ∈F

where Cxy ( f ) represents the complex coherence, δ f is the frequency resolution
and im represents the imaginary part. To our knowledge, there is no specific
literature that was found about PSI application in neuroergonomic context.
Conclusion on connecting physiological signals
This section was dedicated to mathematical methods to describe dependencies
between physiological signals. Several methods have been described and a
synthesis of the presented literature can be found in table 2. Connectivity and
synchrony methods offer another interesting way to characterize physiological systems. Thanks to these methods, systems can be characterized more by
their inner dynamics compared to the classical methods previously presented.
Moreover while single operator model is highly represented in the literature,
those connectivity methods allow to shine a new light on multiple operator
paradigms. Indeed when considering complex systems with two or more operators, interpersonal dynamics plays a significant role in the interaction efficiency.
The following chapter will present results on multiple brain recordings: hyperscanning and interpersonal synchrony at the physiological level: physiological
synchrony.
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I

n the previous chapter, we have presented the different approaches to
analyze brain signals and advocated for the use of connectivity methods.
This can be done at the operator level but one can also take advantage of
connectivity metrics to measure dependencies between several brains. Such
a multiple subject approach, also known as hyperscanning, opens promising
prospects to assess the degree of cooperation between several operators. This is
particularly relevant for aviation as long as two pilots operate the aircraft. We
will detail the challenges and the main findings related to hyperscanning in a
first section. Interestingly enough, several authors have postulated that similar
principles could be applied to the simultaneous monitoring of physiological
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responses such as cardiac activity. This field of research known as physiological
synchrony will be presented in a second section.
4.1
4.1.1

hyperscanning: multiple brains firing together
Introduction

The first dual brain recording: hyperscan mentioned in the literature was performed by Montague and colleagues in 2002 [Montague et al., 2002]. In their
study, dyads were recorded using fMRI. This first published study opened the
door to multiple-person recordings. Since then hyperscanning experiments
using fNIRS and EEG have greatly emerged. The following article review only
focuses on hyperscanning performed using EEG and fNIRS in accordance with
the portability criterion discussed earlier and justified by our neuroergonomic
approach. This literature review will follow a thematic approach where experiments adopting same or close enough paradigm will be presented together.

4.1.2

Individual spectral markers of inter-individual coordination

[Lachat et al., 2012] designed a joint attention task where participants had to
follow the other participant’s gaze. They justified that aligning both attention on
the same object is a fundamental mechanism of non verbal communication and
that joint attention is essential for cooperation and synchronization. Their results
disclose that joint attention modulates the spectral characteristics of EEG over
left centro-parieto-occipital electrodes between 11 and 13 Hz (mu and alpha
band). Those results are interpreted in terms of mu suppression, that have been
proven to be linked to inter-individual coordination and specifically to the
activation of the mirror neuron system.
Interestingly [Tognoli et al., 2007] analyzed spectral characteristics of dyads
performing synchronized vs. unsynchronized finger movement i.e. finger tapping (see figure 38). In the synchronized condition, they were asked to tap in
synchrony whereas in the unsynchronized condition they could not see the
other participants’ hand movement. In this study they described two specific
oscillatory components: phi1 (φ1 ) and phi2 (φ2 ) located in the 10-13 Hz range.
Their results suggest that φ1 is a spectral marker of the mirror system inhibition whereas φ2 represents its enhancement (see figure 39). In their case, they
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Figure 38: Protocol and illustrations of the φ component of the EEG spectrum from
[Tognoli et al., 2007]

hypothesize that φ1 and φ2 could also be linked to respectively the enhancement
or inhibition of the intrinsic motor activity.

4.1.3

Inter-brain dynamics during active coordination

[Dumas et al., 2010] also studied simple hand movement imitation within dyads
with EEG (figure 40). In their analysis they used phase metrics i.e.the phase
locking value (PLV). The PLV analyses whether oscillations are synchronized
via their phase. Their analysis revealed three patterns of synchrony: (i) in
the alpha-mu band cluster between right centro-parietal regions. (ii) In the
beta band cluster between central and right parieto-occipital regions; lastly
(iii) in the gamma band cluster between centroparietal and parieto-occipital
regions. Moreover they disclosed that the alpha-mu band was the most robust
interbrain oscillatory activity discriminating behavioral synchrony vs. non synchrony.
In accordance to [Tognoli et al., 2007], they interpret this specific 9.2 to 11.5 Hz
band synchronization over the right centroparietal region as a neuromarker of
social coordination.
In a more ecological context, [Dodel et al., 2013] presented a framework to
analyze social synchrony. In their study, participants had to perform a video
game simulating a military room cleaning task (figure 41). This task consisted
in detecting and eliminating potential enemies. Practically a leader enters a
room followed closely by his/her teammates. They state that this task was more
ecologically valid because teammates can actively engage and disengage from the
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Figure 39: Results from [Tognoli et al., 2007] illustrating φ1 and φ2 ’s behavior. φ1 and
φ2 rhythms distinguish synchronized and unsynchronized behavior. (A)
Electrodes used. (B) Power differences between matching left and right
electrodes of A. Because of their symmetry, most spectral components cancel
out and only the asymmetrical components are retained. (C) Power changes
in φ1 showing selective increase in the right hemisphere and a corresponding
decrease in the left hemisphere during unsynchronized behavior. (D) For φ2 ,
power selectively increases in the right hemisphere only during synchronized
behavior. (E) Maps of power change showing that the topography of φ1
(unsynchronized behavior) and φ2 (synchronized behaviors) are similar. L,
left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere.
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Figure 40: Protocol illustrations and results from [Dumas et al., 2010]. On the left
A) Apparatus and experimental setting of the double video system and
dual-EEG recording. B) Software used. On the right: Intersubject neural
synchronizations Left-head are models and right heads represents imitators.
A. Alpha-Mu band cluster between right centro-parietal regions. B. Beta
band cluster between central and right parieto-occipital regions. C. Gamma
band cluster between centroparietal and parieto-occipital regions.
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Figure 41: Protocol and illustrations from [Dodel et al., 2013]. (a) Trajectories of the
avatar dyad through the five rooms. Color of the beams between team
member positions: percentage of trial completed. Color of the circles: Gaze
direction. (b) Spatial probability density of trajectories in a behavioral room
clearing task. Values indicate the percentage of trajectories crossing a given
region. (c) The two possible entry patterns: cross-over (left) and buttonhook
(right).

coordination. In such room cleaning scenarii, when teammates enter the room
the leader goes to one corner and the follower to another one to cover the room.
The follower has to be synchronized and be coordinated with the leader in order to
perfom the task. Using EEG, their analysis showed that inter-brain coherence
in the 20-29 Hz band and in the 30-40 Hz was significantly correlated with
leader readiness. They hypothesized that the leader readiness implies that both
subjects are ready to engage in the task. From this perspective, they interpreted the
inter-brain coherence as a signature of a state of mind or an indicator that subjects
are mutually increasing their receptiveness of the other behavior.
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Figure 42: Results from [Yun et al., 2008] illustrating the information flow in the social
interaction using a nonlinear interdependence index.

4.1.4

Social games and decision making

Other studies have focused more on the social aspect of decision making via classical game theory experiment: the prisoner game [Babiloni et al., 2007, Zhang
et al., 2018b], public good games [Chung et al., 2008] or the ultimatum game
[Yun et al., 2008]. All those experiments intended to study the neural correlates of
logical decision making. Those studies all converged to observe the involvement
of the prefrontal cortex in those type of paradigm. More specifically, using
partial directed coherence (PDC), [Babiloni et al., 2007] demonstrated the involvement of the medial prefrontal cortex in such social contexts. [Chung et al.,
2008] analyzed the high frequency activity in the prefrontal region of cooperators
before making a decision. Their results showed that this activity was linked
to their perception and emotion when making a decision. [Yun et al., 2008]
also found a linked between high frequency oscillations and social interaction
using non linear metrics on EEG (figure 42). Another study by [Zhang et al.,
2018b] disclosed that inter brain synchronization across inferior frontal giry
was correlated with high-powered incentives and defective expectation. This
analysis was performed using coherence between 0.02 and 0.5 Hz with fNIRS.

4.1.5

Cooperative versus competitive behaviors

Other studies have explored joint behavior in simple cooperative or competitive
settings. [Astolfi et al., 2014], and in a follow up study [Toppi et al., 2015],
studied dyads playing a simple game. The task was to lift a rolling ball up
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to a target region located at the top of a screen by controlling both sides (left
and right) of a virtual bar that carries the ball, either alone or with a teammate controlling one side of the bar. Both studies used PDC on high density
EEG. The first study demonstrated that there were a significant decrease of the
density of connection pattern in the theta band when subjects were playing
alone compared to when they were playing as a team. Interestingly they observed the same decrease when participants were told they were playing with a
computer where they were actually playing together. The second study using
the same data and graph metrics demonstrated that participants had greater
global efficiency in the cooperative condition compared to the single condition.
[Sinha et al., 2016] studied cooperative vs. competitive behavior using a pong
game. They estimated synchrony via Pearson correlation coefficients. Their
analysis showed that synchrony within dyads was higher during cooperative
scenarios compared to competitive ones.

4.1.6

Response control: Go/No-go-like tasks

Some hyperscanning studies have also been done using Go/No-go-like paradigms.
[Cui et al., 2012] implemented a cooperation task based on the synchronization
of participants response following stimuli display (figure 44). Using wavelet
coherence on fNIRS, they showed that inter-brain coherence was higher during cooperative vs. competitive conditions. The same team [Baker et al., 2016]
disclosed some connectivity differences between same-sex dyad and mixed
dyads using the same protocol. [Funane et al., 2011] studied dyad synchronization using fNIRS. Participants were told to count 10 seconds and then
press a button. They were ask to be as temporally close as possible to their
teammates (see results figure 45). Using covariance over the prefrontal cortices,
they showed that teammates synchronization, measured via button-press time
difference, was better when the covariance was higher. Lastly, in a group
of five studies, Balconi and collaborators artificially modulated the feedback
given to teams [Balconi and Vanutelli, 2017a, Balconi et al., 2018b, Balconi and
Vanutelli, 2017b, Balconi et al., 2018a, Balconi and Vanutelli, 2018]. In the first
three studies, they used fNIRS. Their results demonstrated an increases postfeedback activation in the prefrontal cortex and the superior frontal gyrus
and an increased correlation between teammmates’ prefrontal cortices. Moreover they observed a specific activation of the right dorso-lateral-prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) in the case of negative feedback (see figure 46). In the two
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Figure 43: Results from [Astolfi et al., 2014]. Inter-brain connectivity for a representative
pair of subjects in Theta band for the three conditions. JOINT = Cooperative
play. PC = Subjects were cooperating together but were falsely told that were
playing with a computer. SOLO = Solo playing. Links indicate a statistical
causality between the activity recorded at different sites.

Figure 44: Results from [Cui et al., 2012]. (A) Screenshots of the ready signal, go
signal, and feedback window in a single trial. (B) Time flow showing two
consecutive trials. (C) The amplitude of coherence in superior frontal cortex
(channel 12 and 17) in the four tasks shower higher value when cooperating
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Figure 45: Results from [Funane et al., 2011] showing a grayscale map of activation
values at each analyzed channel during the task

other studies they used EEG. In the first one their results showed an increase
in delta and theta power over the DLPFC in the negative feedback condition
[Balconi et al., 2018a]. In the second EEG study, partial correlation revealed
a decreased connectivity in the delta and theta band over prefrontal cortices
during competition compared to the control condition [Balconi and Vanutelli,
2018].

4.1.7

Musical coordination: brains playing together

Interestingly some authors have explored hyperscanning with musicians.[Lindenberger
et al., 2009] showed an increased intra and inter-brain synchronization while
concurrently playing guitar. The analyses were performed using phase metrics
(Phase lag index) with EEG. In a follow up study [Müller et al., 2013] they
described a specific network structure when two guitarist players improvise
together. Specifically they stated that inter-brain connection operates at low
frequency (delta and theta). [Osaka et al., 2014, Osaka et al., 2015] performed
a protocol where participants had to sing or hum either alone or together while
fNIRS was recorded. They showed a higher coherence, computed via the
wavelet transform, over inferior frontal cortices during cooperative singing.
Lastly [Babiloni et al., 2012] hypothesized that saxophone ensemble playing
relies on emphatic relationship. They recorded three quartets while playing,
watching other performed, watching videos of performance and at rest (see
figure 47). Their results showed that high empathy players1 had a greater
alpha desynchronization in the inferior frontal giry (BA 44 specifically) while
observing performance but not at rest or playing.

1 measured by test score

4.1 hyperscanning: multiple brains firing together

Figure 46: Results from [Balconi and Vanutelli, 2017a]. (A) Histograms and (B) activation maps HbO. The post-feedback condition was characterized by increased
values over the right DLPFC after the negative feedback and over the left
DLPFC after the positive feedback.
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s
Figure 47: Results from [Babiloni et al., 2012]. Left: overview of the four musicians and
the EEG montage. Right: regions of interest for the source analysis.

Figure 48: Results from [Strang et al., 2015]. On the left: (a) Screenshot of the game
and (b) illustration of the setup. On the right: (a) entropy values depicting
Fz EEG coupling in the (a) low-high-low and in the (b) high-low-high task
load conditions.
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Figure 49: On the left: Results from [Sciaraffa et al., 2017] showing the grand average
connectivity maps obtained comparing Easy (first column) and Hard (second
column) conditions with baseline condition in theta (first row), alpha (second
row) and Beta (third row) conditions. On the right: Results from [Bezerianos
et al., 2015] Connectivity links from copilot to pilot on selected ROIs in both
task difficulties

4.1.8

Complex Tasks

The last decade has also seen experiments in more complex cooperative games
or micro-worlds and even in ecological simulators. For example [Strang et al.,
2015] analyzed data from participants playing a spaceship simulator. One
teammate had to control the spaceship orientation and acceleration while the
other one had to control attack and defense. They measured the correlation
and cross-fuzzy entropy over the Fz EEG electrodes. Their analysis was focused on workload transition, interestingly they showed that Fz coupling was
affected by task load transition detectable within a short amount of time (30
seconds). Two other experiments used the multi-attribute task batery (MATB)
[Sciaraffa et al., 2017, Bezerianos et al., 2015]. The MATB is composed of four
subtasks, in those experiments, one teammate was assigned the two upper
tasks and the other one the two lower ones. Using PDC, [Bezerianos et al.,
2015] demonstrated that more connection were present in the high difficulty
vs. low difficulty condition. [Sciaraffa et al., 2017] observed a non significant
increase with difficulty in inter-brain connection density. However their results
disclosed a significant increase in connection strength in theta frontal and
alpha over all scalp regions.
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Lastly a team studied pilot copilot behavior and connectivity in ecological
simulation condition In two papers, [Astolfi et al., 2011, Astolfi et al., 2012]
reports results from three professional captain-first officer data. The flight
was separated in four phases, (1) take-off, (2) a phase where the captain did
a non-related task and the first officer held the route, (3) a phase where the
first officer did a non-related task and the captain held the route and lastly (4)
the landing phase. Both studies used PDC and reported higher connectivity
when cooperation was maximal i.e. during the take-off and landing phases.
On the contrary, a lower connectivity was observed when the captain or the
first officer were doing the non related task. Following the same protocol and
data analysis [Toppi et al., 2016] reported results from six couples of civil pilots.
They showed that during the take off and landing phase, pilots showed dense
pattern of connection mainly between frontal and parietal area (see figure 50).
Those results are summarize table 3 and discussed at the end of this chapter with the results on physiological synchrony. The next section presents
experimental results on physiological synchrony.

Figure 50: On the left: (a) experimental setup and (b) protocol. On the right: Connectivity patterns elicited in the theta and alpha bands during the takeoff, cruise
and landing phases by each pilot couple (one couple per row). First officer
head on the left captain head on the right. From [Toppi et al., 2016].
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4.2
4.2.1

physiological synchrony: multiple hearts beating together
Definitions and characterization

Interpersonal physiological synchrony intends to study the relationship between different people physiological dynamics while interacting with each
other [Palumbo et al., 2017]. The literature is quite scattered regarding the terminology to use: linkage, compliance or synchrony have been used among others
[Palumbo et al., 2017]. From a practical perspective, physiological synchrony
can be observed when an interdependence between physiological signals is
observed. However as we discussed for brain signals (see chapter 4), the concept
of dependence itself can be extensively discussed. It depends greatly on the
procedure used to detect and observe it.
As [Palumbo et al., 2017] present it in their systematic review about interpersonal autonomic physiology , six main parameters can be identified in order to
characterize physiological synchrony (PS):
• Magnitude: refers to the power or strenght of the synchrony.
• Sign: indicates if teammates’ physiological levels evolve in the same way.
It can refer directly to the correlation coefficient sign for example.
• Direction: refers to the predictability of one teammate from the other. It
can be uni or multi-directional.
• Lag: refers to the temporal shift between teammates’ physiological levels.
• Timing: refers to the typical time window in which synchrony is observed
(from seconds to days).
• Arousal: usually used as a co-variate, can modulate synchrony.
In the last decades studies on interpersonal physiology have emerged. They
rely on various measures of the autonomous system such as electrodermal,
respiratory or cardiac activity. We present here a focus on experimental results
based on cardiac measures between teammates. Those results will serve as a basis
for comparison of our contributions.

4.2.2

Physiological synchrony as a marker of team performance

[Henning et al., 2001] and later [Henning and Korbelak, 2005] studied how
PS could be predictive of team performance. They used cross-correlation and
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Figure 51: Sample path showing simulated inertial mass in upper left corner. Participants moved the object clockwise through the path and returned it to the
starting point (from [Henning et al., 2001]).

coherence on cardiac and respiratory signals with 48 teams in total. Teammates performed a simulation of telemanipulation of heavy objects under
micro-gravity conditions (see figure 51). Each of the teammate had his own
separate joystick to control the objects movement either on the X or Y axis (i.e.
horizontaly or vertically). Results showed that cardiac synchrony measures
(HRV and RR interval) were predictive of team performance [Henning et al.,
2001]. A small significant effect also showed that PS was predicitive of the
performance in the immediate future. Interestingly PS was not predicted by
team coordination denoting that performance and coordinated behavior were
not fully linked to each other and to PS.
[Montague et al., 2014] explored PS with 24 teams in a micro world environment: the MATB [Santiago-Espada et al., 2011] (see figure 52). An active
teammate was doing the task while the other teammate could passively observe
and advice his/her teammate. Similarly as [Henning et al., 2001], they observed
that PS was linked to team performance under different difficulty levels. [Elkins
et al., 2009] showed that PS could be an indicator of team performance. Ten
teams of four had to perform a real world military room cleaning task. Using
signal matching metrics on the IBI, they showed that PS could discriminate high
vs low performing teams.
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Figure 52: Original micro-world attribute task battery MATB [Santiago-Espada et al.,
2011]

4.2.3

Physiological synchrony as a social marker

[Chanel et al., 2012] studied PS with 21 teammates playing the Bomberman
video game (see figure 53). The game was either set to be cooperative or competitive. They used correlation and weighted coherence on the IBI among others to
characterize PS. Interestingly they showed that PS increased as players reported
a greater involvement in the game. They developed the idea of social presence
in the interaction. Moreover they showed that the PS was greater under the
competitive conditions. They hypothesized that their PS measures would be
representative of the interaction intensity rather than cooperation per se.
In the same manner, [Järvelä et al., 2014] studied PS with 41 teams playing
videogames, an open clone of Worms: hedgewars (see figure 53). They studied
how PS was modulated by the team cohesion and also by the presence of virtual
teammates. The protocol had competitive and cooperative conditions as Chanel
and collaborators. Using weighted coherence on the IBI, they highlighted the
PS presence within teammates. Interestingly PS was higher when teammates
reported a greater feeling of empathy and understanding within the team.
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Figure 53: Bomberman game from [Chanel et al., 2012] on the left and hedgewars game
from [Järvelä et al., 2014] on the right

Figure 54: Estimated means from [Chanel et al., 2012] experiments. Coherence on
different frequency bands (VLF, LF and HF). The HF band synchrony on the
IBI was significantly higher (p=0.04) fro the cooperative mode vs. competitive
mode.
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Figure 55: Open version of tetris game: Quadra from [Strang et al., 2014]

Moreover PS was decreased when a virtual teammate was added to the teams.

4.2.4

Physiological synchrony contradictory results

[Henning et al., 2009] explored how PS could predict teamwork in a unique
4-person research group over six months. Using cross correlation on HRV,
they showed that PS was negatively correlated with teamwork questionnaire
including productivity, communication quality and ability to achieve teamwork.
In another study [Strang et al., 2014] evaluated PS with real vs. randomly
associated teammates playing video games. Eighty teammates played an open
source version of tetris (Quadra) where one of the teammate controlled the
rotation and the other one the location. Using cross-correlation, cross recurrence
quantification analysis and cross fuzzy entropy, results disclosed that PS was
not significantly higher for real teammates than randomly paired players or
individual players playing alone. They suggested that the presence of PS was
the result of conditional similarities rather than interpersonal dynamics.
[Walker et al., 2013] also studied how physiological synchrony could be related to team performance. Thirty four teams did a simulated task of tank level
management (see figure 56). They tested different difficulty levels. Conversely
to [Henning et al., 2001], using respiratory and cardiac measures, they showed
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that PS was able to account for only 10% of the performance variance.

Figure 56: Task from [Walker et al., 2013] showing the two tanks each operator was
responsible for. On the right the console that was accessible to both participants.
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[Montague et al., 2014]
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[Chanel et al., 2012]
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[Strang et al., 2014]

[Walker et al., 2013]

PS account for only 10 % of performance

PS is not different between real and permutated
team. PS is only a marker of conditional similarities

PS decrease with subjective teamwork questionnaire

Table 4: Synthesis on the physiological synchrony literature.
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conclusion on hyperscanning and physiological synchrony
studies
This chapter presented the major results from the hyperscanning and the physiological synchrony literature with a specific focus on multiple EEG, fNIRS
or ECG recording while on task. Regarding social coordination, it seems that
a specific brain rhythm between 10 and 13 Hz underly the regulation of the
mirror neuron system allowing us to synchronize with others both in space and
time. Higher frequency, between 20 and 40 Hz, have been shown to characterize
subject receptiveness to other behaviors. These frequencies have also been
shown to be involved in social gaming context, particularly over the medial
prefrontal cortex. Higher coherence was also observed with fNIRS specifically
over the inferior frontal giry when dealing with high incentives. Theta and
delta rhythm were also observed over the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex when
the cooperative strategy was failing.
Other studies have observed theta rhythm during cooperative behavior via
higher coherence in EEG. Interestingly during competitive scenario, a decreased
connectivity was observed both in the delta and theta bands over prefrontal
cortices. When specifically asked to synchronize in time their responses, participants saw their covariance over the prefrontal cortices increased. In a musical
context, interbrain synchrony was also observed at lower frequency i.e. delta
and theta. A higher coherence was highlighted with fNIRS during concurrent
singing over the inferior frontal cortex. During more complex scenarios, A
higher number of connection with a greater strength were observed between
fronto-parietal areas in the theta and alpha bands.
Regarding physiological synchrony, some studies demonstrated that PS could
a team performance predictor. Moreover it could be linked to subjective empathy or involvement in the interaction. However others studies indicate that PS
is negatively correlated to subjective teamwork assessment in long-term team
work context [Henning et al., 2009]. [Walker et al., 2013] demonstrated that PS
only accounted for 10% of performance in a complex planning task. And lastly,
[Strang et al., 2014], regarding their study, stated that PS was only a marker
of conditional similarities. In conclusion, since 2002, numerous studies have
proven the possibility to record multiple subjects at the same time in a wide
variety of protocol. However it is sometime unclear how authors disentangle the
stimulus from the social interaction effect. In hyperscanning paradigms, subjects
are submitted to almost identical co-occurring stimuli. Subjects are usually both
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in the same room and doing related tasks. Because of all the common external
factors, brain synchrony between subjects can emerged. This synchrony results
from the two brain processing outer stimuli the same way. However it would
be misleading to interpret this apparent synchronization as a social interaction.
For example, in a hypothetical oddball hyperscanning study, two subjects listen
and have to count odd sounds together. Because the sound would be heard
at the same time by the two subjects, their auditory processing would happen
at the same time, potentially generating p3 evoked potentials synchronously
for both subjects. Because of that common external stimulus i.e. the sound, a
neurophysiological signal dependency between brain recordings could appear.
However in this illustrative example, it would clearly be misleading to interpret
that concurrent p3 as a marker of social or cooperative interaction. Technical
and algorithmic breakthroughs allowed to create fascinating paradigms to
study human interaction. However experimental design has become even more
significant, the control condition needs to be carefully designed in order to
draw meaningful conclusion about human interaction. The following chapter
will present how to export those results and implement relevant neuroadaptive
technology.
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O

ne major goal of neuroergonomics is to design systems that can dynamically adapt their behavior to the users’ mental states. Such systems
are called neuroadaptive systems and can either adapt their interface
or level of automation for example. Their overall objective, as neuroergonomics
advocates for, is to enhance performance in order to increase safety in complex
real-life settings. This chapter will present the technical aspects for the design
and implementation of such a neuroadaptive loop thanks to brain computer interfaces. We will firstly describe the major concepts for their design by focusing
on neuroergonomic applications. A section will then adress the pre-processing
stage as it can be critical in real-life settings. The following section will present
various machine learning algorithms available for mental state classification.
The closing-the-loop section will discuss the commands and/or the feedbacks
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that could potentially be implemented in an efficient neuroadaptive loop. The
last section will present the overall research direction of work.
5.1

passive brain computer interfaces: origins & design

Interacting with a computer or any system is usually done using physical
interactors such as a mouse, a keyboard and sometimes with a joystick, lever
or a gamepad. Those devices are interfaces that translate movements, mostly
hand movements, as inputs for the system. Most of the time, feedback or
system outputs from the computer are given via a screen and speakers. Since
the princeps study of J. Vidal in the early 70’s, the implementation of brain
computer interfaces (BCI) has allowed new ways to control machines via the
use of brain signals [Vidal, 1973]. BCIs are interfaces between a human and a
computer or more generally a machine or system, that directly use brain signals as
inputs. Neuroadaptive technologies are one specific BCI application (figure
57).

5.1.1

The BCI pipeline and its origins

While the spectrum of possibilities concerning BCI designs will be discussed
here after, the overall system pipeline still remains a loop constituted of seven
main steps [Lotte, 2016] (figure 57):
1. Brain pattern production
2. Recording
3. Pre-Processing
4. Feature Extraction
5. Classification
6. Command
7. Feedback
The historical goal of BCI was to create a new input channel for people with
disabilities as for example people suffering from the locked-in syndrome1 . BCI
would help those patients interact with the outer world using their mind. Such
BCIs would use invasive devices and have been proven to be useful for example
1 The locked-in syndrome is a condition in which a person is fully aware of what is happening but
cannot move or communicate because of a complete paralysis of voluntary muscles. Locked-in
syndrome patients can usually still blink and realize vertical eye movements.
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Figure 57: Neuroadaptive system with a focus on the BCI part (in red). The system,
which can be a car, a robot or an aircraft in our case is represented on the
right. The mental states decoder represents the BCI estimation part. Adapted
from [Dehais and Callan, 2019].
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for amputees controlling external robotic limbs. The level of precision implanted
electrodes can reach allowed animals to control prosthetic arms too [Milovanovic
et al., 2015]. Same procedure were tested on human with micro-array of electrodes implanted directly on the cortex [Hotson et al., 2016]. Recent studies
demonstrated the possibility to control a flight simulator [Kryger et al., 2017]
or an exoskeleton with implanted electrodes [Benabid et al., 2019]. However
in our context, regarding the acquisition devices we will prefer non-invasive
methods such as EEG and fNIRS that are respectively composed of external
electrodes and optodes (i.e. an emitter-receptor couple) as advocated chapter 2.
It is important to note that neurophysiological experiments or a potential
neuroadaptive system would usually require to wear a cap with the electrodes
and/or the optodes for the whole duration of the experiment/utilization. Wearing a tight cap around the head that puts a constant pressure on it can be
uncomfortable but can be necessary for sufficient signal quality [Verwulgen
et al., 2018]. The main challenge of the recording step is to balance comfort and
signal quality. Device induced pain must not be the most prominent feeling a
participant should experience during an experiment. Moreover a neuroadaptive
system that would require the operator to wear uncomfortable devices would
prohibit its rigorous adoption and thus its efficiency.
Apart from the recording device, each BCI processing step holds some specific
challenge mainly related to the complex logistics of real-life settings but also
to the real-time processing constraint. Real-life settings impose a high degree
of freedom and therefore numerous non desired behaviors can be observed.
Moreover the real-time constraint emerges from the necessity of an adaptive
system to be reactive. The command and/or the feedback that the BCI produces
is time constrained. Such reactivity cannot exist if the systems takes too much
time to evaluate a degraded situation. For this reason we will focus on how
the design and each BCI processing steps can help implement a better real-time
neuroadaptive loop.
Regarding their interaction design, usual BCIs consider that the user has to
intentionally trigger the interaction. Such BCIs are referred to as active BCIs.
More recently, BCIs have been diverted from their original design with the
rise of passive BCI or pBCI firstly introduced by [Cutrell and Tan, 2008]. In
the case of pBCIs, unlike active BCIs, the intentionality of the interaction is
implicit for the user [George and Lécuyer, 2010, Girouard, 2009, Zander et al.,
2009]. pBCI applications were studied in the context of neuroergonomics mostly
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regarding adaptive automation [Lotte and Roy, 2019]. Adaptive automation
is one possible application of a neuroadaptive technology. It defines a system
that monitors operators and adapts its level of automation accordingly. Such
types of application gave rise to the field of physiological computing in which
systems take the physiological and neurophysiological states of the user and transform
it as control inputs [Byrne and Parasuraman, 1996, Fairclough, 2009]. It is also
worth noting that the field of affective computing [Picard, 2000] concurrently
emerged in which systems take the emotional states of the user into account.

5.1.2

The brain pattern production

The brain pattern production refers to the specific and recognizable brain activity that the user has to produce. Regarding that generation, different strategies
can be deployed. BCIs can be either classified as exogenous or endogenous
[Kleber and Birbaumer, 2005]. Exogenous brain signals relate to signals that are
elicited by an external stimuli. This kind of potential are referred to as evoked
potentials like event-related potentials (see chapter 3). Conversely endogenous
BCIs relie on self regulated brain signals without the presence of external stimuli2 .
Another design aspect of BCIs which is closely related to the choice of brain
pattern production is the analysis window. BCIs can either be classified as synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous BCIs analyse the data in a specific
time window corresponding to a relevant event and only in that time window.
One could say that the system is expecting something at a specific time. Brain
signals outside that time window are not processed. Such synchronous BCIs are
usually referred to as cue-based BCIs because the onset of the expected mental
state is known. Conversely, asynchronous BCIs, or self-paced BCIs analyze data
continuously. For this reason, asynchronous BCIs are more computationally
costly but also more complex to design. This complexity is mainly due to the
fact that a large amount of non relevant signals are recorded and analyzed by
the BCIs. Moreover, with longer recording time durations, operators can induce
more artifacts especially linked to motion, which is hard to prevent in real-life
settings.

2 In this type endogenous design, the feedback given to the participants is critical for them to get
the ability to finely generate consistent brain activity pattern [Jeunet et al., 2016]
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For example BCIs using ERPs have been widely used in neuroergonomic
contexts. Such BCIs can be qualified as exogenous and synchronous because the
signal is elicited via specific stimuli in a specific known time-window. Indeed
workload, fatigue or attention have been shown to influence various components’ amplitude or latency. For example [Roy et al., 2015] used a protocol
where participants had to memorize a list of sequential digits. They were then
presented an item and asked to answer if that item was present or not in the
list. They were able, with a linear discriminant analysis3 , to discriminate two
different levels of workload (two or six digits to memorize) thanks to a BCI
pipeline. [Brouwer et al., 2012] were also able to discriminate two different
levels of workload of an N-Back task using a support vector machine. [Herff
et al., 2013] also used the N-back task but with fNIRS were able to classify
three different workload level. Workload has also been classified with subjects
performing more complex tasks such as the multi-attribute task battery (MATB)
using linear discriminant analysis thanks to [Roy et al., 2016].
A large amount of work exists on BCI applications on driver fatigue. Interestingly because of the great influence of fatigue on the spectral component
of EEG some studies have tried to implement BCIs to detect it. Such BCIs are
endogenous and asynchronous BCIs because they continuously analyze the
spontaneous spectral activity of the user. For example [Khushaba et al., 2010]
compared three different types of algorithms to detect metal fatigue: the linear
discriminant analysis, the support vector machine and the k-nearest neighbor.
Other studies have tried to classify cognitive fatigue using artificial neural
networks such as [Akin et al., 2008] and [Kurt et al., 2009]. [Liu et al., 2010] have
also tried to classify complexity and entropy measures using hidden markov
models. From this examples we can see that pBCI applications have already
flourished. Yet there are still some great challenges regarding the use outside
the laboratory. We will discuss here the challenge of the pre-processing steps
that intends to clean the neurophysiological data for the machine learning step.
Next, in the following section we will present some of the machine learning
algorithm used to classify the clean data.

3 The linear discriminant analysis as well as all the other classifiers are presented after in this
chapter.
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5.2

pre-processing: cleaning the data

Recording quality for neurophysiology is essential and may be one the greatest
practical challenge. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for physiological recording
is a challenging issue and especially for fNIRS and EEG [Goldenholz et al.,
2009] and the challenge is even bigger outside the laboratory. There are different
methods to get rid of undesired signals and to clean physiological signals. When
recording physiological signals, not only desired signals are recorded. This
is another way of describing the SNR problem. It can be considered that any
recorded signal is thesum of the desired signal plus some noise. Noise is
usually referred to as artifacts in signal processing:
RecordedSignal = DesiredSignal + Noise

(55)

From a mathematical point of view, the recorded signal X (t) can be explained
as a weighted combination w of different sources Y (t), either desired or not:
X (t) = w ? Y (t)

(56)

This mathematical formulation will follow us throughout all this section. Interestingly almost any methodology either to clean or extract information tries to
disentangle some sources considered relevant from other sources. Numerous
methods rely then on finding adequate weights to extract the expected data.
5.2.1

Artifacts and frequential filtering

From a physiological recording point of view, artifacts can be separated into
two categories: external artifacts and physiological artifacts. External artifacts
refer to measurements that are not physiological processes, i.e. from outside
the body (see examples figure 58). Both EEG and fNIRS signals are susceptible
to artifacts, here are the most common ones:
external artifacts:
• Line frequency: corresponds to the frequency of alternating current from
the source of electricity: 50 Hz in Europe. Relatively stable in time and
power, line artifacts are precisely located in the frequency space.
• Electrode movements: usually induced by participants’ movements, sensors movements induce large amplitude deflections in the signal. Thanks
to those large amplitudes they are easily recognizable.
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Eye Blinks

Linenoise

Movement

Figure 58: Examples of artifacts in the EEG signal.

• Lights: this external artifact contaminates mostly the fNIRS signal. Indeed
fNIRS being an optical measure, any external fluctuating source of light
will induce artifactual oscillations.
physiological artifacts:
• Muscle: muscle contraction results in the electromyographic (EMG) signal
production. The EMG signal is high frequency (200 Hz on average) and a
few millivolts in amplitude which is around 10 times the EEG amplitude.
• Heart: the ECG signal can be picked up by EEG electrodes. Moreover
because of the mechanical impact of the heart and the pulse wave on
somatosensorily inervated tissues, a heart action related EEG potential
can be observed [Dirlich et al., 1998].
• Eye movements: because the eye is an electrical dipole, eye movement
induce a change in the surrounding electrical field leading to change in
the electric field around the scalp [Croft and Barry, 2000].
• Vasomotion: spontaneous slow oscillations (0.1 Hz) in the tonicity of
blood vessels is observable. Those slow oscillations in blood volume called
vasomotion, or Mayer waves, induce changes in light absorption and
contaminate the fNIRS signal.
• Respiration: because the respiratory cycle influences the blood volume, it
has an effect on the arterial pressure [Dornhorst et al., 1952]. This physi-
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ological process influence the fNIRS signal the same way as vasomotion
[Huppert et al., 2009].
• Skin Conductance: as EEG measures voltage, the skin conductance influences its value. However because of sweating, conductance can change in
time. Change in conductance are slow in time and low amplitude
Knowing the source and the characteristics of an artifact is essential to
suppress it. Some methods are described here after to mitigate those sources of
noise.
frequential filters EEG and fNIRS signals are oscillating signals and
can be decomposed by multiple oscillating signals at multiple frequencies. Some
of those signals are generated by brain-related phenomena and some others are
not, those are considered artifacts.
A first and mandatory step to EEG and fNIRS data analysis is to filter frequencies where the data does not lie within. By high-passing the data, low
trends, mainly due to changes at the electrodes’ surface, vasomotion or respiration, can be suppressed. Moreover low-passing the data allow to get rid of
high frequency artifacts like muscle artifacts (mainly for EEG). Specifically for
EEG, some analyses only require frequency bands as high as 40 Hz. Hence by
suppressing everything above 40 Hz one gets rid of line noise. However some
analyses require higher EEG data bands, as the gamma band up to 100 Hz and
more. The gamma band has been associated with various brain functions but
also specifically in motor imagery activity (see [Ahn et al., 2013] for a discussion
on BCI performance and gamma activity).
Filtering is a technical domain by itself and detailing all the possible kinds of
filter is beyond the scope of this work. However, one has to keep in mind, that
no perfect filter exists, every filtering process alters the data in some way. The
filter type and order choice can be influential and alter the results. Throughout
our work we will use finite impulse response (FIR) filters as they provide a narrow transition band compared to infinite impulse response filter (IIR). Another
useful information is that acausal filtering either low-pass or high-pass can influence the ERP latency [Rousselet, 2012, Widmann and Schröger, 2012, Acunzo
et al., 2012]. Other artifacts lie in the EEG and fNIRS data frequency range, those
artifacts cannot be suppressed by spectral filtering. However other methods are
available.
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5.2.2

Advanced filtering methods and source estimation

artefact subspace reconstruction A new method proposed by [Mullen
et al., 2015] proposes an interesting way to filter artifacts via the artefact subspace reconstruction (ASR) method. This method, mostly applied to EEG data4
can be applied online (i.e. in ”real-time”) which is a solid advantage regarding
the neuroergonomics requirements. The ASR method relies on adaptive spatial
filtering based on principal component analysis PCA. Let’s first introduce the
concept of component analysis. Considering a dataset of multiple channels
X (t), as we have seen, channels from this dataset can be seen as a mix of the
activity from different sources or components. Those components form another
dataset Y (t). Hence the dataset X (t) can be expressed as the product of a
mixing matrix w with the dataset Y (t):
X (t) = w ? Y (t)

(57)

The weights w represented by the square matrix w is called the mixing
matrix. The idea behind PCA is that the activity observed in the multiple
channels X (t) can be explained only by a few components (or sources) [Pearson,
1901]. Activity, is the sense of PCA, refers to the explained signal variance. It can
be seen as a method to capture the action. For this reason, PCA algorithms try
to find the weights w in order to maximize the variance in the components
Y (t). The first PCA component will have the greatest variance, and the last, the
least. Let’s take a toy example where two independent variables x and y, i.e. the
sources, are mixed together in two new variables a and b i.e. the channels (see
figure 59):




a = x+y
1 1
⇔w=
(58)
b = 2y
0 2
If the two signals a and b were given as input in a PCA, it would estimate the
mixing matrix w (see figure 59). To do so PCA uses the pooled covariance R xx
to find w. PCA also assumes that the components axes are orthogonal implying
w−1 = w0 . The solution can then be found as a solution of an eigenvalue
equation:
R xx w = σy2 w
w = eig( R xx )
4 To our knowledge it has not been applied to fNIRS data yet
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Figure 59: On the upper left graph, the original random sources x and y. On the upper
right graph, the newly artificially created a and b channels resulting from the
mixing of x and y. PCA on that type of mixed gaussian data would propose
the rotation proposed in red. The axis rotation would result in the lower left
graph (from [Varoquaux, 2010]).
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From a graphical point of view, each channel can be considered as a dimension
in space where data samples are represented by a point in that space. PCA is
then an orthogonal linear transformation into a new coordinate system such
as each axis as the greatest variance possible. Geometrically speaking it is an
orthogonal axis rotation.
ASR computes an initial PCA during a baseline period considered artifact
free. Doing so, the original variance of the artifact-free signal can be estimated.
During the experiment, recorded data can then possibly be contaminated with
artifacts. To evaluate this, ASR computes a sliding window PCA (around 1
minutes window), meaning it computes a PCA separately on each time window.
The next step is to compare the components obtained for this sliding window
to the ones obtained for the baseline. If a component shows a high5 spatial
variance, it removes this component and recreates one as a linear combination
of the remaining components. Simply put: if the PCA finds new components
that were not originally in the baseline, it removes those new components as
they probably are artefactual ones (see figure 60).
Interestingly the ASR algorithm has already been used online with EEG in
various contexts. In order to control virtual avatars or robots, [Luu et al., 2017]
applied ASR in a BCI pipeline that was predicting the gait posture from the
EEG of walking subjects. [Wei et al., 2018] used ASR in a drowsiness detection
context while driving. ASR has also been proved useful in real car [Krol et al.,
2017] and in real flight conditions [Callan et al., 2015].
independent component analysis Independent component analysis
(ICA) is another type of component analysis that can be useful for EEG artifact
filtering. When PCA tries to maximize the variance in components and has
a constraint on the axis orthogonality, ICA tries to maximize the statistical
independence between components with no orthogonal axis constraint. The 2
main assumptions behind ICA are that i) brain sources are independent and
that ii) the source probability density functions (PDF) are non gaussian [Stone,
2004]. ICA applies then axis rotation with a constraint to i) minimize mutual
information and to ii) maximize non gaussianity. The 1st constraint is quite
intuitive knowing ICA tries to generate independent components. However the
2nd constraint is a result of the central limit theorem stating that any mixture of
independent signals will tend to have a gaussian PDF. Comparing ICA to PCA,
5 above a defined threshold
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Figure 60: Artefact subspace reconstruction illustration from the original paper [Mullen
et al., 2013]. In red the original signal and in blue the reconstructed considered artefact free signal. This illustration demonstrate clearly the efficiency
to mitigate blinks and jaw clench artifacts.

the spatial orthogonal constraint allows to solve the equation on PCA. However
it is not supported by any physiological process. In other words, the orthogonal
constraint has no sense regarding the brain activity. Moreover PCA performs well
to separate activity from mixed of gaussian sources, however with non gaussian
mix, the results can be off axis (see figure 61).
ICA is widely used in neuroscience and very useful to detect and remove
artefactual components. Independent components being a mix of weighted
channels activity, a way to characterize an artifact is to look at how the weights
are divided on the scalp. For example figure 62 shows three different topographical maps of presumably three eye-related components. Those maps are
generated using a single line of the inverted weight matrix w−1 coded in color
for each channel. Interestingly, the absolute values are situated in front of the
scalp. This is due to the fact that eye artifacts influence greatly frontal electrodes
compared to electrodes at the back of the head. The third map on the right
is oriented left and right and corresponds to lateral eye movements whereas
the first and second ones correspond to vertical movements and eye blinks.
Interestingly by removing those components, i.e. activity corresponding to eye
activity, one can reconstruct the original channel activity, i.e. move back to sensor
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Figure 61: On the upper left graph, the original random sources x and y but with non
gaussian distributions. On the upper right graph, the newly artificially
created a and b channels resulting from the mixing of x and y. PCA on that
type of non-gaussian data (red axis) performs less well than ICA (green axis).
The axis rotation would result in the lower left graph for the PCA and the
lower right for the ICA. It is apparent that the PCA reconstruction on the
left is off-axis. From [Varoquaux, 2010].
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Figure 62: Independent components presumably associated with eye movements from
experimental data.

space and observe the channel data without the extracted eye activity (figure 63).
ICA algorithms are usually not well suited for online estimation as it usually
require a large amount of data and time to be run. However some recent methods allow to implement ICA solutions online [Pion-Tonachini et al., 2015, Hsu
et al., 2015, Akhtar et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2006].

5.3

feature extraction: finding relevant information

The pre-processing section presented us how to go from raw and polluted with
undesired signals data to clean data. In order to characterize the brain activity via
this cleaned signal and possibly classify it, relevant features must be computed.
Features can be as simple as the averaged signal to more complex methodology.
This topic of feature extraction is addressed in depth in the previous chapter 3
in which classical metrics are firstly presented followed by connectivity metrics.
5.4

classification: labeling mental states

Once relevant feature are extracted from the cleaned EEG and/or fNIRS data,
it is necessary to translate those features into information. To do so, one has
to establish a decision limit or threshold. In the simplest one feature case, the
question could be for instance: above or below which value should we consider that the
operator is overloaded ? In order to set the decision limits regarding the features,
classifiers will be used [Alpaydin, 2009]. This is the field of machine learning
and more recently artificial intelligence. Mathematically speaking, classifiers can
be referred to as a prediction or predictor functions. One way to create that
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Figure 63: Original (upper) and reconstructed (lower) data after removing the 3 eyerelated components. Eye related activity, especially three eye blinks are
greatly attenuated.
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prediction function is to learn from a training set of features in order to classify
correctly a newly presented testing set.
5.4.1

Labeling, training and testing

In order to train a classifier, labeled data are needed: the training set. The
classifier will learn on the training set how to discriminate different classes.
Classes are groups of different data usually representative of experimental
conditions (high vs low workload for example). Once the classifier is trained,
the decision function is set, new data can be evaluated to infer in which classes
they belong: the testing set. Let’s take an example with two classes (figure
64). The two classes correspond to two conditions recorded during a protocol
including a low and high workload condition. Three trials of each condition
were performed. The time window where trial were performed are tagged or
labeled. Those six trials will form the training set. We arbitrarily extract two
features for each window (this conveniently allows to represent the feature in a
2D space). Interestingly in this example, it is possible to separate the two classes
(red vs green cross) with a line. Once a good fitted line as been computed,
features from new EEG trials (the testing set) are computed, however labels (or
conditions) are unknown. In our example, the classifier will classify the new
trial as a low workload trial. Obviously not all cases are that simple and we
will see here the different types of classifiers that exist to segregate data.
5.4.2

Types of classifiers

Classification problems gave rise to the area of machine learning and most
recently Artificial Intelligence (AI). While there is a lot of amazing progress
currently in this area, classification and prediction methods all rely on statistical
inference and are all trying, in a way, to find a geometrical separator in a
feature space. Five main families of classifiers can be identified [Lotte et al.,
2018], we will shortly present them here:
• Linear
• Non Linear Bayesian (HMM)
• Nearest neighbor (kNN)
• Neural nets
• Combination
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Figure 64: Example of labeling and representation in feature space for a two condition
experiment.
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Linear: Linear Discriminant Analysis and Support Vector Machine
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a generalization of the Fisher linear
discriminant [Cohen et al., 2014]. LDA is closely related to analysis of variance
ANOVA or component analysis (PCA and ICA). LDA can be seen as a solution
to finding the perpendicular axes of the unique component that maximizes variance
between two classes. Considering a set of features X with two classes x1 and x2
and a component Y:
X = w?Y
(59)
LDA solves the following equation by applying a maximum variance on w:
1
w = R−
xx ( x1 − x2 )

(60)

1
Where R−
xx is the pooled covariance. The discriminant hyperplane is normal to
−
→
w , in two dimensions the line that separates the points best would be perpendicular to the w vector.

LDA uses covariance to find weights that maximize the difference between
classes. The standard estimator of the covariance matrix is usually the empirical
covariance. However for data in a high dimensional space with a small number
of data points this estimation can be imprecise. This error may impact the LDA
discriminability accuracy.
Shrinking the covariance matrix can be a solution for compensating this bias
[Blankertz et al., 2011]. The shrinkage method find a compromise between the
empirical covariance and a spherical covariance piloted by a parameter γ. γ
ranges from 0 to 1, γ = 0 being unregularized LDA where the covariance matrix
is the empirical covariance and γ = 1 being the regularized LDA where the
covariance matrix is assumed spherical (see figure 65).
R̂ xx = R xx + γI

(61)

This parameter depends on the dimension of the feature space and analytical
methods to find the optimal value are described [Blankertz et al., 2011].
LDA combined with the covariance shrinkage method (sLDA) has been
widely used in the BCI community [Lotte et al., 2018]. The main advantages of
this classifier lies in its simplicity (i.e. it is linear) and its ability to provide good
results with a small sample training [Lotte and Guan, 2009, Lotte, 2015]. sLDA
has been successfully applied to single trial ERP classification [Blankertz et al.,
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Figure 65: Illustration of shrinked covariance matrix. In blue: the empirical covariance
matrix estimated via samples. In yellow the true covariance matrix. In black:
the identity (spherical) covariance matrix (from [Blankertz et al., 2011]).

2011] and also to workload level classification [Mühl et al., 2014] for example.
SVM works closely to LDA. As any classifier it tries to find the hyperplane separating best the data. SVM will optimize the hyperplane position by maximizing
the orthogonal projection of datapoint on the hyperplane. However, instead
of taking all the datapoints, SVM will only maximize the distance with the closest
point to the hyperplane within a certain margin. Those points are called support
vectors (figure 66).
There are some cases where the feature space does not allow to separate the
data linearly. Interestingly SVM has a solution in those cases. Thanks to the
kernel trick a linear solution can be found to non-linear problems. The idea
is to transform the feature space into a higher dimension space where the data
become linearly separable. This new space: the redescription space is obtained
via a kernel function (figure 67). The most intuitive example is data separable by
a circle. In this 2D space, no line can segregate the data. However using the
kernel function K, that creates a third dimension representing the distance from
the center:
K ( x, y) = ( x, y, || x ||2 + ||y||2 )
(62)
it allows to map the data in a 3D space where they become linearly separable
by a plane.

SVM classifers have been used by the BCI community and have demonstrated
great if not, in some cases, the best performances in BCI competition [Rako-
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Figure 66: Support Vector Machine example from [Garcı́a-Gonzalo et al., 2016]

tomamonjy and Guigue, 2008, Thulasidas et al., 2006, Rakotomamonjy et al.,
2005, Lotte et al., 2007]. The main advantages of SVM classifiers lie in their
robustness to overtraining and to high-dimension feature spaces i.e. the curse
of dimensionality [Burges, 1998, Bennett and Campbell, 2000, Jain et al., 2000].

Hidden Markov Model
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a system following a Markov process which
states that future prediction can be done with present information. It is heavily
used in machine learning especially for sequence prediction. The idea is by
statistically modeling transitions in a sequence, one will be able to predict the
next iteration (figure 68). Formally it computes transition matrices representing
the probability to stay and to shift from one state to another. Estimating that
transition matrix allows to predict, knowing the current states, the probability
tho shift to another state.
HMM have the interesting property to be robust to high dimensionalities.
Moreover they have been shown to be efficient on raw time series classification
[Rabiner, 1989]. This procedure interestingly avoids the feature extraction step.
HMM do not appear as much as LDA or SVM in the literature. For example
HMM classifiers have been used in sensorimotor task classification contexts
[Argunsah and Cetin, 2010, Zimmermann et al., 2013, Akrami et al., 2006] and
also mental task classification [Tavakolian et al., 2006].
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Figure 67: The kernel trick illustration. On the left a 2D space with data separable with
a circle (non linear). On the right a 3D redescription space where the data is
linearly separable (by a plane).

Figure 68: Example of letter sequence ant its corresponding Markov model. For example, knowing that the letter is an A, there is 25% chance that the following
letter will be an A and 75% chance that the following letter will be an E
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Figure 69: k-Nearest Neighbor example from [Cover et al., 1967]. In the k=3 case, the
red star would be classified as a blue-hexagon. However in the k=5 case, it
would be classified as a green-square.

k-Nearest Neighbor
The k-Nearest Neighbor method decision rule is one straighforward nonparametric decision procedure [Cover et al., 1967]. The idea is that new data
will be labeled as the closest known sample in the feature space: its closest
neighbor (see figure 69). This is the definition of the 1-Nearest-Neighbor rule.
More than one neighbor can used, then the classifier relies on the majority vote
of the k neighbors.
kNN classifiers have been proven to be useful in BCI contexts [Borisoff et al.,
2004]. They have for example been applied to various mental tasks classification
[Yazdani et al., 2009], in motor imagery protocol [Schlögl et al., 2005] but also to
detect attention levels [Li et al., 2011]. kNN classifiers have the advantage to be
able to approximate any form of decision boundarie with a sufficient amount
of training data. However, one has to note that kNN classifiers are sensitive to
the feature space dimensionality [Friedman, 1997].
Neural Network
Neural networks are algorithms that were inspired from the biological neural
architecture. First studies describing the formal neuron emerged around the
50’s [Lettvin et al., 1959] and network adaptation rule such as the famous Hebb
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Figure 70: Formal Neuron example and its activation function

Law: Neuron that fire together, wire together [Hebb, 1962] offered the foundation
of current AI algorithms.
A formal neuron accepts inputs combines them and applies a function on
them. Those functions are called activation functions. The example figure 70
shows a formal neuron combining two input x1 and x2 by simply adding them.
The activation function is called softsign function 1+|x x| [Glorot and Bengio,
2010]. There are multiple ways to combine inputs and many different activation
functions are available [Žilinskas, 2006]. For example, a neural network with
one fully connected layer is a graphical representation of a linear classifier (like
the LDA or SVM). However, neural network algorithms have a specific way to
estimate the weights (w). This learning process is done by backpropagation.
The underlying idea is that an untrained neural network will have its weights
randomly attributed. When a known sample goes through the network, it
will adapt the weights in order to make the network have the right label as
output. Backprogation is done by gradient descent, which is a mathematical
optimization method to find a function minima.
A deep neural network is a neural network with a multitude of formal neurons aggregated in more than two layers. Interestingly, those large network
structures with multiple layer recently lead to impressive discoveries, from image/video classification, video generation with generative adversarial network
[Goodfellow et al., 2014], to beating the chess and go world champion [Wang
et al., 2016]. A recent study developed different networks, trained in parallel,
to play Quake 3 [Jaderberg et al., 2019]. Cooperative behavior surprisingly
emerged among non-player characters (i.e. bots). All those results are also really
fascinating because those methods are unsupervised learning methods, meaning
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that no human implemented any rule on how to behave. The only inputs were
the pixels from the screen game and the reward was the score and yet behavior
seems to emerge.
There is great momentum around neural network which is deserved. However
Neural networks have been used in BCI applications, to cite a few example,
[Haselsteiner and Pfurtscheller, 2000] used a neural network architecture and to
implement a motor imagery BCI and more recently [Sturm et al., 2016] used a
deep neural network structure in the same context. However the performance
observed would not make one recommend its utilization [Lotte et al., 2018].
This is mainly due to the fact that neural networks require a huge amount of
data to tune their model. However, in BCI contexts only few data/samples are
available.
5.4.3

Conclusion on classifiers

Machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) are rapidly emerging fields of
research. Numerous more methods exist to classify and handle large amounts of
data i.e. big data. For a recent review and guidelines on classification algorithms
see [Lotte et al., 2018]. This paper introduces concepts about adaptive classifiers,
riemmanian geometry, tensors or transfer learning that have not been presented
here but represent promising directions. Feature selection or reduction can be
useful to facilitate data exploration. Those methods reduce the data size and
storage and interestingly defy the curse of dimensionality. Different techniques
exist to select a subset of features: by ranking them by their classification
accuracy while used alone or by removing redundant features for example. See
[Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003a] for an introduction on feature selection. Moreover
for classifiers, huge quantities of features can be problematic and decrease the
ability of the algorithm to find a solution i.e. the curse of dimensionality. For
this reason, our default choice regarding classifiers will be the shrinkage LDA.
This algorithm has largely proven its efficiency in BCI applications including
pBCI [Dehais et al., 2019d, Roy et al., 2016]. Moreover its simplicity allows to
potentially interpret its weight i.e. one can visualize the decision limits easily
compared to more more complex non-linear algorithms.
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5.5

command and feedback: closing the loop

The previous section presented methods to train algorithms to classify and label
neurophysiological data. This step allows to segregate the data regarding the
information conveyed by their features. Classifier outputs can either be binary,
i.e. 0 or 1, or continuous. These outputs are meant to be representative of a
relevant mental state. Once those values are available, they can be translated
into commands for a system. In the case of active BCIs, for example some
researchers try to develop exo-skeletons for paraplegic people6 . This last step
of the BCI development is usually referred to as the closing the loop step. The
loop refers to the BCI loop (figure 57) which recorded an operator’s activity
and finally provided a feedback to him/her. Neurofeedback is a particular
application of BCI where the final goal of the BCI is to provide the user with
information about his/her brain signal. Interestingly brain–computer interface
training can be seen as a elaborated form of neurofeedback [Vernon, 2009].
Instead of showing a participant his/her brain activity in the frontal cortex
directly for example, it can be programmed that a ball will move as much as
his/her frontal activity.

5.6

summary and research objectives

pBCIs provide the technical basis for the implementation of neuroadaptive
technology. They dynamically assess the operator mental state in order to
increase human-system interaction efficiency and performance. Indeed in mixedinitiative missions where the mission efficiency relies on both computer and
human skills, humans are usually seen as providential agents able to handle
any unexpected situation [Drougard et al., 2017]. However due to fundamental
human cognitive limitations and the potential presence of multiple stressors
(e.g. emotional stress, fatigue, boredom) operators can drift from adequate to a
degraded mental states leading to a sub-optimal handling of the situation (see
chapter iv). This current state of affairs can obviously not be left as it is knowing
that incidents and accidents still occur. Supervising and keeping the operator
in an adequate mental state seems a relevant approach to prevent operators
from drifting away. This approach to systems design could be qualified as more
human-centered where the design integrates human limitations and intends to
6 A recent paper [Benabid et al., 2019] from a French research team working on possible exoskeleton applications.
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prevent potential human-machine misunderstandings.
The recent progress of neuroscience has enriched our understanding of the
neural correlates of human performance. However there is still a lack of characterization of human functionning in everyday life, especially regarding cognitive
performance in complex situations. There is a need to understand how humans
perform outside the laboratory in order to grasp how current systems sometimes lead to catastrophic endings. For that reason, neuroergonomics advocates
for in-field study. Those studies, supported by more fundamental work, would
allow to monitor the brain at work. One first necessary step of such adaptive
systems would be to estimate the operator’s current mental state. We have
identified several promising physiological markers in the literature. Moreover
we have shown that there is a growing interest in a more connected approach of
brain functioning (see chapter 3). Various connectivity metrics currently allow
to characterize brain networks.
We have shown that several studies have already used such connectivity
metrics to characterize human behavior. However, because of the technical
challenges that physiological recording imposes, most of these studies remain
laboratory controlled experiments. There are still too few experiments that have
involved mental state estimation using connectivity metrics outside the lab. For
that reason, a first direction that we have identified for our work is related to
the use of connectivity metrics outside the lab, i.e. in ecological conditions. This
chapter has demonstrated that this objective represents a great methodological
challenge. Real-life conditions impose a large exposure to external influences
such as uncontrolled events or artifacts for example. However, immersing
participants in the actual conditions they will encounter is mandatory in order
to get a clear picture of their overall interaction with any system.
While keeping the objective to conduct ecological studies, it is also necessary
to take into account that operators interact not only with a system but also with
other operators. The chapter 4 has demonstrated that social neuroscience has
greatly emerged and several studies have tried to characterize humans in social
context. This two-person neuroscience field of study is relatively younger than
neuroscience itself. Therefore the literature about (neuro)-physiological markers
of cooperation/coordination is less furnished. This literature is even more
scarce when searching for pipelines involving multiple operators in ecological
contexts. All this information could be greatly valuable for an adaptive system
that would distribute the task workload or orient operators’ attention toward
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their partner. For that reason a second direction that naturally emerged is the
multiple, i.e. hyperscanning, direction.
Therefore, our different contributions will try to address two issues. First
regarding the integration of connectivity metrics in neuroadaptive systems, the
problematic could summarized by these questions:
• Is it possible to implement a neuroadaptive pipeline based on connectivity features in ecological contexts?
• Would such a pipeline perform better than a pipeline that uses classical
metrics?
The second issue is related to hyperscanning applications. The questions we
will try to answer are:
• Is it possible to extract relevant markers of cooperation in a multiple
operator paradigm under complex settings?
• Would it be possible to implement a neuroadaptive pipeline that would
enable to perform an online estimation?
Our first contribution (chapter 6) has two objectives, (i) to evaluate the feasibility to estimate the pilot’s engagement using fNIRS connectivity measures in
simulated flight conditions and (ii) to assess the potential of connectivity measures to better characterize engagement than classical measures. Our second
contribution (chapter 7) is an extension of the first fNIRS pipeline combined
with an EEG pipeline under real flight conditions. This experiment has also
two objectives, (i) to assess the ability of a hybrid EEG-fNIRS system to detect
cognitive fatigue in ecological conditions and (ii) to evaluate the ability of such
a system to perform in both simulated and real flight conditions.
The third contribution (chapter 8) intends to evaluate how physiological
synchrony at the cardiac level could characterize teammates that perform a
cooperative task together. Our last contribution (chapter 9), based on the same
experimental design, will assess the the ability of spectral EEG markers to
discriminate different levels of workload and different levels of cooperation for
teammates that perform a complex cooperative task.
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6.1

introduction

T

he objectives of this study were : i) to evaluate the feasibility to estimate the pilot’s engagement using fNIRS connectivity measures in an
ecological setting such as a flight simulator. Secondly : ii) to assess
the potential of connectivity measures to better characterize engagement than
classical measures. To meet these goals, a simplified task was designed whereby
pilots had to perform several manual and automated landings. Parieto-occipital
areas were targeted as they play a key role for visual attention, particularly
involved while flying [Dehais et al., 2016]. Prefrontal cortex activity was also
measured as its activation reflects mental demands [Gateau et al., 2015, Moro
et al., 2016] and top down regulation. Offline classification was performed over
different classical metrics (average, peak, variance, skewness, kurtosis, area
under curve and slope) and connectivity metrics to identify the most predictive
ones. Regarding connectivity features, classical dependency measures such
as covariance, Pearson’s correlation [Greenblatt et al., 2012] and Spearman’s
correlation [Spearman, 1904], and some spectral measures such as magnitude
squared coherence [Mandel and Wolf, 1976] and the wavelet coherence [Lachaux
et al., 2002, Torrence and Compo, 1998, Grinsted et al., 2004] were compared.
This chapter was published in Frontiers in Human Neuroscience [Verdière et al.,
2018].
6.2
6.2.1

material & methods
Participants

Twelve visual flight rules (VFR) pilots (11 males, mean group age 24 ± 3) completed the experiment. Pilots had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal
hearing, and no psychiatric disorders. They all had medical clearance to fly.
After providing written informed consent, they were instructed to complete
a 5-min task training. Typical total duration of a subject’s session (informed
consent approval, practice task and real task) was about one hour. This work
was approved by the local ISAE-SUPAERO committee (see appendix iv).
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6.2.2

Experimental Design

The protocol consisted in eight scenarios in a flight simulator : four in manual
landing and four in automated landing. The Airbus A320 full motion simulator
at ISAE-SUPAERO (French Aeronautical Engineering School in Toulouse) was
used to conduct the experiment in ecological conditions. It simulates a twinengine aircraft flight mode. The user interface is composed of a Primary Flight
Display (PFD), a Navigation Display and an upper Electronic Central Aircraft
Monitoring Display page. The pilot also had a Flight Control Unit (FCU) to
interact with the autopilot (Figure 71).
The scenarios were divided into three phases: a rest phase, a cruise phase
and lastly a landing phase, which were performed either in manual mode (i.e.
hard condition) in which they control the aircraft speed and trajectory, or with
the autopilot engaged (easy condition; Figure 71). Landing conditions (Auto vs.
Manual) were pseudo-randomly distributed.
During the cruise phase, the autopilot was engaged and the pilots were asked
to relax. This phase was mostly set to serve as a baseline. When approaching
the ILS (Instrument Landing System) range (approximately two min) they were
asked either to let the autoflight system perform the landing or to disengage
the automation to manually land the aircraft. Autopilot and auto throttle deactivation was done by pushing a red button on the flight stick and the throttle
respectively. Participants did not know in advance whether the landing would
be automated or manually executed. Considering the whole spectrum of the
landing task, our experimental conditions were designed to be contrasted in
terms of mental demands. The landing phase ended 10 seconds after the pilots
touched down on the landing ground. Before starting the experiment, the
participants performed a 30-minute training session to familiarize themselves
with the simulator environment.

6.2.3
6.2.3.1

Data Acquisition
Subjective Workload Assessment

After the end of the experiment, the pilots were asked to complete a commonly
used subjective workload level questionnaire, the NASA-TLX [Hart and Staveland, 1988] in order to compare the two conditions. This questionnaire combines
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Figure 71: Upper: Airbus A320 twin-engine simulator at ISAE-SUPAERO. Pictures
used with written consent. Lower: Structure of the experimental session. A:
Overall Flow of the experiment with the 8 scenarios. B: Detailed trial for
the cruise and landing phases. C: Upper view of the plane trajectory. The
starting position was pseudo randomly placed on the blue arc. The blackline
delimited the cruise from the landing phase where the pilot deactivates or
not the autopilot regarding the condition.
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six factors, i.e. mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, overall
performance, frustration level and effort (see appendix iv).

6.2.3.2

fNIRS Recording

Two NIRSport acquisition devices (NIRx Medical Technologies) were used in
tandem mode to increase the number of sensors. Each system has eight sources
and eight detectors receiving wavelength at 760 nm and 850 nm recorded at
7.8125 Hz. By using two systems, Frontal and Occipital areas were both covered
with eight sources and eight detectors constrained mechanically by a plastic
spacer at the appropriate distance (three cm maximum), resulting in 42 optodes
or channels. The probabilistic path of photon through cortex were estimated
using the Monte-Carlo transport software tMCimg via the Atlas Viewer from
Homer2 [Aasted et al., 2015, Boas et al., 2002]. The optodes placement and
the results of the simulation are shown figure 72. Before starting the experiment a calibration was performed in order to check each optode’s signal quality.

6.2.4
6.2.4.1

Data Analysis
Pre-Processing

FNIRS data were analyzed using Matlab R2015b with several functions from
the Homer2 software package [Dubb and Boas, 2016]. The overall analysis
pipeline is described in figure 73. The landing phase was divided into epochs
of 200 samples (∼ 25 sec) overlapping by 60 samples (∼ 7.5 sec). As the landing
duration (152 sec ± 22 sec) could slightly differ among participants depending
on their performance, the fixed number of extracted epochs was based on the
shortest landing in duration, resulting in 12 epochs per landing and per subject.
Each epoch was processed independently in order to potentially extend our
method to online processing. Raw data were converted to optical densities;
an artifact removal algorithm and a band pass filter were applied on each
epoch separately. A wavelet interpolation method was used for the artifact
correction [Molavi and Dumont, 2012]. This method has been shown to have
the greatest signal to noise ratio among the current artifact removal methods
available [Brigadoi et al., 2014]. A butterworth high pass filter (cutoff: 0.01 Hz
- order 3) and a low pass filter (cutoff: 0.5 Hz - order 5) were applied for the
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Figure 72: Results of the Monte-Carlo simulation over A: the frontal cortex, B: the occipital cortex and C: both cortices from a lateral view. Red dots represent the
LED emitters, blue dots the photoreceptors and green lines the channels. The
colorbar unit represents the spatial sensitivity of the fNIRS measurements. It
is expressed in mm−1 and values range from 0.01 to 1 in log10 units : -2 to 0.
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band pass filtering step.
The filtered and artifact free data were then converted to oxy-hemoglobin
[HbO] and deoxy-hemoglobin [HbR] concentration variations. For further
analysis, only the 80 centered samples (∼ 10 sec) of each epoch were kept
by applying a boxcar function. This window was applied to avoid spectral
leakage, specifically from the wavelet transform, and to obtain a 10-second
window without overlap. At the end of this processing stage, for each landing
(trial) we had 12 non overlapping, filtered and artifact free epochs of 80 samples.

6.2.4.2

Oxygenation Measures

Oxygenation measures were computed using both the [HbO] and [HbR] signals
on each epoch separately, where x represents either the [HbO] and [HbR] signal
for one epoch (80 samples) and one optode. Seven oxygenation measures were
computed (Peak, Mean, Variance, Kurtosis, Skewness, Area Under the Curve
and Slope) whereas connectivity measures were computed only over the [HbO]
signals which yield greater classification performance than [HbR] [Bauernfeind
et al., 2014].
The peak (maximum) and the 4th moment (average, variance, skewness and
kurtosis) were computed as follows :
Average( x ) = E( x )

Skew( x ) =

Var ( x ) = E[( x − E( x ))2 ]

E[( x − E( x ))3 ]
( E[( x − E( x ))2 ]3/2 )

Kurt( x ) =

E[( x − E( x ))4 ]
( E[( x − E( x ))2 ]2 )

(63)

(64)

The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated by summing the absolute
values of the signal.
AUC = ∑ | x |
(65)

The slope was computed using the least-squared linear regression with the
polyfit matlab function.
6.2.4.3

Connectivity Measures

Connectivity measures were computed, as previously, using both the [HbO] and
[HbR] signals on each epoch separately, where x and y represents two signals
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Analysis Pipeline
Acquisition
NIRSport 42 Channels
42chan x 8trials

Pre-Processing
Epoching
12 epochs (~10sec/epoch) / trials

Motion Artefact Removal
Wavelet Interpolation

Band Pass Filter
Butterworth 0.01 – 0.5 Hz
42chan x 96epochs

Feature Extraction
Oxygenation :
Peak
Average
Area Under Curve
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis
Slope
7 Features :
42values
x 96epochs

Connectivity :
Covariance
Spearman’s Corr
Pearson’s Corr
Coherence
Wavelet Coherence
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x 96epochs

Region Of Interest
42 Channels  6 ROI
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5 Features :
21values
x 96epochs

Normalization
Z-Score for each epoch

Classification
LDA with shrinkage
10 fold stratified cross validation

Figure 73: Pilot’s engagement classification pipeline.
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from two different channels. Five oxygenation measures were computed (Covariance, Pearson’s correlation, Spearman’s correlation, Coherence and Wavelet
Coherence).
Covariance of two signals x and y can be described as a measure of joint
variability :
COV ( x, y) = E( x − E( x )) × E(y − E(y))
(66)

Where E represents the expected value. Intuitively, covariance characterizes the
simultaneous variations of two signals. Covariance will be positive when the
differences between the signals and their averages tend to be of the same sign
and tend to be negative in the opposite case.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is the covariance of two signals normalized by
the product of their standard deviation (std). It represents the linear correlation
between two signals, its values ranges from -1 to +1 meaning respectively a
linear negative and positive correlation and 0 corresponding to no correlation
at all.
COV ( x, y)
(67)
Pearson( x, y) =
std( x ) × std(y)

Spearman rank correlation coefficient is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient between the ranked variable [Myers and Arnold, 2003].
Spearman( x, y) =

COV (rgx , rgY )
std(rgx ) × std(rgy )

(68)

Where rgx and rgy are the ranked variable (of x and y respectively). Using the
rank instead of the values allows describing monotonic non-linear relationship
between signals where the Pearson’s coefficient only characterizes linear relationship.
Spectral Coherence Cxy ( f ) or Magnitude squared Coherence is defined as the
absolute squared value of the cross-spectral density of two signals (x and y) for
a frequency f, normalized by the product of their auto-spectral density:
Cxy ( f ) =

| Gxy ( f )|2
Gxx ( f ) × Gyy ( f )

(69)

Where Gxy ( f ) represents the cross spectral density (being the spectrum of the
cross correlation function) for a frequency f . Gxx ( f ) and Gyy ( f ) being the auto
spectral density (i.e. the spectrum of the auto correlation function) respectively
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for x and y. Spectral coherence can be seen as a correlation coefficient in the
frequency domain.
For the last one, a coherence measure based on the wavelet transform was
used [Torrence and Compo, 1998]: the wavelet coherence. The wavelet coherence
power R2n (s) can be defined as :
xy

|S(s−1 Wn (s)|2

 
R2n (s) = 
y
S s−1 |Wnx (s)|2 S s−1 |Wn (s)|2

(70)

y

Where Wnx (s) and Wn (s) represent respectively the wavelet transform of x and
xy
y at the n time point for a wavelet scale s. Wn (s) is the cross wavelet transform
of x and y (being the wavelet transform of the cross correlation function). S is
a smoothing operator (for more detail see [Torrence and Compo, 1998]). This
measure can be seen as a localized correlation coefficient in time frequency space
[Grinsted et al., 2004]. Coherence values range from 0 to 1, 1 meaning there is a
perfectly phase-locked oscillations at a given frequency for the two analyzed
signals.
Connectivity measures were computed on each epoch separately for the
landing phase and the cruise phase and for each couple of channels namely
C (nk) = 861 couples (k = 2, n = 42). At this step, we had 42 measures for each
oxygenation feature and 861 measures for each connectivity feature per epoch
and per subject.
6.2.5
6.2.5.1

Data Classification
Feature Extraction

region of interest In order to reduce the amount of data and the dimensionality, the 42 different channels were combined into six regions of interest
(ROI) : Frontal-Left and Right, Fronto-Central; Occipital-Left and Right and
Occipito-Central.
For the oxygenation features, it was done by averaging all the features from
channels included in these six differents regions. For the connectivity features,
15 possible connections were possible across the six ROI. Values were firstly
evaluated for each pair (861 couples) and then averaged across couples connecting the same regions. Couples of channels included inside one ROI were also
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kept, which gave 15 + 6 = 21 connectivity measures.
At this step, we had six measures for each oxygenation feature and 21
measures for each connectivity feature per epoch and per subject.
frequency specific measures For the two coherence measures (Magnitude Squared Coherence and Wavelet Coherence), the obtained coherence
values were averaged for a frequency range between 0.3125 Hz (1/3.2 sec) and
0.08 Hz (1/12.8 sec) accordingly to the fNIRS literature [Cui et al., 2012].
normalisation: z-score Regarding all features, they were normalized
by z-scoring (i.e. transform it to have 0 mean and 1 standard deviation; [Sasai
et al., 2011, Tsunashima and Yanagisawa, 2009, Toronov et al., 2001]).

6.2.5.2

Classification and Cross-Validation

A Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) with regularization of the empirical
covariance matrix by shrinkage, also known as shrinkage method, was used
[Friedman, 1989, Blankertz et al., 2011]. This method has proved its robustness
for EEG-based BCI and passive BCI (pBCI) applications [Roy et al., 2016] but
also with fNIRS [Hennrich et al., 2015, Bauernfeind et al., 2014, Herff et al., 2013].
Our paradigm was an intra-subject binary classification. Each subject performed eight landings (four of each of the two conditions). Data were processed
to obtain twelve 10-second epochs for each landing which gives 12 x 8 = 96
epochs (examples) for each subject. Our model prediction performance was
assessed by using a stratified cross validation, which is a good tradeoff between
bias and variance estimation [Kohavi and Sommerfield, 1995, Friedman et al.,
2001b].
The classifier was trained with examples that originated from six different
landings (three of each of the two conditions, i.e. 6*12= 72 examples) and tried
to predict examples from the last two landings (One of each condition, i.e. 2*12=
24 examples). This method was applied for every combination (16) of landings
left out of the training set and the averaged performance was kept.
Regarding the features, two types of comparisons were done. Firstly, a
single feature comparison where each feature classification performance is
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assessed separately was performed. Secondly, features were merged together to
evaluate their potential. They were combined two by two and the classification
performance obtained with each couple was assessed.
6.2.5.3

Statistical Assessment

subjective workload comparison A paired-sample t-test was performed in order to compare the average overall workload obtained for the two
conditions among subjects.
classification performance significance For a 2-class problem
like ours, the theoretical chance level for classification is 100/2 = 50 %, but
this is only right for an infinite sample number. To assess the significance of
our classifier (decoding accuracy) the classification error was modelized by a
binomial cumulative distribution (see [Combrisson and Jerbi, 2015] for more
details):
   i 

n
1
c − 1 n −1
P( Z ) = ∑
×
×
k
c
c
i =z
n

(71)

Where
• P is the probability to predict the correct class at least Z times
• n the number of samples
• c the number of classes
The performance of our classification pipeline was assessed by repeating
the stratified cross validation 16 times and averaging it. As stated earlier, our
classifier was trained with 72 samples and tested on the last 24 samples. By using
the cumulative binomial distribution, it sets the 5% significance classification
threshold at 58.3%.
classification performance comparison In order to compare the
classification performance for each feature, a repeated measure ANOVA was
used considering FEATURES (or FEATURES COUPLE) and CHROMOPHORE
(HbO/HbR) as within factors. A post-hoc Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) procedure was applied to perform multiple comparisons.
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6.3
6.3.1

results
Subjective Workload Assessment

Participants rated their workload significantly higher for the manual landing
condition (M = 66.6 ± 9) than the automatic landing condition (M = 18.7 ± 7;
t(11) = −17.43, p < 10−8 ).
6.3.2

Classification with individual features

Figure 74 illustrates the classification performances for each feature computed
over the HbR and HbO signals. In order to compare classification performance
among features, a repeated measure ANOVA was done.
The statistical analysis showed that there was a significant effect of feature
type on classification performance (F (11, 121) = 5.66, p < 10−3 ) and it also
revealed a significant effect of the chromophore used (F (1, 11) = 8.73, p < 0.05).
Post-hoc comparisons revealed significant differences among features mainly for
HbO. In particular, Wavelet Coherence had a significantly better performance
than the Average, Skewness, Kurtosis and Slope. Also, every connectivity
feature gave a significantly greater performance than the Skewness. Moreover,
regarding HbR, the Wavelet Coherence and the Covariance gave a significantly
greater performance than the Kurtosis. All the connectivity features did not
exhibit significant differences between one another. Post-hoc comparisons did
not show any significant effect of the chromophore on the classification performance regardless of the feature used. In other words, every feature gave non
significant different results when using either the HbO or HbR signals for the
classification.
Moreover, every connectivity feature computed over the HbO signals led to
an average classification performance above chance level (> 58.3%). Furthermore, Pearson’s, Spearman’s correlation and the Wavelet Coherence exceeded
the chance level for both HbO and HbR. Concerning classical oxygenation
features, the AUC and Variance were the only features to reach a classification performance above chance level but only when computed over HbO signals.
Regarding the best features, Wavelet Coherence benefited of the best classification performance among subjects with an average 65.34% and 59.94% of good
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Figure 74: Pilot’s engagement classification performance function of the type of fNIRSbased feature (average across subject). Blue and red bars represent features
extracted from respectively [HbR] and [HbO] signals. Error bars represent
the confidence interval at 95 %. The black lines indicate the most relevant
significant effect for our research question (***: p < 0.05)

classification respectively for HbO and HbR. The second was the Covariance
(62.93% and 56.03 %) followed by the Area Under the Curve (61.76% and 57.83%)
for HbO and HbR respectively.
6.3.3

Classification with combined features

Figure 75 show the averaged classification performance for all the possible
combinations of 2 oxygenation or 2 connectivity features respectively.
Following the same procedure as before, a repeated measure ANOVA was
done with the data showed figure 75. It revealed that there was a significant
effect of the feature couple (F (30, 330) = 5.42, p < 10−3 ) but not of the chro-
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Figure 75: Pilot’s engagement classification performance. Upper graph: Performance
function of the type of fNIRS-based oxygenation feature (average across
subjects). Lower graph: Performance function of the type of fNIRS-based
connectivity feature (average across subjects). Blue and red bars represent
features extracted from respectively [HbR] and [HbO] signals. Error bars
represent the confidence interval at 95 %.
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mophore (F (1, 11) = 2.47, p = 0.14) on the classification performance.
When evaluating multiple comparisons for HbO, the main observation is
that the 7 best connectivity couples gave a significantly greater classification
performance than the 7 worse oxygenation couples. Besides that, it can also
be noted here that connectivity couples did not exhibit significant differences
between one another.
For oxygenation features, 9 out of 21 couples of features led to a classification performance above chance level, namely AUC-Peak, AUC-Variance,
AUC-Average, Average-Variance, AUC-Slope, Variance-Slope, Peak-Variance,
AUC-Skewness and Variance-Skew. The AUC-Peak couple reached a classification performance of 61.2% and 56.7% for HbO and HbR respectively. Moreover
AUC is in 5 of these 9 best couples. Regarding combined connectivity features,
every connectivity couple reached a classification performance above chance
except the couple Covariance-Coherence when computed over HbR. The best
couple (Covariance-WaveletCoherence) led to a classification performance of
66.4% and 59.8% (for HbO and HbR respectively).
Results for every feature couple, including couples mixing oxygenation and
connectivity features, for every subject are given in table 5 and 6.
6.4

discussion & conclusion

The main motivation of the present study was to assess the potential of connectivity measures to classify two different levels of task engagement with
fNIRS under relatively ecological settings. We therefore designed a protocol
whereby pilots had to perform several manual and automated landings. Our
subjective measures confirmed that these two situations were contrasted as
manual landing led to significantly higher subjective NASA-TLX scores than
automated landing. Our overall classification results confirmed that the two
different engagement levels could be discriminated in a flight simulator. This is
in line with previous neuroergonomics studies showing that this brain optical
imaging technique is well suited for mental state monitoring in ecological situations [Gateau et al., 2015, Herff et al., 2013, Foy et al., 2016, Durantin et al.,
2015b].
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The best classification accuracy reached 66.9%, a result that does not compare
favorably with recent studies at first hand. For instance, [Hong et al., 2015]
obtained a classification performance of 75.6 % on 10 subjects with a mental motor imagery and mental arithmetic paradigm using average and slope features
over chromophore concentration. [Holper and Wolf, 2011] did a complex vs
simple imaginary movement paradigm with 12 subjects. By combining different
features such as the average, variance, skewness and kurtosis computed over
HbO and HbR, they reached a performance of 81.3 %. [Naseer et al., 2016]
obtained a 93 % classification performance with almost similar features to
classify mental arithmetic vs rest on 7 subjects. However, these studies did
not consider a continuous but rather an event locked assessment of a specific
cognitive activity contrarily to our flying task involved different executive and
attentional skills. Interestingly enough and contrary to our results, [Khan and
Hong, 2015] showed that classical oxygenation metrics could yield to a high
accuracy (84.9 %) when continuously monitoring drowsiness under ecological
settings such as driving in simulated conditions. The comparison with our
study remains challenging as the construct of engagement is probably more
subtle to be captured. Eventually, the limited number of trials did not allow us
to optimize the training of our model to guarantee high classification accuracy.
Interestingly, the connectivity measures led to better classification performance than the classical oxygenation metrics (i.e. chromophore concentration
variation). The better performance of the connectivity metrics over classical
ones could rely on two main explanations. Firstly, one has to consider that the
analysis of task-related concentrations (i.e. hemodynamic response) is timelocked to the event. It has been proposed that these task-related responses
induce a small increase (< 5%) in neural energy consumption compared to the
overall brain energy consumption [Raichle and Mintun, 2006]. Thus by focusing
only on a localized hemodynamic response, the majority of the brain activity
is dismissed. It is now well admitted that cognition relies on the activation of
several distributed brain areas rather than single dedicated processing units
[Siegel et al., 2012, van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013, Hutchison et al., 2013].
Thus, the analysis of the interaction between neural networks provides more
information on the brain dynamics, especially when concerned with the understanding of complex real-life task [Leff et al., 2015, İşbilir et al., 2016, Cui et al.,
2012]. Secondly, some relevant studies disclosed that frequency or amplitude
correlations among spontaneous low frequency oscillations (around 0.1 Hz) are
tightly linked to cortical processes ([Lowe et al., 1998, Xiong et al., 1999, Obrig
et al., 2000], see [Siegel et al., 2012] for a review). As a matter of fact, when con-
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sidering continuous monitoring of the brain activity, where no specific events
are expected, connectivity features based on frequency or amplitude coupling
can give an insight on the ongoing cognitive processes.
The comparison of the connectivity metrics classification performance revealed that covariance, correlation (Pearson’s or Spearman’s) and wavelet coherence led to significantly higher classification accuracies than respectively
three, two and four classical oxygenation metrics. It is interesting to note that
the formers present complementary advantages. On one hand, correlation
and covariance are straightforward and low cost computational measure to
implement. This is of great advantage as long as pBCIs are concerned. On the
other hand, the wavelet coherence takes into account both time and phased
locked oscillations. While being used for some years by the fMRI community,
the wavelet coherence metrics has only recently been applied to fNIRS signal
[Cui et al., 2012, İşbilir et al., 2016]. Wavelet coherence also allows to target
specific and relevant frequency bands such as low frequency oscillations as
discussed previously. However, the implementation of wavelet coherence based
pBCIs remains challenging as this metric requires a high number of wavelet
convolutions and the calculation costs could be critical in an online paradigm.
One possible promising approach to overcome this issue is to consider dimensionality reduction [Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003b]. Taken together our findings
provide some methodological guidance for the implementation of fNIRS based
BCI metrics. To the best of our knowledge, this study is one of the rare to benchmark different fNIRS connectivity metrics and to use them for classification
purposes in ecological settings. It paves the way toward online mental state
estimation in ecological aeronautical settings, but some challenges still remain.
Despite its potential interests, our paper has several limitations. Firstly, this
experiment involved 12 subjects that only performed four trials of each conditions. This limited number of trials relied on a compromise as the participants
would experience fatigue and discomfort if wearing the cap for a long period
(around 40 min). Secondly, the choice of the two contrasted conditions (automatic vs. manual) can be discussed since potential confounds such as motor
responses could influence our measures. Yet we did not target motor areas
therefore the risk is low. However, our motivation is to monitor pilots’ brain
activity when facing realistic flying conditions. The designing of well contrasted
and controlled conditions in ecological environments such as flying remains
challenging. This first experiment was meant to set the path to more refined
protocols to characterize different tasks with a view to perform crew monitoring
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as achieved by [Toppi et al., 2016]. The third limitation is regarding the fNIRS
signal analysis. Indeed, fNIRS signal is the result of a global component influenced by skin blood flow and a local neuronal component. Some algorithms
based on spatial filtering and principal component analysis such as the one
proposed by [Zhang et al., 2016] could have been used if the analysis was not
done on each epoch separately. Moreover fNIRS signals can also be influenced
by other physiological activities such as heartbeats, respiration or changes in
blood pressure. It would have been interesting to also record those activities
to evaluate how they can correlate with the engagement level. Regarding the
paradigm settings and because of these limitations, despite the fact that our
classification performance were very high and satisfying, it is not possible to
make any claim regarding the underlying neurophysiological processes.
Finally, the performance of the classification pipeline needs to be improved
before its implementation in the cockpit as such rate of false negative detection
cannot be afforded as it is in such critical systems, even though using multisensory fusion this accuracy level is still usable. A promising way to increase
classification performance could be to use a bimodal EEG-fNIRS pBCI [Fazli
et al., 2012].
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40/55
57/57
54/53
61/57
60/53
56/55
51/56
67/50
61/54
69/61
65/52
66/48
67/55
58/60

Skew - Slo
Skew - Kurt
Ave - Skew
Ave - Slo
Kurt - Slo
Peak - Slo
Peak - Skew
Ave - Kurt
Peak - Kurt
Kurt - AUC
Ave - Peak
Skew - Coh
Var - Kurt
Skew - Spe

46/53
45/54
58/51
59/51
49/49
60/52
56/53
57/53
61/54
57/63
64/59
51/50
64/55
49/57

S2
46/47
53/48
48/51
48/47
53/47
42/39
45/46
54/49
50/45
60/42
50/43
50/53
62/43
49/53

S3
57/56
54/57
64/51
57/51
47/55
55/57
62/54
59/54
48/55
52/55
62/42
65/54
41/53
68/66

S4
50/58
48/65
48/62
52/51
52/55
54/47
52/56
53/51
55/46
60/45
60/49
51/64
64/46
64/77

S5
58/64
55/51
52/63
56/59
57/53
58/73
53/69
52/57
57/65
63/66
59/74
46/56
57/66
57/59

S6
50/57
61/51
52/51
41/49
60/51
43/55
53/54
60/47
55/55
60/60
49/56
69/52
64/60
66/73

S7
51/49
55/55
51/52
52/51
57/53
62/70
59/62
61/55
65/71
65/81
65/71
62/47
74/82
62/46

S8
51/45
50/48
56/49
51/53
49/53
63/53
65/51
50/59
64/64
61/55
68/57
58/54
64/53
61/54

S9
52/51
47/47
43/51
47/52
46/44
47/50
47/49
47/43
46/42
53/40
46/49
54/52
52/44
48/50

S10
55/39
55/39
56/49
51/49
49/36
59/63
63/62
49/53
57/63
45/62
60/62
59/69
45/57
49/48

S11
49/56
43/56
47/54
53/52
50/56
41/47
38/49
43/53
35/47
40/44
38/43
56/66
38/41
66/62

S12

50/52
52/52
52/53
52/52
52/50
53/55
54/55
54/52
55/55
57/56
57/55
57/55
58/54
58/59

Average

Table 5: Classification performance (HbO/HbR) for every possible combination of two classical features with an average
performance across subjects under the adjusted chance level (< 58.3%) computed over HbO. Results are rounded
to the closest integers and ordered by their average value (the last couple of features is the best performing on
average across subjects). Columns refer to subjects (S1 to S12) and rows to each feature couple (Ave-Average, PeaPeak, Var-Variance, Skew-Skewness, Kurt-Kurtosis, AUC-Area Under the Curve, Cov-Covariance, Pear-Pearson’s,
Spear-Spearman’s, Coh-Coherence, WTC-Wavelet Coherence).
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64/56
68/60
66/53
66/52
64/50
67/58
72/60
58/60
66/51
70/61
65/48
66/57
64/58
63/57
71/45
67/57
63/61
65/57
71/62
69/60
65/52
64/57
60/58
65/58

Var - Skew
Skew - AUC
Kurt - Coh
Slo - Coh
Peak - Var
Var - Slo
AUC - Slo
Skew - Pea
Ave - Var
Ave - AUC
Peak - Coh
Kurt - Cov
Pea - Spe
Pea - Coh
Ave - Coh
Spe - Coh
Skew - Cov
Kurt - Spe
Var - AUC
Peak - AUC
Peak - Cov
Kurt - Pea
Slo - Spe
Slo - Cov

60/52
54/57
52/45
58/41
65/52
69/49
59/59
50/56
67/53
58/60
58/49
72/51
52/59
52/51
60/43
53/53
65/49
51/58
63/61
61/55
70/52
55/55
58/53
71/41

S2
57/46
58/46
57/48
52/45
57/40
57/42
60/40
48/53
59/50
61/45
53/50
64/46
55/58
51/51
58/51
52/53
60/53
59/56
66/42
60/39
63/50
59/56
55/51
59/52

S3
57/51
61/53
58/57
61/59
52/50
48/56
59/64
63/66
59/40
61/47
66/55
52/53
65/60
64/64
67/53
64/65
61/47
63/67
61/54
62/57
59/50
61/65
68/61
59/53

S4
60/60
59/56
53/59
51/61
64/41
66/51
57/51
64/75
64/48
57/44
54/57
63/63
63/73
64/72
56/58
66/71
66/69
66/70
60/44
59/43
65/61
68/71
68/70
70/63

S5
60/70
66/71
52/50
51/64
61/72
69/72
67/76
58/63
64/72
67/72
56/67
63/67
59/64
54/60
53/60
57/56
65/68
58/56
67/69
65/76
69/70
57/59
62/66
68/71

S6
62/59
62/59
69/49
71/52
56/56
56/59
60/62
69/76
57/58
60/61
70/52
65/53
66/72
70/68
70/49
69/68
63/52
68/72
58/60
61/57
61/47
71/74
67/72
61/53

S7
78/82
69/80
69/53
69/52
73/81
75/84
71/78
66/48
80/82
70/81
65/58
74/81
67/52
65/49
65/50
64/46
75/80
72/51
72/83
70/79
75/82
73/53
67/49
76/84

S8
66/45
63/50
55/59
55/58
70/55
63/47
64/48
68/56
69/54
66/54
64/52
64/49
65/58
64/58
59/60
64/58
68/44
63/56
66/53
69/54
68/46
65/55
65/55
65/45

S9
50/51
51/48
55/54
54/57
55/55
50/54
53/46
48/52
47/51
53/45
54/55
52/48
50/54
54/59
55/57
53/60
49/50
48/48
54/47
57/49
53/56
48/50
49/55
49/53

S10
51/54
49/63
57/68
59/68
53/63
44/57
44/62
55/45
46/56
49/63
60/71
46/63
49/48
55/61
56/68
54/63
54/63
54/49
50/64
56/67
52/66
54/47
51/47
50/65

S11
38/42
42/41
60/67
59/70
37/41
43/40
46/43
67/61
39/40
46/45
54/61
39/42
66/62
68/64
58/65
67/66
42/45
65/60
43/43
46/44
37/44
65/60
67/61
47/43

S12
58/56
58/57
59/55
59/56
59/55
59/56
59/58
59/59
60/54
60/57
60/56
60/56
60/60
60/60
61/55
61/60
61/57
61/58
61/57
61/57
61/56
62/59
62/58
62/57

Average

Table 6: Classification performance (HbO/HbR) for every possible combination of two either classical or connectivity
features with an average performance across subjects above the adjusted chance level (> 58.3%) computed over
HbO. Results are rounded to the closest integers and ordered by their average value (the last couple of features
is the best performing on average across subjects). Columns refer to subjects (S1 to S12) and rows to each
feature couple (Ave-Average, Pea-Peak, Var-Variance, Skew-Skewness, Kurt-Kurtosis, AUC-Area Under the Curve,
Cov-Covariance, Pear-Pearson’s, Spear-Spearman’s, Coh-Coherence, WTC-Wavelet Coherence).
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S1

59/59
61/62
64/55
71/53
66/62
68/51
70/50
63/62
69/62
66/62
64/64
42/58
64/66
68/55
65/65
64/64
52/54
53/54
66/64
44/57
55/60
64/64
54/53
54/59
59/50
57/55
59/53
64/59

Features

Slo - Pea
Peak - Spe
Var - Cov
AUC - Coh
Ave - Spe
Ave - Cov
Var - Coh
Peak - Pea
AUC - Cov
Ave - Pea
Var - Spe
Skew - WTC
AUC - Spe
Cov - Coh
AUC - Pea
Cov - Spe
Kurt - WTC
Peak - WTC
Var - Pea
Slo - WTC
Spe - WTC
Cov - Pea
Ave - WTC
Pea - WTC
Coh - WTC
Cov - WTC
Var - WTC
AUC - WTC

S2
60/51
58/56
70/52
60/48
61/55
73/46
65/44
60/55
67/54
59/52
62/56
53/65
57/65
72/40
59/64
69/55
58/65
64/67
65/55
62/61
54/66
68/54
64/64
57/62
61/55
67/57
63/63
61/64

S3
54/49
53/55
63/53
57/45
52/60
64/55
59/49
52/54
66/52
52/59
57/53
57/65
52/53
59/53
52/53
61/55
60/65
52/60
58/53
64/63
60/62
59/54
62/64
59/61
60/55
61/63
59/63
60/61

S4
62/59
72/62
59/45
63/56
73/61
64/39
61/56
67/59
64/54
70/58
67/64
70/54
70/64
64/52
66/60
70/62
67/55
66/53
63/59
67/58
70/65
65/57
66/50
71/63
72/56
66/50
67/51
70/53

S5
69/70
66/71
67/66
57/54
69/71
65/63
58/60
66/70
67/63
69/71
66/71
81/70
67/71
62/69
65/69
67/70
80/64
82/65
66/71
83/70
85/75
66/71
84/70
85/74
84/69
81/70
81/66
80/63

S6

S7
69/74
65/72
60/52
73/54
64/71
58/50
72/53
68/74
60/52
69/76
66/72
78/71
70/72
69/48
70/74
66/67
76/66
76/70
71/75
76/70
74/74
71/71
77/68
78/74
78/63
79/67
78/70
77/70

continued.

62/70
62/66
70/68
62/71
63/65
67/70
58/68
60/69
68/68
61/65
61/66
64/74
66/67
64/66
67/70
62/67
66/73
66/77
61/68
65/76
65/74
64/70
64/74
67/77
65/74
67/77
68/80
69/81

S8
68/52
71/64
75/82
75/80
66/51
78/81
76/80
74/65
76/82
68/52
83/77
63/46
78/78
76/80
79/80
85/78
67/46
65/62
83/79
65/46
66/45
82/80
63/46
66/49
68/46
77/81
75/83
68/78

S9
67/55
70/55
71/51
63/60
66/58
68/49
66/57
71/55
69/49
68/60
67/55
67/49
68/56
66/55
71/57
64/52
65/48
68/46
69/58
65/52
66/56
67/54
67/51
68/57
67/52
68/45
70/48
72/48

S10
50/53
49/52
52/52
62/57
49/52
49/52
58/52
51/52
54/51
51/51
54/53
54/48
52/55
57/54
55/54
53/56
56/43
55/47
55/53
54/49
57/45
56/55
55/49
57/48
56/50
58/43
59/43
59/45

S11
54/47
56/57
52/67
50/68
55/52
50/62
56/66
59/56
52/70
55/51
49/58
60/57
50/66
53/69
52/61
50/58
61/56
60/59
52/57
63/60
57/59
53/57
62/57
59/59
55/63
57/59
59/57
57/64

S12
69/61
63/55
44/43
58/59
65/61
46/42
53/59
63/57
43/47
69/63
61/53
68/64
64/54
53/55
67/56
60/53
65/64
65/60
66/55
68/66
65/71
67/54
66/64
67/71
68/68
59/51
62/53
65/55

62/58
62/60
62/57
63/59
63/60
63/55
63/58
63/61
63/59
63/60
63/62
63/60
63/64
63/58
64/64
64/61
64/58
64/60
65/62
65/61
65/63
65/62
65/59
66/63
66/58
66/60
67/61
67/62

Average
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introduction

T

he previous chapter presented an in-situ implementation of a fNIRSbased classification pipeline advocating for the implementation of hybrid
EEG-fNIRS pBCIs. The objective of the present study was to develop a
fNIRS-EEG based pBCI to infer cognitive fatigue or time on task (TOT) in the
context of flying. Our contribution in this chapter was only related to the fNIRS
connectivity section and part of a greater experimental campaign from Frederic
Dehais’ work. Participants were asked to perform four identical traffic patterns
at Lasbordes airfield (Toulouse, France) along with a secondary auditory task in
simulated and real flight conditions. The secondary task was used as an indirect
index of cognitive fatigue since its performance is expected to decrease over
time if fatigue increases. We thus implemented a fNIRS-EEG based classifier to
discriminate the first part of the experiment (i.e. the two first traffic patterns)
versus the second part of the experiment (the two last traffic patterns). This
work resulted in a publication at the International conference on Systems, Man
and Cybernetics in 2018 [Dehais et al., 2018].
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Figure 76: Experimental environment: flight simulator (left), EEG-fNIRS cap (middle)
and DR400 light aircraft (right).

7.2

material & methods

7.2.1

Experimental protocol

Four pilots were recruited among the students of the ISAE-SUPAERO engineering school to participate in the study (four males; 25-30 years old, with 50-150
flight hours experience). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no
history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The study was approved by the
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA60049235) and all participants gave
their informed written consent.

7.2.1.1

Experimental environment: ISAE-SUPAERO flight simulator and DR400
aircraft

The study was conducted using the ISAE-SUPAERO (Institut Supérieur de
l’Aéronautique et de l’Espace - French Aeronautical University in Toulouse,
France) flight simulator and experimental light aircraft (see Fig 76). The flight
simulator was composed of a Primary Flight Display, a Navigation Display, and
an Electronic Central Aircraft Monitoring Display, a rudder, thrust, and stick.
The DR400 light aircraft was powered by a 180HP Lycoming engine and was
equipped with classical gauges, radio and radio navigation equipment, and
actuators such as rudder, stick, thrust and switches to control the flight.
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7.2.1.2

Scenario

The scenario in the simulated and in the real flight conditions was identical. It
consisted of four identical and consecutive traffic patterns at Lasbordes airfield.
Each traffic pattern, according to the standards of visual flight rules (VFR), is
divided into five flight phases—the upwind take-off leg, the crosswind leg,
the downwind leg, the base leg and the final landing. The experiment lasted
around 50 minutes. The participants were asked to perform a secondary classical oddball paradigm with a total of 600 auditory stimuli: 25% were targets (120
normalized pure tone at 1100 Hz, 90 dB SPL) and 75% were non-targets (480
normalized pure tone at 1000 Hz, 90 dB SPL). Inter-trial interval was set to 2000
ms with a 2000-ms jitter. The volunteers had to ignore the frequent non-targets
and report the number of auditory targets during the first part of the experiment
- defined as the two first traffic patterns - and the second part of the experiment defined as the two last traffic patterns. The number of reported auditory targets
was used as an indirect index of cognitive fatigue. It was expected that pilots
would commit more errors during the second part than the first part of the
experiment as a consequence of TOT. The order of the conditions (real flight vs
simulated flight) was counterbalanced across participants. A flight instructor
was present in the simulated and real flight conditions and was left-seated.
The experimenter was the backseater and his role was to place and calibrate
the sensors, trigger the odd-ball task and write the number of auditory targets
reported by the volunteer.

7.2.1.3

EEG and fNIRS recording and preprocessing

EEG data were recorded at 500Hz using the 32 dry-electrode Enobio Neuroelectrics system positioned according to the 10-20 system. Only 23 channels
out of 32 were recorded (P7, P4, Cz, Pz, P3, P8, O1, O2, F8, C4, F2, Fz, C3,
FPz, F7, Oz, AF4, CP6, CP2, CP1, CP5, FC1 and AF3). Remaining channels
were removed in order to put the fNIRS sensors on the same cap and to allow
sufficient comfort for the participants. fNIRS data were recorded at 8.93Hz
using the NIRSport NIRX system using seven sources (F3, FP1, AFz, FP2, F4,
T7, T8) and eight detectors (AF7, AF3, AF8, AF4, TP7, FT7,TP8, FT8) which
resulted in 12 channels.
EEG and fNIRS data were synchronized using Lab Streaming Layer, they
were analyzed using Matlab R2015b using EEGLab and several functions from
the Homer2 software package [Dubb and Boas, 2016]. EEG and fNIRS data were
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firstly epoched into successive and non-overlapping 1 minute time windows.
Epochs were then analysed independently in order to extend our method to
online classification (see section 7.2.2).
Regarding EEG, Automatic Subspace Reconstruction (ASR) [Mullen et al.,
2015] (default settings) was used to remove non-stationary high-variance signals
from the EEG by means of an interpolation of components that exceeded a
threshold relative to the covariance of the calibration set of relatively clean data
segments. The calibration set has been extracted from EEG signals recorded
prior to the first traffic pattern, and therefore was independent from EEG epochs
used for classification.
Regarding fNIRS, they were converted into optical density. Artifacts were
identified by detecting high variance parts of the signal, a spline interpolation
was then used to remove those parts. The artifact-free optical density signal
was then band-pass filtered using 2 butterworth filter (low-pass: 0.5 Hz order:
3 and high-pass: 0.01 Hz order: 5). Optical density were converted to chromophore concentrations ([HbO] and [HbR]) using the Modified Beer-Lambert
Law (MBLL).

eeg feature - engagement ratio We used the following EEG engageβ
ment ratio α+θ defined according to [Prinzel et al., 2000]. The power of each
frequency band (α, β, and θ) was computed by estimating the one-sided Welch’s
power spectral density of the EEG signal. The engagement ratio was computed
independently for each channel, resulting in as many features as EEG channels.

fnirs feature - wavelet coherence A coherence measure based on
the wavelet transform was used : the wavelet coherence [Torrence and Compo,
1998]. The wavelet coherence power R2n (s) can be defined as:
xy

|S(s−1 Wn (s)|2
 

R2n (s) = 
y
−
1
x
2
−
1
2
S s |Wn (s)| S s |Wn (s)|
y

(72)

Where Wnx (s) and Wn (s) represent respectively the wavelet transform of x and
xy
y at the n time point for a wavelet scale s.Wn (s) is the cross wavelet transform
of x and y (being the wavelet transform of the cross correlation function). S is a
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smoothing operator (for more detail see [Torrence and Compo, 1998]).
This measure can be seen as a localized correlation coefficient in time frequency space [Grinsted et al., 2004]. Coherence values range from 0 to 1, 1
meaning there are perfectly phased-locked oscillations at a given frequency for
the two analyzed signals. The wavelet coherence was computed only on the
[HbO] signals for each couple of channels namely C (nk) = 66 couples (k = 2,
n = 12). The resulting coherence was averaged for frequency band ranging
from 0.0781 Hz to 0.3125 Hz corresponding to 1/12.8 sec to 1/3.2 sec according
to the litterature [Cui et al., 2012]. This 66 averaged coherence measures were
then used as features by the classifier for the pBCI implementation.
7.2.2

Passive BCI implementation

A shrinkage linear discriminant analysis (sLDA) was performed, providing
better results in a high dimensional feature space [Blankertz et al., 2011]. This
method has already been applied with success to efficiently classify auditory
event-related potentials [Roy et al., 2016]. EEG and fNIRS features were computed based on data recorded during the same trials. For each class (first
part versus second part), trials correspond to successive and non-overlapping
1 minute time windows. The number of trials differed from each subject,
depending of the time spent to realize the traffic patterns. Finally, balanced
classification accuracy was assessed, for each subject, by using a random 5-fold
cross-validation procedure with an equal number of trials per class.
7.3

results

The behavioral results on the secondary auditory task disclosed that participants
exhibited lower performance to report the exact number of auditory targets in
the second part than in the first part of the experiment (first part: mean error=
6.6; second part: mean error =18,Cohen’s d=0.72 - equivalent to a moderate size
effect) whatever the flight condition was. More specifically, the errors were
higher in the real flight condition (first part: mean error =10; second part: mean
error=26.5) than in the simulator condition (first part: mean error =3.25; second
part: mean error =9.5).
As regards the estimation of the cognitive fatigue using a pBCI pipeline,
the mean accuracy in the simulator condition was 86.7% when using the EEG
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features only, 81.5% when using the fNIRS features and reached 87.2% when
combining the EEG and fNIRS features (see Fig. 77). The mean classification
accuracy in the real flight condition was 86.4% when using the EEG features
only, 83.2% when using the fNIRS features and reached 87.6 % when combining
both EEG and fNIRS features (see Fig. 77).

Figure 77: Classification accuracy for all subjects and mean classification accuracy
(vertical black bars represent standard deviation). Left: in the simulator
condition. Right: in the real flight condition.

7.4

discussion & conclusion

The objective of this paper was to implement an hybrid fNIRS-EEG based pBCI
to monitor cognitive fatigue in aviation. The pilots had to perform four traffic
patterns along with a secondary oddball task. This latter task was used as a
probe to infer cognitive fatigue between the first part (i.e. the two first traffic
patterns) and the last part of the experiment (i.e. the two last traffic patterns).
This goal was challenging as this study was the first to report the combination
of these two brain imaging techniques under realistic settings such as real flight
conditions. As expected, the pilots committed more errors when reporting the
number of auditory probes during the second part of the experiment than during the first part as a consequence of TOT. This finding indicates that cognitive
fatigue can impair auditory attention to an extent that auditory sounds can be
missed. This phenomenon known as inattentional deafness is a critical safety
issue that has been generally attributed to flying task difficulty [Callan et al.,
2018, Durantin et al., 2017], over-engagement [Dehais et al., 2014] and stress
[Dehais et al., 2016, Dehais et al., 2014, Dehais et al., 2012a]. To our knowledge
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this is the first study to bring to light the involvement of cognitive fatigue in
the occurrence of this phenomenon.
Moreover, the classification results disclosed that the fNIRS and EEG engagementrelated metrics allowed to classify the variation of cognitive fatigue between
the beginning and the end of the experiment with a high level of accuracy (i.e.
above 87%). Although our small sample size (N=4) did not allow us to statistically test the classification accuracies between the used features (i.e. EEG only,
fNIRS only or EEG-fNIRS concatenation), or the flight setting (i.e. simulator or
real aircraft), nevertheless the average results reveal that the combination of the
two recording modalities provided better accuracy that when used separately.
Also, they reveal that for this aeronautical application, increasing the level of
ecology in the setting, that is to say going from the simulator into the real world,
did not negatively impact mental state estimation as one could have expected.
Indeed, there was no decrement in classification performance since cognitive
fatigue estimation reached 87.2% in the simulator and was still at 87.6% in the
real light airplane. Therefore, the results of this preliminary study show that
these highly portable devices can be effectively used in the noisy environment
of a flight simulator and more importantly, even in the noisy environment of an
airplane by using various signal processing techniques. This finding confirms
and complements previous studies that dry-electrode EEG could be used in real
flight to monitor cognitive performance such as spatial disorientation [Scholl
et al., 2016] and auditory processing [Callan et al., 2015]. To the authors’ best
knowledge, only one study implemented a fNIRS-based BCI to infer working
memory load in actual flight context [Gateau et al., 2018]. Taken together these
results open promising perspectives to monitor mental states such as cognitive
fatigue, bringing us closer to the realization of neuroergonomics based technology in the cockpit to promote performance and safety of the pilots, crew, and
passengers.
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introduction

T

he previous chapters presented experimental studies that evaluated the
efficiency of pBCI implementation in ecological settings. We have argued
that because current flightcrews are composed of two pilots, there is a
necessity to study teammate interaction for ecological reasons. In this first study
on multiple operators, we firstly intended to tackle the analysis of simultaneous
signals using cardiac measures. Hence, physiological synchrony (PS) at the cardiac level is evaluated on two teammates in a cooperative setting. To assess PS,
several methods have been applied to the measure of concurrent cardiac signal
(see chapter 4). However, despite these studies, interpersonal autonomous synchrony is still an under-explored research area [Palumbo et al., 2017]. As stated
by [Ekman et al., 2012] in their review, there is a general lack of knowledge on how
structural elements of the social situation are reflected in psycho-physiology. Indeed,
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these studies rely on different measures and protocols thus preventing to draw
comparisons and conclusions regarding the underlying physiological mechanisms of PS [Palumbo et al., 2017]. One possible approach to better understand
PS is to assess it at the heart beat level per se. Fundamental electrophysiological
studies characterize neuronal synchrony via spike coincidence analysis [Uhlhaas
et al., 2009]. Similarly, one could apply such a method to measure how much
two hearts do beat together. Technically this method relies on the delayed
coincidence count metric [Grün et al., 2002]. The delayed coincidence count
represents, in a given range of time for two distinct ECGs, the number of beats
that occur at the same time, i.e. that are coincident. One advantage of this
method is that it allows to account for local phenomena when the coherence
and cross-correlation approaches are less sensitive to temporally local variations.
Moreover, its implementation and its physiological interpretation are far more
straightforward, especially compared to recurrence-based methods such as the
cross-recurrence quantification analysis (CRQA).
Recurence analysis allows to observe complex and sometimes subtle oscillatory time series behaviors. The rationale for recurrence analysis is that any
”time series describing a high-dimensional system composed of multiple coupled variables can be reconstructed from but a single measured variable of that
system” [Webber Jr and Zbilut, 2005]. The method of time delays allows to
reconstruct systems in higher dimensions. Once the data is reconstructed in a
higher dimension space via time delay, a distance matrix between all possible
points can be computed. Each point in this matrix represents the distance between two points of the signals. Points spaced by less than a threshold distance
will be considered recurrent. The threshold distance matrix is the recurrence
plot (basis of the recurrence analysis). Recurrent quantification analysis (RQA)
intends to quantify this dynamics. Cross recurrence uses the same principle to
identify the complex oscillatory dynamics of two systems via two signals and
in the same way, cross recurrence quantification analysis (CRQA) uses the same
methods as RQA to quantify this dynamics [Webber Jr and Zbilut, 2005].
Thus, this study proposes to evaluate the ability of a permutation method
based on delayed coincidence count to detect heart synchrony during cooperation using a piloting-like task: the MATBII [Santiago-Espada et al., 2011].
We demonstrate its usefulness in assessing cooperation between teammates
who perform the task in various difficulties and cooperation settings. And
finally we compare this new method with the most currently used metrics
[Palumbo et al., 2017] namely: the cross-correlation, the weighted coherence
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and the CRQA. Regarding the CRQA, the most used measures are: recurrence
rate, determinism, entropy and average length [Palumbo et al., 2017, Webber Jr
and Zbilut, 2005]. First in the Materials and Methods section, the proposed
cardiac synchrony metric and the most used ones are described, as well as
the experimental protocol used to test them. Next, the subjective and behavioral results concerning the task accomplishment are reported, followed
by the synchrony results. Lastly, they are discussed with respect to the literature.
This work was the result of a collaboration between ISAE-SUPAERO and
INSA Toulouse. The methodology proposed here is based on Mélisande Albert’
previous work that describes independence testing methods applied to coincident firing between neural populations [Albert, 2015]. Results of this work were
submitted to IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems and are currently
under review [Verdiere et al., 2019].
8.2

material & methods

8.2.1

Participants

Forty participants (i.e. 20 teams; 9 females; 27 years old ±8) voluntarily underwent this experiment. They were recruited among the students of the
ISAE-SUPAERO engineering school, Toulouse, France. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The study was approved by the local ethic committee (IRB number:
IRB00011835-2019-05-28-129) and all participants gave their informed written
consent (see appendix iv).

8.2.2
8.2.2.1

Experimental Design
NASA MATBII and difficulty level

A modified version of the Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MATBII) initially developed by NASA was used [Santiago-Espada et al., 2011]. The MATBII is a
computer based task designed to evaluate operator performance and workload. The
original version is freely available on the NASA website [NASA, 2019].
As shown in figure 78, it is composed of four sub-tasks, a system/alarm monitoring task (SYSMON), a tracking task (TRACK), a fuel/resource management
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Figure 78: Modified version of the Multi Attribute Task Battery (MATBII). Participants
were seated side by side in front of duplicated screens represented here on
the left for the pilot flying and on the right for the pilot monitoring. The
pilot flying in red had to perform the two upper tasks: Monitoring and
Tracking. The pilot monitoring in blue had to perform the two lower tasks:
Fuel management and Communications. During the cooperative condition,
they both had to monitor one of each other’s tasks and help to perform it if
needed: The pilot monitoring had to monitor and help for the Monitoring
task and the pilot flying the Fuel Management task.
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task (RESMAN) and a communication task (COMM). The system monitoring
task requires the participants to respond as quickly as possible to lights and
scale fluctuations via keystrokes (F1 to F6). The tracking task requires the
participants to keep the circle as close to the center as possible using a joystick.
The resource monitoring task requires them to keep the tank A and tank B levels
as close to 2500 as possible via managing pumps 1 to 8 with the keyboard or the
mouse. Finally the communication task requires the participants to answer to
broadcast messages to their call name by indicating the radio and the number
heard. (See full description appendix iv).
Participants were seated side-by-side in front of duplicated screens (figure
78). Participant 1 on the left side was called ”pilot flying” and had to perform
the two upper tasks namely the SYSMON and TRACK tasks. He/she had a
keyboard and a joystick to do so. Participant 2, called “pilot monitoring” , had
to perform the two lower tasks: RESMAN and COMM. He/she had a keyboard
and a mouse to do so. The task difficulty for the pilot flying and pilot monitoring were modulated independently. They were modulated only by changing the
difficulty of the TRACK and RESMAN tasks. The number of alarms (SYSMON)
and communications (COMM) during each scenario remained the same. There
were two levels of difficulty: EASY and HARD. As the difficulty of the task was
modulated independently for each teammate, it gave rise to four different difficulties conditions (EASY-EASY, EASY-HARD, HARD-EASY and HARD-HARD)
where the left and right represent the difficulty respectively for the pilot flying
and the pilot monitoring (see figure 79).

8.2.2.2

Cooperation level

Each participant was attributed two sub-tasks, however in order to induce cooperation between the teammates, in half the experimental blocks the participants
had to cross-monitor their partner i.e. COOP condition. Cross-monitoring
means that participants had to help their partner when possible without speaking. For example, when the participants are in the COOP condition, if the pilot
monitoring who is supposed to do the RESMAN and COMM tasks sees that
an alarm is “on” on the SYSMON task, he/she can respond to it with his/her
keyboard in order to improve the overall performance. Hence, in the control
condition: DONT COOP, they did not have to cross-monitor each other, but had
to do their own two tasks: the 2-upper and 2-lower tasks for the pilot flying
and pilot monitoring respectively. Whereas in the COOP condition they had to
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Figure 79: A: Graphical representation of the 23 factorial design. The three axes represents the three experimental factors. The pilot monitoring difficulty (PM),
the pilot flying difficulty (PF) and lastly the cooperation structure. B: Experimental timeline

perform their own tasks and to cross-monitor the RESMAN and SYSMON for
the pilot flying and pilot monitoring respectively (see figure 78).
Moreover, a dependency between the TRACK and RESMAN tasks was implemented in order to make the 2 participants environment dependent and
therefore more realistic [Liu and Pelowski, 2014]. When the tracker was outside
the biggest square, it became red and all the pumps of the RESMAN task
were deactivated until the tracker came back inside the biggest square. As the
tracker was controlled by the pilot flying, this had an influence on the pilot
monitoring which managed the RESMAN task. Conversely, when the tank A or
tank B levels were under 2000 or above 3000, the TRACK task responsiveness
decreased, making it more difficult. Hence pilot’s monitoring actions had an
influence on the pilot flying TRACK task.

8.2.2.3

Scenarii and Protocol

Combining the cooperation level (i.e. cross-monitoring: COOP and control
condition: DONT COOP) with the four difficulty combinations, there was a
total of 8 different scenarii. Each scenario was presented once to the participants
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in a 5-minute block each and in a random order (figure 79).
Once arrived, participants were randomly attributed one role: either pilot
flying or pilot monitoring and were asked to seat down. They were asked to fill
an informed consent and a demographic questionnaire. Once done, they were
given the written task instructions (see appendix iv). While they were reading,
ECG electrodes were put in place. Participants were able to ask questions
regarding the task if needed. Before starting the task, they were asked to seat as
comfortably as possible. They did a short interactive tutorial, which gave them
the occasion to discover and interact with each sub-task separately. This tutorial
was followed by four training sessions of 2.5 minute each. Each training was
set in the control condition (DONT COOP) meaning they didn’t have to crossmonitor their partner. The first one was an EASY-EASY and the second one a
HARD-HARD scenario. The 3rd and 4th were the same but they had to exchange
role, the pilot flying did the pilot monitoring job and the pilot monitoring did
the pilot flying job. This was done in order to train each participant to do all
the tasks so they could help their partner during the cooperation condition if
needed. Participants were asked to do their best in order to achieve the best
performance. Out of the 20 teams, the best performing one won a flight in a
Vulcanair P68 twin engine aircraft in order to motivate the students.
8.2.3

Data Acquisition and Analysis

All the analyses were done using Matlab r2019a. Codes to compute the delayed coincidence count and the permutation test are freely available on github
[Verdière, 2019].

8.2.3.1

Subjective Assessment

After each scenario, participants were asked to fill a commonly used workload
questionnaire: the NASA-TLX [Hart and Staveland, 1988]. This questionnaire
combines six factors, i.e., mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand,
overall performance, frustration level and effort.
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8.2.3.2

Behavioral Data

performance was rated out of 400 for each scenario (100 for each task).
The SYSMON task was evaluated using the average response time, 0 being 7 s
and 100 being 0.5 s. The TRACK task was evaluated as the average distance
from the center, 0 being the border and 100 the center. The RESMAN task was
evaluated as the average distance from 2500 units, 0 being 1000 and 100 being 0.
The COMM task was evaluated as the number of good answers: 10 being 100
and 0 being 0.

cooperation was evaluated via participants’ keystrokes. It was considered
that the pilot flying cooperated when he helped by modulating the activity
in the RESMAN task i.e. activating or deactivating a pump (by pressing a
number from 1 to 8). Regarding the pilot monitoring, it was considered that
he helped when he responded to alarms of the SYSMON task (i.e. pressing
a number from F1 to F6 when needed). A percentage was then computed
representing the number of keystroke performed by the “Helper” over the total
number of keystroke performed for this tasks. For example for the SYSMON
subtasks alarms, if the pilot monitoring responded to 3 alarms out of the 30,
the percentage would be 10 %. The pilot flying would have then responded to
the 27 other alarms. Concerning the ratio of time spent looking at their own
task compare to their teammates tasks, there was no effect of the condition.
oculomotor behavior was recorded using two Gazepoint GP3 eyetrackers with a sampling frequency of 60 Hz. The two eye-trackers were
placed below the screen of each participant. Fixation duration and location were
directly extracted from the two Gazepoint eye-trackers. Four area of interest
(AOI) were defined corresponding to the four substasks. Each participants was
either looking at his two attributed tasks AOI Attributed or at the 2 tasks of his
teammate AOIteammate . The ratio R represents the fraction of time participants
spent looking at their teammates tasks in regard of their owns tasks:
R=

AOIteammate
AOI Attributed + AOIteammate

(73)

This ratio was computed to evaluate how much cross monitoring was done
in the COOP condition compare to the DONT COOP condition. A KruskallWallis non parametric test was used as the data did not respected the normality
assumption.
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8.2.3.3

ECG Data

Electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded with two BioSemi Active2 (Corp) at
512 Hz. Two electrodes were used, placed under the right clavicle and the
left mid-axillary line. The overall ECG pipeline is detailed hereafter in figure
80. First raw signals were band pass filtered between 1 and 30 Hz, using a
Butterworth filter of the 5th order. Signals were then epoched to separate the
eight different 5 mn scenarios. Peak detection was performed automatically
using the findpeaks Matlab function using two parameters. The first parameter
is a minimum peak amplitude or height. This means that to be considered
as a peak, the value must be above a threshold Vth . The default value for Vth
was set to half the signal maximum value. The second parameter used was a
minimum inter-peak distance. This parameter can be seen as a refractory period
and the default value was set to 250 ms. A visual inspection was performed to
dismiss low quality recordings. There were mainly due to movement artifact
and electrodes coming off. If needed the two parameters were manually adjusted. Data were then stored as a time vector containing each peak appearance.
From the time vector, the average beat per minute (BPM) was computed. The
standard deviation of all NN interval (SDNN) was also computed, were NN
interval represent all the normal RR interval. A 2 x 2 x 2 repeated measures
ANOVA was done for the BPM and SDNN data with the pilot flying difficulty
(EASY/HARD), pilot monitoring difficulty (EASY/HARD) and Cooperation
structure (COOP/DONT COOP) as factors.

8.2.4

Cardiac Synchrony Measures

cross correlation, coherence and cross recurrence The pipeline
used for cross correlation and coherence is similar to the one in [Järvelä et al.,
2014]. Cross correlations at zero lag were obtained through standard procedures.
Regarding the weighted coherence [Yeragani et al., 2003], it was computed for
the frequency ranging from 0.05 to 1.25 Hz using 256 point Hann windows
with 75% overlap, weighted by both participants’ series power spectral values
at the specified frequencies.
Cross recurrence quantification analysis was done following the procedure in
[Kodama et al., 2018] using the cross recurrence plot toolbox for Matlab [Marwan et al., 2007]. The four recurrence measures [Webber Jr and Zbilut, 2005]
used here were: (a) recurrence rate: the number of shared locations in the phase
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Figure 80: Description of the processing pipeline.
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space which represents how often systems do synchronize. (b) determinism:
quantifying the number of points belonging to a diagonal line and representing
how much systems do stay in a synchronized state. (c) Entropy: the diagonal
lengths distributed over an histogram and qualifying the system complexity.
Lastly (d) the length: the longest diagonal segment in the recurrence plot which
describes the chaoticity of the system (see [Webber Jr and Zbilut, 2005] for a
comprehensive presentation).

delayed coincidence count In order to evaluate how many ECG peaks
were coincident between the pilot flying and the pilot monitoring, we used
the delayed coincidence count (as defined in [Tuleau-Malot et al., 2014]). The
delayed coincidence count between two point processes X 1 and X 2 is given by:
ϕcoinc
(X1, X2 ) =
δ

∑ ∑

u∈ X 1

v∈ X 2

1|u−v|≤δ

(74)

More informally, ϕcoinc
is the number of couples of spikes (peaks) appearing
δ
with a delay at most equal to δ. The two point processes studied here were
the pilot flying and pilot monitoring R peaks (X PF and X PM respectively). We
calculated this coincidence count ϕcoinc
for each team and also between all the
δ
pilot flying and pilot monitoring from other team.
ai,j = ϕcoinc
( XiPF , X jPM )
δ

(75)

for all (i,j) in {1, ..., n}2 where XiPF (respectively X jPM ) represents the pilot’s

flying (respectively the pilot’s monitoring) ECG peaks from the ith (respectively
the jth ) couple, and n=20. This means that for example: for the pilot flying
for couple 1 (X1PF ), we calculated the coincidence between him/her and all the
other pilots monitoring from couple 1 to 20 (X jPM with j in {1, ..., 20}). As each
scenario was processed independently, if some data were missing for one pilot
monitoring or pilot flying, the whole team was excluded for the scenario. By
doing so, we obtained 8 square coincidence matrices ai,j i.e. one per scenario
(see example figure 81).
The process to set and select δ is similar to the radius selection for recurrence
plot as described by Webber and collaborators [Webber Jr and Zbilut, 2005]. The
δ parameter is fixed based on two notions: i) δ has to be as small as possible. A
large value of δ would make the coincidence count really high, since it would
consider the coincidence of each beat with all the other beats. Also, the meaning
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Figure 81: Illustration of the delayed coincidence count. Two 3 second ECG recordings
are depicted in the upper and middle graphs (Participants 1 and 2). The
red and blue dots represent the ECG R peaks for the 1st (S1) and 2nd (S2)
participants respectively. On the upper graph, the letters QRS symbolize
the 1st QRS complex. The blue dashed line represents the inter-beat interval
(IBI) also known as RR interval in reference to the R peaks. RR intervals
can also be called NN intervals for ”normal” beats. The red and blue ECG
peak dots are reported on the lower graph. The coincidence count for this
segment is represented here. The first red dot on the left has no blue dot
within a time range of δ = 20ms from it; The count for this first point is then
C1 = 0. Conversely the second red dot has a count C2 = 1 because it has
one blue point within a 20 ms range; meaning that the two participants R
peaks are coincident. The total coincident count C t for this segment would
be C t = ∑5n=1 Cn .
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of coincidence itself in the context of heart beats would not be relevant for values
above a second (heart rates close to 1 per second). ii) δ should not be too small,
indeed very small values of δ would drastically reduce the coincidence count,
or even zero it. Moreover, very small δ values would also increase the standard
deviation of the coincidence count while it has to be considered normalized by
its mean. Indeed, as δ increases the coincident count inexorably increases. The
coefficient of variation (i.e. the standard deviation divided by the mean) is used
to quantify this phenomenon. Hence in order to select a suitable value for δ, the
coincidence count is computed for a range of δ and the optimal value is then
selected by choosing the one that minimizes both the coefficient of variation
and the value of δ itself.

permutation test Permutation testing is a non-parametric method to
statistically test for samples differences. The idea is to shuffle the data to
estimate the sampling distribution and then to compare it to the real data
[Albert, 2015]. Teammates that did the experiment together i.e. real teams
are here the real data. The different teams are supposed to be independent.
By shuffling those teams i.e. creating permutated teams, we computed the
coincidence distribution under the null hypothesis (no synchrony). An example
of real team could be team number 3: X3PF and X3PM . Conversely a permuted
team represents a random association of a pilot flying and a pilot monitoring:
X2PF and X7PM for example. This permutation method allowed to compare the
number of coincidences of ”real teams” from the one of ”permuted teams”.
The coincidence number C obs for ”real teams” is computed for each scenario
independently. It corresponds to the diagonal sum also known as the trace of
the coincidence matrix ai,j :
C obs =

∑ ai,i .

(76)

i

The permutation step consists of drawing B independent and identically
distributed permutations ∏bn , 1 ≤ b ≤ B and computing C b :
Cb =

∑ ai,∏bn (i) .

(77)

i

This permutation step can be seen has a shuffling between teams illustrated
figure 82. It consists of a random pilot flying (X PF ) to a random pilot monitoring
(X PM ) association and then computing the coincidence sum between all those
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new permuted teams. The computational way to see this permutation is a shuffling between lines of the coincidence matrix ai,j . By shuffling lines, a random
association between a pilot flying and a pilot monitoring (X PF and X PM ) is done
on the diagonal. The trace (sum of the diagonal) of this permuted matrix equals
C b . To statistically detect a cardiac significant, the sum of coincidence count
for the real teams C obs must be significantly higher than the one on randomly
permutated teammates (which recreate what happens under independence). To
evaluate this, the pvalue p is evaluated as follows:
p=

B
1
(1 + ∑ 1Cb ≥Cobs )
B+1
b =1

(78)

As 8 scenarii were evaluated, a False Discovery Rate (FDR) detection was
applied on the pvalue [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995].

8.3
8.3.1

results
Subjective & Behavioral Data

First, in order to validate that the two implemented difficulty conditions (EASY
& HARD) were perceived as such, the subjective ratings from the NASA TLX
questionnaire were compared (see Figure 84). The pilots flying found the
task significantly more difficult when the condition was HARD than when
it was EASY (F (1, 19) = 68.25, p < 10−3 , η 2p = .78). The pilots monitoring
also found the task significantly more difficult when the condition was HARD
(F (1, 19) = 41.17, p < 10−3 , η 2p = .68). Interestingly, the pilots monitoring
also found the task significantly more difficult in the COOP condition than
in the DONT-COOP condition (F (1, 19) = 5.46, p < .05, η 2p = .22). The pilots
flying did not significantly found the task more difficult in the COOP condition
(F (1, 19) = 3.57, p = .07, η 2p = .16).
Next, as expected the implemented task difficulty had an effect on the overall
performance (see Figure 84). Note that the performance is evaluated for the
team as the whole and not for each teammate individually. Teammates exhibited
a significantly higher performance when the pilot flying was in the EASY condition compared to when he/she was in the HARD condition (F (1, 19) = 16.61,
p < 10−3 , η 2p = .46). Similarly, teammates also performed better when the pilot
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Figure 82: Two coincidence count matrices, where lines represent pilots flying and
columns pilots monitoring. On the original matrix in the back, the diagonal
represents the coincidence count for actual couples (highlighted in yellow).
CObs is the diagonal sum of this coincidence diagonal (trace). In front is
represented one possible permutation of the original matrix, where lines
are shuffled. The diagonal represents now a random association of couples
and C b is the trace of this matrix. Matrices are 19x19 (instead of 20x20)
because one couple was excluded for this scenario due to insufficient ECG
data quality.

monitoring was in the EASY condition (F (1, 19) = 11.84, p < .01, η 2p = .38).
Interestingly, the COOP condition also had a significant effect on performance:
participants performed slightly better in the NO-COOP condition than in the
COOP condition (F (1, 19) = 9.19, p < .01, η 2p = .33).
Regarding the cooperation, the keystroke percentage was only evaluated for
the four scenarios where teammates were asked to cooperate (COOP). This
keystroke percentage represents quantitatively how much a teammate did help
his/her partner. It corresponds to the number of keystrokes performed by a
teammate in the other teammate’s subtasks compared to the total number of
keystrokes performed in this subtasks. As expected, the pilots flying cooperated less (F (1, 19) = 5.83, p < .05, η 2p = .23) when their difficulty was HARD
(M = 8.9, std = 13.2) compared to when it was EASY (M = 13.7, std = 14.9). In
the same way, the pilots monitoring cooperated less (F (1, 19) = 8.71, p < .01,
η 2p = .80) when their difficulty was HARD (M = 11.6, std = 13.4) compared to
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Figure 83: Team task performance. The eight bars each represent one of the eight
scenarii. The x-axis corresponds to the difficulty of the scenario for the pilot
flying - pilot monitoring. (EASY-EASY / EASY-HARD / HARD-EASY /
HARD-HARD). Colors represent the cooperation condition (COOP - DON’T
COOP). Values range from 0 to 400, 400 being a perfect score.

when it was easy (M = 11.1, std = 15.1).

8.3.2

ECG Data

After visual inspection some scenarii were dismissed due to non sufficient ECG
data quality. When one portion of a scenario had to be dismissed, instead
of interpolating the missing part, the whole scenario was dismissed for this
participant. At the end 81% and 95% of scenarii were retained respectively for
pilots flying and pilots monitoring.
Regarding the HR, the average pilot flying HR was significantly higher
(F (1, 16) = 6.23, p < .05, η 2p = .28) when their difficulty was HARD (M =
78.5, std = 10.7) compared to when it was EASY (M = 76.6, std = 11.2). Neither
the pilot monitoring difficulty nor the cooperation condition had a significant
effect on the pilot flying HR. Regarding their teammates (i.e. pilot monitoring),
difficulty or the cooperation conditions had no significant effect on the HR (see
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Figure 84: Subjective NASA TLX score (first row), keystroke percentage (second row)
and percentage of fixations on teammates’ substasks (third row) for the
pilots flying (left graph) and the pilots monitoring (right graph). The eight
bars each represent one of the eight scenarii. The x-axis corresponds to the
scenario difficulty for the pilot flying and the pilot monitoring (i.e. EASYEASY / EASY-HARD / HARD-EASY / HARD-HARD). Colors represent the
cooperation condition (COOP - DON’T COOP). For the keystroke percentage
(second row) only the data of the cooperative condition are displayed.
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figure 85).
Regarding HRV measures, for the pilot flying it appears that the SDNN
was significantly higher (F (1, 16) = 9.68, p < .01, η 2p = .38) when it was
EASY for him/her (M = 47.2, std = 15.1) compared to when it was HARD
(M = 43.0, std = 10.1). Surprisingly, the difficulty of the pilot monitoring
tasks had also an effect (F (1, 16) = 6.92, p < .05, η 2p = .30). The pilot flying
SDNN was significantly higher when it was EASY for the pilot monitoring
(M = 46.1, std = 13.5) compared to when it was HARD (M = 43.8, Std = 13.6).
The cooperation condition didn’t exhibit a significant effect on the pilot flying
SDNN. Concerning the pilot monitoring SDNN, neither their difficulty, the
pilot flying difficulty, nor the cooperation condition had a significant effect (see
figure 85).

8.3.3

Cardiac synchrony

cross-correlation, weighted coherence and crqa Cross-correlation
at zero-lag and weighted coherence metrics revealed no significant synchrony
via the permutation test - p-values were above the corrected threshold. Regarding CRQA, the data were normalized and the parameters were set following
the procedure and recommendations described in [Webber Jr and Zbilut, 2005].
The used parameters were: M = 4 for the embedded dimension, τ = 1 for the
delay and r = .1 for the radius. The four metrics that were used are recurrence
rate, determinism, length and entropy. As detailed in the method part section
D, to statistically assess the synchrony, the permutation test was done for the
8 scenarii independently. As 8 tests were performed, an FDR correction was
applied on the p-value. It revealed no significant synchrony for those four
metrics. All p-values were above the corrected threshold.

delayed coincidence count The optimal threshold limit δ parametrized
to compute the coincidence count was 20 ms. The statistical permutation test
procedure was exactly the same as the one for cross-correlation, coherence and
CRQA. The value for the total coincidence count i.e. the trace of the ai,j matrices
are represented in Figure 86. The total coincidence count for the 100 000
permutations i.e. the ai,j matrices with lines shuffled are represented alongside
them. Interestingly, the 8th scenario which corresponds to both teammates
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Figure 85: Average heart rate (first row) and average SDNN (second row) for the pilots
flying (left graph) and the pilots monitoring (right graph). The eight bars
each represent one of the eight scenarii. The x-axis corresponds to the
scenario difficulty for the pilot flying and the pilot monitoring (i.e. EASYEASY / EASY-HARD / HARD-EASY / HARD-HARD). Colors represent
the cooperation condition (COOP - DON’T COOP).
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Figure 86: Coincidence matrice traces for real teams (C obs ) and 100 000 permutated
teams (C b ) for the eight scenarii (δ = 20 ms). The standard deviation is
represented only for permutated teams (C b ) since only one value per scenario
exists for CObs . The permutation test revealed a significant difference (p <
0.01) for the 8th scenario (COOP-HARD-HARD).

operating in a difficult condition (i.e. HARD-HARD) and in a cooperation
condition (COOP) revealed a significant cardiac synchrony between teammates
(p < .01) for a maximum time delay of 20 ms. Note that all the other scenarii
did not elicit such a cardiac synchrony.
8.4

discussion & conclusion

The goal of this study was to evaluate PS during dyadic interactions using a delayed coincidence detection method applied on ECG R peaks. The main interests
of this method are its ease of implementation and its ability to account for local
cardiac synchrony. Twenty teams had to perform a dual MATB task in which
the levels of difficulty and cooperation were manipulated. This method was
then compared with the most used metrics in the literature: cross-correlation,
weighted coherence and CRQA.
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The subjective and behavioral findings confirmed the task to be engaging
and contrasted in terms of workload. Indeed, teammates performed better
and reported a lower mental effort when facing the easy conditions than the
hard ones. Moreover, task difficulty modulated the ability to cooperate. In this
task, the cooperation condition required the pilot flying and pilot monitoring to
crosscheck their partner’s actions and user interface and to potentially assist
them. Our behavioral and subjective results disclosed that this was particularly challenging under demanding settings (HARD-HARD-COOP) yielding
the participants to be more focused on handling their own task and leaving
them less time and cognitive resources to assist each other. This result is consistent with previous cooperative studies indicating the mental workload had
a deleterious effect on cross checking and crew performance [Dehais et al., 2017].
Interestingly enough, this latter demanding condition was the only one to
elicit significant PS as calculated by the delayed coincidence count method. On
the one hand, one could argue that this effect could be explained in terms of
higher HR for the teammates induced by the HARD-HARD conditions, thus
artificially increasing the heart beat coincidence count. However, this effect was
not observed in the HARD-HARD-DONT COOP condition. Moreover, only
pilots flying had a significant heart rate increase during their HARD difficulty.
On the other hand, our results did not lead to observe PS in any of the other
cooperative situations (eg. EASY-EASY-COOP). Therefore we believe that our
results account for both the workload and the intensity of cooperation that
occurred in the HARD-HARD-COOP condition. The participants were particularly engaged in performing their own task while having in mind that they
had to support each other. This conclusion is akin to that of Levenson and
Gottman [Levenson and Gottman, 1983] who made the connection with results
on marital interaction, and to Chanel and colleagues’s study who reported a
greater physiological synchrony during conflict interaction compared to lowconflict discussion [Chanel et al., 2012]. In their study, they observed more PS
in a competitive vs. a cooperative condition while playing a video game. They
described PS as a ”candidate for interaction intensity”.
The results reported in this study, together with others [Järvelä et al., 2014,
Chanel et al., 2012, Kodama et al., 2018, Wilson et al., 2018, Ferrer and Helm,
2013, Henning et al., 2001, Henning and Korbelak, 2005, Elkins et al., 2009],
raise the issue of the mechanisms that underlie cardiac synchronization between
teammates. Researchers proposed different theories regarding the source such
as ”shared metabolic demand through matched activity or behavior, conditional
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and environmental influences and synchronized breathing” [Palumbo et al.,
2017]. Spontaneous group synchrony has been observed via breathing [Codrons
et al., 2014]. This phenomenon known as the chameleon effect [Chartrand and
Bargh, 1999] was also highlighted during cooperative conversation [Shockley
et al., 2003] or visual and verbal interaction [Richardson et al., 2005]. Respiratory coupling or more generally breathing might play a role in the observed
synchrony. Moreover, the task design itself can induce short stress episodes
linked to the dynamic and fluctuating workload experienced by participants.
Those short episodes can be linked to breathing synchrony, which could result
in cardiac synchrony.
Also, it should be noted that the task was designed to be continuous, in
opposition to turn-based tasks, and to engage the 2 participants during both
the easy and hard conditions. Keeping participants actives in the task was
done via the continuous nature of the tracking and resource management task.
Moreover because of the implemented dependencies between the subtasks,
the encountered workload has been variable for each team for an exact same
difficulty. This is mainly noticeable when one of the participants performed
poorly, the strong dependency between the tracking and resource management
tasks increase drastically the difficulty for the co-participant. In other words,
the overall task difficulty was controlled and equal between teams, but we only
looked at the performance at the team level opposed to the participant level.
Regarding data analysis, most of the previous studies used correlation or
cross correlation, weighted coherence or recurrence analysis i.e. CRQA on the
IBI. Coherence and correlation metrics did not reveal any PS. This might be due
firstly to the fact that scenarii were too short as they lasted only 300 seconds
(i.e. 5 min), which might not be optimal for computing those metrics. Most
importantly, we can hypothesize that because of the task difficulty, cooperative
behavior arises only sporadically. Thereby, methods such as coherence and
correlation might not be appropriate as they characterize an average linkage
throughout time. Hence they could be thought of measuring temporally global
synchronies, contrary to the coincidence detection metric which measures temporally local synchronies.
The closest method to compare ours to seems to be CRQA. CRQA estimates
the dependencies between each point of two signals in a reconstructed higher
dimension space. The dependencies are estimated via the thresholded point
distances in this reconstructed space i.e. the recurrence plot. By doing so it
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can characterize oscillatory behavior and complex dynamics such as non-linear
coupling and chaotic behavior. Theoretically our method operates really closely
by computing distances between points of 2 signals and counting the number
of distances below a fixed threshold.
However the two methods differ regarding the signal used. Our method
measures distances using ECG peak appearance time values, whereas CRQA
is based on the IBI values. Moreover, CRQA uses a reconstructed dimension
space to compute distances whereas our method directly computes distances in
time. Yet surprisingly the CRQA metrics did not reveal any synchrony. This
might be mainly due to the fact that CRQA uses the IBI values. Because the
IBI is by definition the interval between ECG peaks, it indirectly represents
participants’ HR. A reconstructed space with time delayed dimension would
then exhibit close points where both participants’ HR would vary similarly.
In this context, CRQA would detect synchronous HR variations rather than
synchronous heartbeats. For this reason, CRQA might not be the most suitable
method for characterizing PS in our ecological context because of the nature
of the considered coupling itself. Prolonged cooperative behavior might be
observable in a recurrence plot based on IBI, the short duration (5 min) of our
scenarii could also explain this result. However, we can also hypothesize that
because of the ’sporadic’ nature of cooperative behavior, CRQA might not be
the most suitable metric to characterize it in ecological conditions.
To conclude, this study indicated that a highly difficult task combined with a
cooperative behavior induces a cardiac synchrony which can be assessed using
a permutation test on a delayed coincidence count. This result is interesting
for two main reasons: 1) Cooperation states can be measured via cardiac
synchrony; 2) This synchrony can be easily characterized from computational
and theoretical points of view. This study brings a contribution to this overall
objective of characterizing the level where information appears to transfer
between people that cooperate. For the future, we believe that a systematic
experimental approach is still needed to evaluate, extract and isolate every
possible source of synchrony between participants.
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introduction

T

he previous chapter has presented results obtained with teammates in
cooperative settings via cardiac synchrony. The same experimental protocol allowed us to record EEG, ECG and eye-tracking data simultaneously
during blocks of different workload conditions.
Several studies have already studied teammates under EEG hyperscanning
settings such as [Toppi et al., 2016] who measured PF-PM teams during simulated flights. [Korczowski et al., 2015] interestingly demonstrated the performance of Riemannian geometry for classification of Multi-User P300-Based
Brain-Computer Interface. However none of these two studies tried to classify
and estimate operators’ state using a passive Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)
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pipeline. This is a very recent field of study and to our knowledge the efficient
estimation of a team’s workload through cerebral measures has not yet been
published, and nor is it the case for a team’s cooperation level. To meet this
challenging goal, we studied the same couples of participants who performed
the task described in chapter 8. With this protocol we hypothesized that, because mental workload and cooperation elicit different behaviors and different
neurodynamics, [Babiloni and Astolfi, 2014, Stevens et al., 2018, Toppi et al.,
2016], a classifier based on spectral EEG features should be able to discriminate
those mental states. To evaluate this hypothesis, mental workload and cooperation levels were classified using a traditional passive BCI pipeline that includes
a spatial filtering step on frequency features.
This study will present some exploratory results that were presented at the
International conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics in 2019 [Verdière
et al., 2019].
9.2
9.2.1

material & methods
Participants

Twenty participants (i.e. 10 teams; 4 females; 25 years old in average ±7) underwent this experiment on a volunteer basis. They were recruited among the
students of the ISAE-SUPAERO engineering school. All had normal or correctedto-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The
study was approved by the local ethic committee (IRB00011835-2019-05-28-1)
and all participants gave their informed written consent.

9.2.2

Experimental Protocol

This study was part on the same experimental campaign of the preivous chapter.
To summarize participants took part in an experiment that included a modified
version of the MATB micro-world [Comstock Jr and Arnegard, 1992]. Each
couple performed 8 scenarios of 5 minutes each. During the whole experiment
each participant was either Pilot Flying (PF) or Pilot Monitoring (PM), a role
attributed randomly by the experimenter. The PF had to perform the System
Monitoring (Sysmon) task using the keyboard along with the Tracking (Track)
task using a joystick. The PM had to manage the Communications (Comm)
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with the mouse along with the Resource Management (Resman) Task using
the numerical keyboard. Two levels of difficulty were modulated separately
for each participant (i.e. Easy and Hard) which resulted in two mental workload conditions (i.e. Low and High). For the PF, only the Track difficulty was
modulated by lowering its responsiveness and increasing its speed. For the
PM, only the Resman task difficulty was modulated by increasing the flowrates
and increasing the number and the duration of failed pump. Moreover, the
participants were also asked either to cross-monitor and help their partner
(cooperative condition) or not (control condition). Cross-monitoring refers to
interacting directly with the partner’ tasks without speaking (i.e. doing his/her
task). Those modulations resulted in a total of 8 possible conditions (i.e. 8
blocks). All the conditions/blocks were pseudo-randomly presented.

9.2.3

Data Acquisition

The participants’ subjective reports of workload were recorded thanks to the
NASA TLX questionnaire [Hart and Staveland, 1988]. Also, their performance
was computed thanks to a score based on their performance to each of the
MATB sub-tasks. Moreover, the participants’ EEG were recorded at 256 Hz with
two BioSemi ActiveTwo 64 active electrodes positioned according to the 10-20
system. The Common Mode Sense (CMS) active electrode and the Driven Right
Leg (DRL) passive electrode were positioned next to POz. Data from the task
and both EEG systems were synchronized and recorded with the help of Lab
Streaming Layer [Kothe, 2014].
9.2.4

Classification Procedure

Classifiers trained on frequency features (theta, alpha and low beta power) were
used to detect if we could discriminate the workload level for each participant
(binary), and the workload configuration for each team (i.e. low/low, low/high,
high/low or high/high, hence 4-class). In the same manner classifiers were
trained to detect the cooperation level (always binary) for each subject, and
for the team. To do so, a classification pipeline close to that used by [Dehais
et al., 2019a] and by [Roy et al., 2013] was used. The EEG data processing and
classification were run using EEGLab (V14.1.2b) and Matlab (R2019a).
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First, every block was cut into 2-sec epochs. Each epoch was preprocessed
independently in order to potentially extend our method to online processing.
The data were high-pass filtered (0.5 Hz) and noisy portions were removed
using the ASR plugin of the toolbox available at [Mullen et al., 2013]. Sources of
noises were mainly due to movement and physiological noises (eg. Eye movement, cardiac activity). Next, for each epoch the frequency power in different
frequency bands (theta [4 8] Hz, alpha [8 12] Hz and low beta [12 16] Hz) was
computed. To compute these frequency power features, the EEG signals were
filtered in each band using a 150-order FIR filter. Then, a Common Spatial Filter
(CSP) was computed for each band and only 4 filters were kept. The features
then consisted of the log variance of the spectrally and spatially filtered signal.
In total there were 12 features per epoch (3 frequency bands*4 filters).
Lastly, a subject-dependent 2-class or 4-class (depending on the study) shrinkage Linear Discriminant Analysis (sLDA) classifier was used, as recommended
in [Lotte et al., 2018], with a One-Versus-The-Rest (OVR) strategy for the 4-class.
A 4-Fold Cross Validation procedure was applied by keeping one block (scenarios) of each class out per fold. All classifiers were trained using data from
blocks different from the ones used for testing. The theoretical chance threshold
was adjusted following the recommendations of [Combrisson and Jerbi, 2015].

9.2.5

Statistical Analyses

The subjective, behavioral, EEG and classification results were all statistically
analyzed using the Statistica software. A repeated measures ANOVA with
workload for PF and PM, cooperation and electrodes (WK PF x WK PM x
COOP x ELECT) was used. Tukey HSD was applied to post-hoc tests to correct
for multiple comparisons. For the sake of clarity and to facilitate the reading of
the results only the data of 4 electrodes frequently cited in the literature were
analyzed for the physiological analyses, namely Fz, Cz, Pz and Oz. Yet all 64
electrodes were used for the classification step.
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9.3

results

9.3.1

Protocol validation

In order to validate the experimental protocol designed to modulate mental
workload, we verified whether the participants did indeed feel a higher strain
in the high load condition as compared to the low one, and whether their
performance was decreased by an increase of workload.
9.3.1.1

Subjective Reports

As regards the subjective reports of workload measured thanks to the NASA
TLX, in a general manner the operators who performed the task as pilot monitoring reported a higher workload when they underwent the task in the high
difficulty condition (PM Difficulty) than in the low one (F(1,9)=3062.8, p < 0.01).
In the same manner, the operators that performed the task as pilot flying reported a higher workload when they underwent the task in the high difficulty
condition (PF Difficulty) than in the low one (F(1,9)= 29.32, p < 0.01). There
was no significant difference in the subjective ratings regarding the cooperation
condition.
9.3.1.2

Behavioral Data

Regarding the behavioral data, the operators’ performance dropped when
workload increased for the pilot flying (F(1,9)=5.21, p < 0.05), as well as when
it increased for the pilot monitoring (F(1,9)=5.22, p < 0.05). There was no
significant difference in performance regarding the cooperation condition.
9.3.2

EEG Data

The power of the three frequency bands of interest -theta, alpha and low betawas modulated by both workload and cooperation. Indeed, the low beta power
of the PF decreased significantly at Fz in the cooperation condition when PM
had a high workload (p < 0.05). The low beta power of the PM significantly
increased with an increase in workload of the PF (p < 0.05) and significantly
decreased with an increase in workload of the PM herself (p < 0.01).
Alpha power of the PM significantly decreased at all sites with an increase in
workload level of the PM in the control condition (p < 0.05); it also significantly
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decreased with cooperation when workload was low for the PM and high for
the PF (p < 0.05). As for the PF, there was only a trend of increase in alpha
power at Pz with increasing workload and cooperation (p = 0.08). This trend
was mirrored by a trend for a decrease in theta power at all sites with increasing
workload and cooperation (p = 0.08). Lastly, there was a trend for a decrease
in theta power of the PM when the load of the PF increased (p = 0.07); there
was also a trend for a decrease in theta power in the cooperation condition
compared to the control condition (p = 0.06).
9.3.3

Classification Results

All classification results were significantly above the adjusted chance level. The
workload condition of each operator was estimated in an intra-subject fashion
using the pipeline described earlier. As illustrated by figures 87 and 88, the
binary classification reached 63% of accuracy for the pilot flying and 58% for
the pilot monitoring (adjusted threshold: 57%). Also, using both operators
the workload configuration (i.e. low/low, high/low, low/high or high/high)
could be estimated with a 4-class classifier with an accuracy of 35% (adjusted
threshold: 31%; Figures 89 and 90).

Figure 87: Binary workload classification performance from a single operator’s EEG
data.
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Figure 88: Confusion matrices for the binary workload classification performance from
a single operator’s EEG data.

Figure 89: 4-class workload/configuration classification performance from two operators’ EEG data.

Regarding cooperation level estimation, the binary classification reached 57%
using for the pilot flying, 60% using the pilot monitoring and 60% using the
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Figure 90: Confusion matrix for the 4-class workload classification performance from
both operators’ EEG data

team (adjusted threshold: 57%; Figure 91). There was a trend for a better
cooperation estimation using both operators’ features than only the PF ones
(p = 0.07).

9.4

discussion & conclusion

The main goal of this study was to assess whether workload and cooperation
level could be estimated using typical EEG features (i.e. spectral features: power
in the theta, alpha and beta bands) and a classification pipeline using data from
one single operator or the whole dyad. First, the protocol that was used did
manipulate the workload of both operators as demonstrated by statistically
significant subjective, behavioral and physiological modulations.
Next, it appeared that indeed both mental states could be estimated from
the EEG spectral features of each operator with classification accuracies above
the adjusted chance level with as high as 63% of accuracy for workload binary
estimation which is inline with previous findings [Roy et al., 2013]. Cooperation
level was also classified as high as 60% independently of the workload level.
Yet to our knowledge there is no literature to compare this result to. Interestingly there was not much benefit of using both operators’ features since the
classification performance of using one operator’s features and using both operators’ were not statistically different. However in a hyperscanning framework it
might be relevant to assess operators’ mental states using both single operators’
features and dyadic features to ensure a correct decision on a given team’s state
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Figure 91: Confusion matrices for the binary cooperation level classification performance from each type of operator or both operators’ EEG data

by the automated system.
Interestingly enough there was a slight difference in workload estimation
depending on the role (i.e. PF or PM). Indeed the workload estimation dropped
to 58% on the PM. Her/his tasks might not elicit a workload level as high as
the PF’s one. This might also due to the fact that the model was trained as if
there was only two conditions for a participant: Easy and Hard. The reality was
that the workload of one participant (PF or PM) could be greatly influenced by
the performance of the partner as the task was developed to have dependencies
among subs-tasks. For example, while a scenario equated as an Easy one for a
PM, if the PF performed poorly at the tracking task, this easy scenario could
have been even harder than a hard one for the PM. This strong dependency,
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especially from the track to the resource management might be a reason for this
accuracy gap. When evaluating a team member workload, it might be irrelevant
to look only at one teammate difficulty regardless of their partners difficulty.
Yet this implementation allowed to work on the basis of a close to real-life task.
This study showed that it is possible to detect workload level and cooperative
states using spectral EEG features from a 2-second window. The results compare to classifier performance obtained with a fatigue inducing protocol [Roy
et al., 2013] where 65% were achieved. Moreover classifiers were tested with
epochs from scenarii they were not trained on. This prevented us to spuriously
increase the classification rate by detecting spectral similarities in contiguous
epochs. Yet improvements still remain to be done in order to greatly increase the
classification performance. For instance, the classification pipeline that was used
was applied at the sensor level. It would be interesting to extend the analysis to
the source level by using ICA [Makeig et al., 1996] or LORETA [Pascual-Marqui
et al., 2002]. Also, a spatial filter was used to summarize spectral information
from the electrodes. Instead, connectivity metrics could be used as features as
previously demonstrated for mental state monitoring purposes on either a single
operator or on dyads [Charbonnier et al., 2016b, Charbonnier et al., 2016a, Toppi
et al., 2016]. In addition, although 10 couples were used, classification was done
at the subject or team level. Another solution could be to perform intersubject or interteam prediction using linear regression methods [Chiang et al., 2018].
Further, practical limitations of this protocol (i.e. temporal constraints) compelled subjects to realize only one block per condition. Hence classification
could not be performed over a single condition. Epochs were either classified
as low or high regardless of the partner’s task difficulty or the cooperative state.
Therefore this might not reflect very accurately the actual workload experienced
by the participants and more generally their mental states. Therefore, it would
be useful to implement a more refined protocol considering levels of workload
and with more repetitions in order to classify the exact same conditions. Moreover, this pipeline should be evaluated with a portable EEG system to get closer
to ecological conditions. While this protocol open the way to real world setting
condition, the practical application will still remain a great challenge.
Conversely while cooperation was also classified regardless of the workload
level, it seems even more interesting that the classification level reached 60%.
This results means that despite opposite levels of workload, cooperative behavior might elicit specific detectable and robust spectral EEG patterns. However
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one has to note that the protocol asks participants to cooperate but they were
not required to do so. In other words, the classification could have been performed over the actual observed level of cooperation instead of the cooperative
instructions.
To conclude, to our knowledge this study is the first one to try and assess
dyadic mental workload and cooperation level using EEG spectral features and
a classification pipeline. Hyperscanning is a promising tool for performance
and security improvements in risky work settings and this promising study
paves the way for mental state monitoring applications on teams of operators.
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Part III
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

T

his Ph.D. thesis work intended to answer the question: can connectivity
metrics be considered in complex ecological settings for mental state monitoring? This work has pursued two conceptual and methodological goals,
the first was to assess how connectivity metrics could possibly fit within a
neuroergonomic approach of aeronautical safety issues. The second one was to
push this approach from a single operator paradigm toward a two-operators
paradigm.

single operator engagement and fatigue detection
The first experiment (see chapter 6) has proven the feasibility of implementing brain connectivity estimation using fNIRS in ecological contexts. Indeed
this experiment was performed with 12 pilots in a flight simulator where two
different levels of engagement were manipulated. The assumption that fNIRS
connectivity metrics would have increased the classification over classical metrics seemed a really reasonable assumption for two reasons. First thanks to
its high spatial resolution, compared to EEG, fNIRS can measure local activity
without being contaminated with surrounding activation. This ensures to gather
specific activity from different areas such as the prefrontal cortex which has
been shown to be greatly involved in various critical cognitive process. The
second reason is that, it has been proven that the event-related responses induce
only a small increase (< 5%) in neural energy consumption compared to the
overall brain energy consumption [Raichle and Mintun, 2006].
This pipeline implementation allowed to reach an accuracy of 66.9 % using
to the wavelet coherence. All connectivity metrics reached an above chance
classification. More interestingly connectivity metrics were on average better
at enabling classification the engagement level compared to classical metrics.
This experiment was a first attempt to use such a pipeline in ecological settings,
therefore we decided to use the two most extreme landings a pilot can encounter
namely (i) a fully automated landing versus (ii) a manual landing under difficult
aerological conditions. The greatest drawback of such an approach is that the
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manual landing involves a large amount of motor activity. Even if the motor
areas were carefully not targeted, it is hard to conclude how the influence of the
motor activity has been avoided in the signal. The natural next step would be to
decrease incrementally the difference between the two experimental conditions
using for example a manual landing in mild weather versus a landing in windy
conditions.
In the second experiment (see chapter 7), the same fNIRS pipeline was applied
concurrently with EEG analysis with four subjects both in simulated and in real
flight conditions. In this study, I mainly focused on the fNIRS analysis to apply
the similar pipeline developed in the previous experiment. This fNIRS-EEG
setup had for objective to discriminate two levels of cognitive fatigue thanks to
the increasing time spent doing patterns around the runway. This experiment
allowed to implement both in simulator and actual flight conditions an hybrid
EEG-fNIRS pBCI. Interestingly, using epochs lasting 60 seconds, classifiers
accuracy reached 81.5 % for fNIRS and and 87.2 % using both EEG and fNIRS
features. The EEG pipeline implementation was not part of our work, it was
β
based on the α+θ , which seems a reasonable approach knowing how fatigue can
influence those frequency bands. Such real-life implementations represented a
significant step toward neuroadaptive cockpit.
Fatigue seems in easier mental state to target compared to engagement, possibly because of the large influence of fatigue on the overall brain activity. Those
results were interestingly obtained both in simulated and real flight conditions.
However, while promising, this experiment only involved four subjects. It
would be interesting to increase the sample size and as a next step to use connectivity metrics both for fNIRS and EEG. It is also worth mentioning that the
aeronautical integration of fNIRS requires more research, specifically about the
influence of acceleration (g-forces) and the influence of altitude on oxygenation.
These two external factors can influence blood circulation and oxygenation and
therefore the fNIRS signal.

multiple operators in a cooperative context
The last experiment involved teams of two operators performing a modified
version of the MATB micro-world. Results from ECG and EEG analyses were
presented respectively in chapters 8 and 9. Regarding the protocol, the focus
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was made on how the experimental design could allow to discriminate the
presence of cross-monitoring or not. As we discussed in the hyperscanning
literature review (see chapter 4), designs where conditions are for example
competition vs. competition are not suited for our scientific questions. It is a
safe assumption that, at first hand, pilots in the cockpit are willing to cooperate,
at least not compete against each other. Their common goal is to safely land
the plane and go back home. For this reason, the two implemented cooperation
levels were cooperate vs. don’t cooperate. Workload was also manipulated independently for each subject and independently of the cooperation level. This
interestingly allowed us to compare, workload being equal, two different levels
of cooperation.
Classifiers were trained using a common spatial filter on the frequency power
of three different EEG bands (theta [4 8] Hz, alpha [8 12] Hz and low beta [12
16] Hz). The frequency power was computed on two-second epochs which
would allow a high estimation resolution compared to the other described
pipelines. Interestingly classifiers reached on average an above chance accuracy.
This allowed us to discriminate operators’ workload level regardless of the
cooperation level and in the same way the cooperation level regardless of the
workload level. This result could interestingly mean that, regardless of the
workload, spectral components of brain activity can characterize social and
cooperative states.
The chapter 8 presented another approach to discriminate cooperation. This
was performed via synchronization estimation between operators at the peripheral level. Compared to the previous contributions, this approach was more
exploratory regarding the underlying mechanism of synchronization. Therefore the pipeline was not designed to classify conditions over separate epochs.
The results demonstrated that a simple metric, that has already been used
in neuroscience1 could surprisingly discriminate teammates that underwent
the experiment together (real teammates) compared to a random association
of teammates from other teams (permutated teammates). More interestingly
only the cooperative and difficult condition for both operators (HARD-HARDCOOP) was significantly different between real and permutated teammates.
This result was interpreted as a relation intensity marker. This means that the
synchronization would only be observed with teammates undergoing together
1 This method was initially applied to synchrony detection between populations of firing neurons
[Albert, 2015]
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an intense and stressful task while being asked to cross monitor each other.
One possible way that this synchronization appears could be that teammates
had synchronized their breathing together. Studies have shown that synchronized breathing could induce synchronized cardiac activity [Codrons et al.,
2014, Chartrand and Bargh, 1999].
Another aspect that this experiment highlighted is that the team performed
better when not asked to cooperate i.e. cross-monitor each other. This result
might appear counter-intuitive at first. One could have hypothesized that the
cooperative conditions would have helped teammates to increase their overall
performance especially during asymmetric difficulties i.e. one teammate undergoing a hard scenario while the other teammate was in an easy one (relatively to
their subtasks). However this hypothesis may not have applied to our protocol
because the micro-world was not complex enough. If the micro-world had required more long-term planning, more subtasks or for example a higher number
of alarms possibly non-critical, one could have expect that an overloaded operator
would put aside some non-critical aspect of his attributed subtask and possibly
at the expense of performance. In such a case, a teammate with greater resources could potentially help his/her teammate to perform the non-critical task
that his/her teammate neglected and therefore increase the overall performance.
Regarding the different issues we identified previously, first regarding the
integration of connectivity metrics in neuroadaptive systems:
• Is it possible to implement a neuroadaptive pipeline based on connectivity features in ecological contexts?
• Would such a pipeline perform better than a pipeline that uses classical
metrics?
We can confidently state that it is technically possible to implement a neuroadaptive pipeline based on connectivity metrics in ecological contexts such as
a flight simulator and more interestingly in real flight conditions. Moreover, we
have proven that connectivity metrics tend to perform better at discriminating
mental states specifically engagement levels and cognitive fatigue.
The second issue was related to hyperscanning applications:
• Is it possible to extract relevant markers of cooperation in a multiple
operator paradigm under complex settings?
• Would it be possible to implement a neuroadaptive pipeline that would
enable to perform an online estimation?
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We have proposed a new methodology based on cardiac activity that seems
to capture physiological synchrony among cooperative operators. Moreover,
thanks to spectral EEG brain activity, we were able to discriminate different
levels of workload and more interestingly different levels of cooperation between
two operators in complex settings.
perspectives
Based on the work on pBCI previously described, it is possible to identify
technical directions for further work, in feature design specifically and more
generally in neuroadaptive design, which could improve the ease of use and
validate our findings.
Feature design
One major barrier to the development of neuroadaptive technologies is that
their accuracy to detect specific mental states is still too low. This is a more
global problematic where BCIs’ classifiers accuracy are not sufficient to be
adopted either by a general audience for hobbies like video games or by the
industry for neuroadaptive technologies. One solution that has already been
proposed is to combine different sensors together such as EEG and fNIRS, to
take advantage of their respective temporal and spatial resolutions. We have
shown that such hybrid-BCIs could potentially increase a BCI pipeline accuracy
(chapter 7). However most current hybrid-BCI extract features separately for
each sensor and combine them after for the classifier [Herff et al., 2015]. One
direction could be to evaluate cross-modalities dependencies. Some studies
have already tried to characterize causal interaction between different sensors
[Faes et al., 2004, Faes et al., 2011, Schiecke et al., 2016]. Such method should be
evaluated in a BCI context.
A second direction would be specific to EEG and related to its low spatial
resolution. Indeed the EEG signal travels quite well through the brain and
the skull and for that reason it is easy to measure one source of activity at
different sites if not all sites. Therefore it can be hard to selectively measure
brain activity from specific areas. One possible direction to solve this would
be to go from the channel space to the source space. EEG data when recorded
are represented in an electrode space where each signal, i.e. channel, in the
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data corresponds to one electrode. One might want to reconstruct possibly the
activity directly in the brain and go from the electrodes’ sensor space to the brain
source space to do the analysis. This problematic is generally referred to as the
blind source separation (BSS) problem. For EEG source estimation the first step
consists in modeling how a given electrical source would propagate through
the whole brain and skull. The second and hardest step is to solve the inverse
problem: how can a given set of electrode measures represent the underlying
electrical activity? Different solutions to solve this problem are available. Each
of them makes specific assumptions and ideally performs well if assumptions
are met but there is currently no method that performs well in general2 . Interestingly some source localization solutions have become computationally
implementable in real time using online ICA [Pion-Tonachini et al., 2015] or
LORETA [Pascual-Marqui et al., 2002]3 . [Zaitcev, 2017] already demonstrated
that source localization methods were usable with online BCI. Moreover they
interestingly recommended, as a perspective, to introduce connectivity metrics
within this source approach. We could not agree more as, having followed a
connectivity approach, we recommend to adopt a localized source approach.
Another benefit of such an approach is that it would allow to potentially select a
lower number of relevant source of interest. This lower number of source would
then allow to compute model that hardly handle high number of signals4 such
as the multi-variate autoregressive model discussed chapter 3. This would open
the door for several promising metrics such as the direct transfer function or
the partial directed coherence.
One last direction we would recommend to follow regarding feature design
would be to consider metrics’ simplicity as an advantage. Indeed, from an
engineering point of view, it can be tempting to implement state-of-the-art
methodology. However, as we have shown chapter 6 regarding the use of fNIRS
connectivity in a flight simulator, covariance performed almost as good as the
wavelet coherence. This is worth noting in our context because covariance’s
computation time is drastically lower than the wavelet coherence’s one5 . Moreover wavelet coherence, as various spectral analysis, deteriorates its estimation
on windows’ borders, an effect known as the border effect. This would prevent
2
3
4
5

For a review on inverse methods see [Grech et al., 2008].
Intheon Labs propose online implementation of LORETA via their NeuroPype platform.
or that would require large amount of data.
A rough estimation on matlab over thirty couples of random vectors of 10 000 samples showed
that, on average, wavelet coherence was more than 1500 times longer to compute than covariance.
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the use of short-time windows. We have also shown chapter 8 that a simple coincidence metric, which was nothing but a thresholded difference on the detected
ECG peaks, could account for the interaction intensity where more complex
metrics did not. For this reason, we would advocate to avoid complexity if
possible both for conceptual and practical reasons: less is more6 .
Neuroadaptive design
One limitation that prevents BCI classifiers to reach higher accuracies can be
found in the lack of data to be trained on. Indeed because of practical considerations, experiments involving neurophysiological recordings usually include a
limited number of participants in a limited amount of time. The different experiments we presented suffer from this limitation too. One interesting direction
to follow, already hugely advocated for by the open science community, is to
standardize and share the data. This direction may seem anecdotal at first but
we truly believe this could have a huge impact for several reasons. Indeed BCIs
pipeline, and more largely neuroimaging research pipelines have numerous
parameters to set such as the size of the time window or filters’ cut-off frequencies for example. A recent review by [Poldrack et al., 2017] disclosed that
there are 69 120 plausible analysis pipelines possible for fMRI analysis. Therefore it seems necessary to standardize pre-processing pipelines and to provide
guidelines. Some toolboxes already exist to help organize neuroimaging data
such the Brain Imaging Data Structure [Pernet et al., 2018]. The first beneficial
consequence of such a standardization and sharing politics is that it would allow
to easily access more data. As we have seen, the amount of data is mandatory
to train efficient classifiers. Moreover, another expected beneficial effect is that it
would easily allow the implementation of replication and benchmarking studies.
A second direction we would recommend to explore is transfer learning.
From a BCI point of view this would mean for example to train a classifier to
discriminate workload while performing a certain task and then to try to classify
workload while doing another task. Another aspects that was not mentioned
is about inter subject classification that can be seen as cross-subject transfer
learning. Because of the major inter-subject brain pattern variability, classifiers
have a hard time generalizing across subjects. However the assumption that
6 Proverb usually attributed to Robert Browning in his poem Andrea del Sarto from 1855. This
strategy could also be referred to as the law of simplicity or Ockham’s rasor principle attributed to
the English philosopher Williams Ockham.
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common brain mechanisms underly some behaviors still seems reasonable. For
example a recent study by [Chiang et al., 2019] implemented such a crosssubject estimation using a visual-evoked potential based BCI. For that reason
we would recommend to orient the effort on transfer learning both on cross-task
and cross-subject estimation. Cross-subject learning would also allow to reach
potential calibration-free systems. It is also worth noting that a global data
sharing and standardization would facilitate such a transfer learning approach.
The last perspective we would mention is more generally in regard of the
current implementations of BCIs. The final objective of BCI, in our case is to
implement a neuroadaptive system. Such systems needs to estimate mental
states in real-time. For that reason each step of the pBCI pipeline must be
functional in terms of computation time. However most of the BCI research carried today rarely involve an actual online estimation. The estimation is usually
carried off-line. Within our contributions we tried to be as close as possible as
an online pipeline which firstly involves to pre-process epochs separately. This
small change in the pipeline can have huge effects on the accuracy particularly
because of borders effect. For that reason, as [Lotte, 2016], we advocate for
experiments that performs online estimation.
To summarize our perspectives regarding both feature or more general neuroadaptive design, we would recommend:
• to explore cross-modalities fusion;
• to compute features at the source level;
• to emphasize computational simplicity for practical reasons;
• to standardize pre-processing pipelines and to share data to increase the
amount of data available to train classifiers;
• to focus transfer learning on either cross-task or cross-subject;
• to directly implement online BCI instead of offline online-like pipelines.
General concerns
This objective of this work was to help characterize via physiological measures
various mental states that have been considered detrimental to performance.
We have argued that there is a necessity to study humans in their natural
working environment as much as possible, i.e. in ecological conditions, in order
to grasp what they fully experience. Laboratory studies, by designs, isolate
certain aspects of the task and might hide critical interactions. This area of
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human-computer interaction cannot succeed without these in-field observations
[Mathers et al., 1998]. However in-field neurophysiological recordings still
represent a huge challenge. The quantity of artifacts, sometimes from unknown
sources, that can be present in a simulator or in an aircraft can sometime
make the signal unusable. The different electrical or electronical systems, the
induced movement in aircrafts can represent a large amount of signal distortion.
Moreover the participants’ comfort, the legal or safety requirements of such experiments can obstruct, rightfully, the research objectives. For all those reasons,
the practical and technical aspects of such experiments can be overwhelming.
Another important aspect to keep in mind is that the primary objective of
neuroadaptive systems is firstly to increase the well-being of operators. From an
engineering point of view, it can be tempting to focus on the technical aspects
which can lead to forget the initial reason why these systems are developed. As
[Hancock, 2019] illustrates it in his article The humane use of human beings?, if the
closed-loop system’s feedback is not suited to the application and to the human,
it can rapidly lead to a dysfunctional loop. The potential loss-of-meaning can
even be greater for complex artificial intelligent systems. Such systems integrate
a huge number of variables and currently act as a black box, i.e. it is hard and
sometimes impossible to understand why they have behave in a specific way.
Such decisional system can be wrongly programmed to maximize a biased goal.
Those algorithms are literate, they pursue their final objective while ignoring
totally any other possible aspect and particularly moral aspects [Yudkowsky,
2008]. They basically cannot interpret meaning from the data whilst meaningful
systems is what should be implemented.
Corporate culture has also an important role in a functional safety strategy.
For example it be would incoherent to promote the use of neuroadaptive systems that help pilots deal with low vigilance and fatigue and at the same-time
to push pilots to work non-reasonable amounts of hours. A deficient human
resource management is doomed to fail. On top of those problematics, one
could also mention the acceptability factors from the end-user, i.e. the pilots.
End-users should always be involved in the integration of new systems. The
hasty integration of the MCAS system7 without proper training has proven
how important pilots involvement is. Acceptability has also a comfort dimension. Today’s systems, both fNIRS or EEG cannot be integrated as such. The
7 This echoes the story about the Boeing 737 MAX crash from Lion Air. See the introduction
Introduction chapter .
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required pressure onto the scalp can, in the long run, be painful. Moreover one
could question the pilots willingness to see their physiological data recorded.
Physiological data, as medical records, must remain private and confidential
[Fairclough, 2014]. The ongoing debate about data privacy in the public debate
should push for precaution.
conclusion
In this Ph.D. thesis, we evaluated how aviation safety could be enhanced
thanks to neuroadaptive technologies. We especially focused on the potential
implementation of multi-operator monitoring systems and the use of brain
connectivity metrics to characterize relevant mental states. Following a neuroergonomic approach, we demonstrated the feasibility of the implementation of
neurophysiological monitoring systems, i.e. EEG and fNIRS, both in simulated
and real flight conditions. Those experiments allowed to discriminate different
levels of engagement and fatigue. Moreover in a protocol involving a team of
two operators and using heart measurements, we highlighted the occurrence of
physiological synchrony during high workload cooperative episodes. Using the
same protocol we discriminated different workload levels but also cooperation
levels thanks to spectral EEG characteristics. Taken together, these findings
could be used to enhance the research and development of neuroadaptive technologies that would ultimately allow the implementation in the cockpit and
increase flight safety.
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Part IV
APPENDIX

R É S U M É E N F R A N Ç A I S
Malgré l’augmentation exponentielle du trafic depuis 1960, le taux d’accidents
aéronautique a considérablement diminué, faisant du transport aérien le mode
de transport le plus sûr. Il est à présent admis et bien documenté qu’un grand
nombre d’accidents sont causés par une mauvaise interaction humain-système
(IHM). Du fait de cette IHM non optimale, les facteurs humains doivent être au
cœur de toute stratégie de sécurité aérienne. Les statistiques de sécurité montrent que l’introduction progressive de l’automatisation et de l’informatisation
dans le cockpit depuis les années 1960 a amélioré la sécurité. Les cockpits nouvelle génération démontrent un taux d’accidents inférieur de moitié à celui de la
génération précédente. De nos jours, les pilotes manipulent le manche pendant
moins de cinq minutes par vol. Une confiance accrue dans l’automatisation
réduit les capacités de vol de base des équipages et les laisse dépourvus face
aux situations d’urgence lorsque l’automatisation échoue. La complexité du
poste de pilotage moderne et l’absence de rétroaction appropriée des IHM
peuvent submerger les pilotes, même les plus expérimentés, lorsque l’imprévu
se produit.
Les accidents aériens tel que le vol AF 447 RIO-PARIS ou celui du plus récent
Boeing 737MAX, sont des illustrations paradigmatiques d’une mauvaise collaboration homme-machine. La fatigue opérationnelle, la divagation attentionelle
et la somnolence ne permettent pas aux pilotes de faire face à des situations
complexes et difficiles lorsqu’un problème survient. Tous ces états mentaux
sous-optimaux ou dégradés compromettent grandement la sécurité. Ils plaident
pour une étude appronfondie de la performance humaine dans des environnements complexes mais aussi pour l’introduction d’un cockpit neuroadaptif.
Un tel cockpit tiendrait compte de l’état mental de l’équipage pour adapter
dynamiquement les IHM et particulièrement en lien avec l’automatisation.
Cette thèse de doctorat vise à contribuer à la mise en œuvre d’un tel cockpit
neuroadaptif. Notre objectif est d’adopter une approche neuroergonomique qui
vise à élargir notre compréhension des mécanismes neuronaux qui sous-tendent
le fonctionnement perceptif, cognitif et moteur humain, en mettant l’accent sur
les contextes du monde réel et les environnements naturels. Dans ce travail,
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notre objectif sera de promouvoir l’utilisation de l’imagerie cérébrale dans des
conditions écologiques en simulateur de vol et en conditions réelles de vol.
Notre travail se concentrera principalement sur l’étape d’extraction des caractéristiques physiologiques d’opérateurs. Une fois les signaux physiologiques
prétraités, plusieurs méthodes sont disponibles pour les caractériser. Les
méthodes classiques de caractérisation de l’activité physiologique consistent à
la décrire par une somme d’activation locale. Cependant, des approches plus
récentes recommandent d’étudier l’activité physiologique, particulièrement
cérébrale, de façon plus globale. Au lieu de considérer la cognition humaine
comme une activation locale de zones cérébrales spécialisées, nous l’abordons
plutôt comme la coopération entre des réseaux neuronaux distribués à grande
échelle [Siegel et al., 2012, van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013, Hutchison et al.,
2013]. Une telle analyse en connectivité nécessite divers outils mathématiques
pour extraire des informations sur la façon dont les différentes zones du cerveau
communiquent les unes avec les autres. Bien que l’intérêt pour ces approches
en connectivité et des réseaux soit croissant, ces types d’analyses n’ont encore
guère été intégrés dans des contextes écologiques.
Ces analyses de connectivité permettent d’étudier l’interaction au sein d’un
cerveau unique mais, plus intéressant encore, elles permettent également d’étudier
l’interaction entre plusieurs cerveaux. En effet, comme l’a démontré l’AF447,
la coopération joue un rôle clé dans l’exécution sans faille d’une mission.
Par conséquent, une méthodologie basée sur les neurosciences qui permettrait d’étudier l’interaction entre opérateurs offrirait une nouvelle dimension
à l’interaction humain-machine (IHM). Une telle approche pourrait permettre
d’étudier l’interaction humain-humain avec des systèmes complexes, ce qui
semble plus représentatif de ce qu’est un cockpit. De plus, la connectivité ne
se réfère pas seulement ici aux mesures de la connectivité cérébrale mais aussi
de synchronie physiologique inter-opérateurs. Par conséquent, la question
qui sous-tend cette thèse est principalement méthodologique et technique. Ce
travail tente d’évaluer si et comment une approche en connectivité pourrait-être
mis en œuvre dans des contextes de surveillance multi-opérateurs écologiques
critiques. La question principale de notre étude peut être formulée comme
suit : Peut-on envisager une approche en connectivité dans des contextes
écologiques complexes pour une estimation en ligne des états mentaux de
plusieurs opérateurs ?
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chapitre 1: le cerveau au travail
Les compétences principales qu’un pilote doit acquérir pour effectuer un vol
peuvent se résumer comme suit : piloter, naviguer, communiquer et gérer des
systèmes. La plupart des pilotes maı̂trisent ces compétences primaires. Contreintuitivement, ce qui différencie habituellement un pilote qualifié du reste ne
réside pas dans sa capacité à maı̂triser ces compétences techniques, mais plutôt
dans sa capacité à gérer les compétences cognitives non techniques.
Du point de vue de l’opérateur, ces aptitudes cognitives non techniques
peuvent être décrites comme suit : gérer la priorité des tâches, maintenir une
conscience de la situation, gérer l’équipage et prendre les décisions appropriées.
La gestion des tâches dans le poste de pilotage exige des pilotes qu’ils déploient
soigneusement leur attention. Une attribution efficace de l’attention présuppose
d’être très attentif à l’état du système ainsi qu’à l’environnement environnant,
c’est-à-dire d’avoir une conscience suffisante de la situation. La conscience de
la situation a été décrite comme un modèle à trois niveaux : la perception des
éléments dans l’environnement, la compréhension de leur signification, et la projection
de leur statut dans un futur proche résumé comme remarquer, comprendre et prévoir.
Maintenir une conscience adéquate de la situation représente une tâche en
soi. Elle implique le déploiement dynamique de l’attention, le stockage de la
mémoire et le traitement cognitif. Elle permet de donner un sens à l’information
environnante, de prédire l’état futur du système et finalement de prendre des
décisions significatives à son sujet. Ces fonctions cognitives avancées, qui mettent l’accent sur la réflexion, la planification et la décision, ont été définies dans
la littérature neuroscientifique comme le contrôle cognitif. Le cortex prefrontal
(PFC8 ) est fortement associé au contrôle cognitif.
Des études sur les facteurs humains ont souligné que plusieurs facteurs de
stress peuvent influer le rendement cognitif et dégrader les interactions entre le
pilote et le cockpit. Grâce à la régulation du PFC, les pilotes peuvent exécuter la
8 prefrontal cortex
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grande variété de tâches complexes qu’impose un vol. Cependant, l’exposition
du PFC au stress, même léger, tel qu’une charge de travail extrême, peut rapidement altérer ses fonctions. De plus, cet état altéré pousse les opérateurs à
réagir plus rapidement, de manière plus automatique et plus émotionnelle aux
stimuli. Afin de renforcer les connaissances sur les processus complexes du
cerveau qui sous-tendent la performance humaine, il est nécessaire de l’étudier
dans un cadre écologique.
Pour atteindre cet objectif la neuroergonomie plaide en faveur d’expériences
plus réalistes et écologiquement valables. Elle tente de concilier les contraintes
des expériences en laboratoire et l’inexorable variabilité des études de terrain.
La neuroergonomie est une science émergente, interdisciplinaire qui favorise
la compréhension de l’importance du cerveau dans les activités complexes de
la vie réelle. Son but premier est d’évaluer avec précision et fiabilité les états
mentaux des opérateurs lors de l’utilisation de systèmes complexes, c’est-à-dire
de mettre l’accent sur le travail. Plus précisément, la neuroergonomie vise à
améliorer l’interaction homme-machine en comprenant les processus neurocognitifs sous-jacents de ces interactions. Cet objectif pourrait être atteint par (i)
l’augmentation de la performance humaine et sa traduction en un meilleur
fonctionnement au travail, ii) informant la conception des systèmes complexes,
ou iii) dynamiquement adaptant l’interface utilisateur et les paramètres des
tâches pendant l’utilisation.
L’étape primaire d’un tel système neuroadaptif reposerait sur l’inférence
de l’état mental actuel de l’opérateur mais aussi de l’état du véhicule (par
exemple les paramètres de vol). La deuxième étape consisterait à développer
des systèmes décisionnels basés sur l’apprentissage machine et l’intelligence
artificielle, afin d’adapter directement l’interface/comportement du poste de
pilotage pour aider les pilotes à rester dans un état mental approprié. Ces
solutions peuvent prendre la forme d’ajustements de niveau d’automatisation,
de neurofeedback ou d’interface adaptable qui délivrent de manière optimale
les informations les plus pertinentes. En facilitant les actions et les décisions humaines, les systèmes neuroadaptifs pourraient donc potentiellement augmenter
la performance et atténuer les erreurs humaines.
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chapitre 2 : monitorer l’op érateur au travail
Le chapitre précédent a préconisé la mise en œuvre de solutions de monitoring.
Plusieurs capteurs sont disponibles pour mesurer l’activité physiologique et
neurophysiologique d’opérateurs. D’autre part, l’approche neuroergonomique
par sa nécessité de mise en situation réelle impose de grandes contraintes sur
les capteurs, notamment sur leur portabilité. Ce chapitre présente les différents
outils et méthodes d’enregistrement (neuro)physiologique qui sont pertinents
dans le contexte de la neuroergonomie et qui seront utilisés dans la partie
expérimentale. Tout d’abord, les mesures périphériques de suivi oculaire (eyetracking) et d’électrocardiographie (ECG) sont présentées. L’eye-tracking, en
tant que mesure comportementale, est une fenêtre sur les processus attentionnels. L’ECG représente une méthode facile à mettre en œuvre pour accéder
objectivement aux états mentaux de l’utilisateur grâce à la relation étroite entre
l’activité cardiaque et les états mentaux.

Figure 92: Les outils d’imagerie en neurosciences inspirés et adaptés de [Sejnowski,
2014]. EEG : électroencéphalographie. fNIRS : spectroscopie fonctionnelle
proche infrarouge. fMRI : imagerie par résonance magnétique fonctionnelle.
TEP : tomographie par émission de positrons.

En ce qui concerne l’activité cérébrale, il existe actuellement de nombreuses
techniques pour la mesurer. La figure 92 illustre ces principales méthodes en
fonction de leur échelle de temps et de la taille de la zone cérébrale analysée.
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Ce graphique est séparé en trois zones différentes (A, B et C). La zone C
représente des méthodes invasives, ce qui signifie qu’il faut physiquement
briser la barrière cutanée pour obtenir des données. La zone B représente des
techniques qui ne peuvent être utilisées que dans des conditions fortement
contrôlées en laboratoire. Les imageurs TEP ou IRM pèsent plusieurs tonnes,
ce qui ne permet guère une utilisation en conditions réelles. Enfin, la zone A
contient les techniques de spectroscopie proche infrarouge fonctionelle (fNIRS) et
d’électroencéphalographie (EEG). Ces techniques peuvent être portables et mesurer
l’activité cérébrale à l’échelle de la milliseconde. C’est pourquoi ces deux
techniques sont celles que la neuroergonomie tend à utiliser le plus. D’un point
de vue fonctionel, l’EEG permet de mesurer directement l’activation électrique
des cellules corticales à l’échelle de la milliseconde tandis que la fNIRS mesure
la réponse hémodynamique indirecte à l’activation neuronale sur quelques
secondes. Le chapitre suivant présentera les différentes manières de caractériser
les signaux provenant de ces appareils d’enregistrement neurophysiologiques.
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chapitre 3 : signaux physiologiques & connectivit é
Dans le chapitre précédent, nous avons passé en revue les différents outils
disponibles pour monitorer l’activité cérébrale en milieu écologique. L’objectif
de ce chapitre est de détailler les différentes mesures ou métriques qui peuvent
être calculées pour caractériser l’activité physiologique. La première section
de ce chapitre sera consacrée aux métriques les plus couramment utilisées,
basées sur l’analyse temporelle et/ou fréquentielles de signaux physiologiques.
Les contraintes que nous impose la nécéssité d’un monitoring continu ainsi
que les limites conceptuelles de l’étude de l’activité physiologique au niveau
local, en particulier pour les signaux cérébraux, nous conduira à présenter des
méthodes pour caractériser la dépendance entre les signaux (i.e. métriques de
connectivité). Il est intéressant de noter que les dépendances entre signaux de
différents types de capteurs peuvent être calculées, tels que l’ECG et l’EEG par
exemple. Dans cette section sur la connectivité, diverses méthodes issues de la
littérature pour calculer la dépendance ou la synchronisation seront présentées.
Si de nombreuses méthodes présentées ici peuvent être utilisées avec presque
tous les signaux physiologiques, l’accent est mis sur les signaux EEG et fNIRS
et quelques exemples de leur utilisation dans le contexte de la neuroergonomie
sont présentés.
Le domaine des neurosciences est relativement récent et ceci est encore plus
vrai pour l’étude de la connectivité cérébrale. Bien qu’il soit important de
garder cela à l’esprit, ce chapitre s’efforcera de résumer les principales tendances concernant les métriques utilisées dans la littérature. Ces métriques
seront présentées de manière pratique d’abord dans le domaine temporel puis
dans le domaine fréquentiel.
Cette section, consacrée aux méthodes mathématiques pour décrire les
dépendances entre signaux physiologiques, offre une vision intéressante et
novatrice quant à l’étude de la physiologie humaine. Grâce à ces méthodes,
les systèmes peuvent être caractérisés davantage par leur dynamique interne
par rapport aux méthodes classiques présentées précédemment. De plus, alors
que le modèle à opérateur unique est fortement représenté dans la littérature,
ces méthodes de connectivité permettent d’apporter un nouvel éclairage sur
les paradigmes où plusieurs opérateurs doivent collaborer ensemble pour
réaliser une tâche. En effet, lorsque l’on considère des systèmes complexes
avec deux ou plusieurs opérateurs, la dynamique interpersonnelle joue un rôle
important dans l’efficacité des interactions. Le chapitre suivant présente les
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résultats d’études ayant réalisé des enregistrements physiologiques ou neurphysiologiques concomitants sur plusieurs participants. On parlera respectivement d’hyperscanning dans le cadre de multiples enregistrements neurophysiologiques et de synchronie physiologique dans le cadre d’enregistrements
physiologiques.
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chapitre 4 : hyperscanning et synchronie : multiples op érateurs
Dans le chapitre précédent, nous avons présenté les différentes approches
d’analyse des signaux cérébraux et plaidé pour l’utilisation de métriques de
connectivité. Cela peut se faire au niveau de l’opérateur, mais on peut aussi
tirer parti des métriques de connectivité pour caractériser les dépendances entre
plusieurs opérateurs. Une telle approche multisujets, également connue sous
le nom d’hyperscanning, ouvre des perspectives prometteuses pour évaluer
le degré de coopération entre plusieurs opérateurs. Cela est particulièrement
pertinent pour l’aviation tant que deux pilotes sont aux commandes de l’avion.
Ce chapitre détaille les défis et les principales conclusions liés à l’hyperscanning
dans une première section. Il est intéressant de noter que plusieurs auteurs
ont émis l’hypothèse que des principes similaires pourraient être appliqués
à la surveillance simultanée de réponses physiologiques telles que l’activité
cardiaque. Ce domaine de recherche connu sous le nom de synchronie physiologique sera présenté dans une deuxième section.
Le premier enregistrement neurophysiologique concomitant de deux participants : hyperscan mentionné dans la littérature, a été réalisé par Montague et
ses collègues en 2002 [Montague et al., 2002]. Dans leur étude, les dyades9 ont
été enregistrées à l’aide d’IRMf10 . Cette première étude a ouvert la porte aux
enregistrements multi-participants. Dès lors, les études en hyperscanning utilisant fNIRS et/ou EEG ont particulièrement émergé. Cette revue de littérature
ne porte que sur les travaux d’hyperscanning réalisé à l’aide d’EEG et/ou de
fNIRS conformément au critère de portabilité discuté précédemment et justifié
par notre approche neuroergonomique.
La synchronie physiologique vise quant à elle à étudier la relation entre la
dynamique physiologique de différentes personnes interagissant les unes avec
les autres [Palumbo et al., 2017]. La littérature est assez dispersée en ce qui
concerne la terminologie à utiliser11 : liaison (linkage), conformité (compliance)
ou synchronie (synchrony) ont été utilisés entre autres [Palumbo et al., 2017].
D’un point de vue pratique, la synchronie physiologique peut être observée
lorsqu’une interdépendance entre des signaux physiologiques est constatée.
Cependant, comme nous l’avons vu pour les signaux cérébraux, le concept de
dépendance lui-même peut être largement discuté. Il dépend en grande partie
9 Pair de participants
10 Imagerie par Résonance Magnétique fonctionelle
11 Littérature anglophone principalement
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de la procédure utilisée pour la détecter et l’observer.
Au cours des dernières décennies, des études sur la physiologie interpersonnelle ont vu le jour. Elles s’appuient sur différentes mesures du système
autonome telles que l’activité électrodermale, respiratoire ou cardiaque. Un
focus est présenté ici sur les résultats expérimentaux basés sur les mesures
cardiaques entre coéquipiers. Ces résultats serviront de base à la comparaison
de nos contributions.
Ce chapitre présente les principaux résultats de l’hyperscanning et de la
littérature sur la synchronisation physiologique, en mettant l’accent sur l’enregistrement
de plusieurs EEG, fNIRS ou ECG durant la réalisation d’une tâche12 . Des percées
techniques et algorithmiques ont permis de créer des paradigmes fascinants
pour étudier les interactions humaines. Cependant, le design expérimental est
devenu encore plus important, la condition de contrôle doit être soigneusement
conçue afin de tirer des conclusions significatives sur l’interaction humaine. Le
chapitre suivant présentera comment exporter ces résultats et mettre en œuvre
une technologie neuroadaptive pertinente.

12 Par opposition au tâche de repos (resting-state)
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chapitre 5 : technologie neuroadaptive et interface cerveaumachines passives
L’un des objectifs principaux de la neuroergonomie est de concevoir des
systèmes capables d’adapter dynamiquement leurs comportements à l’état
mental des utilisateurs. Ces systèmes sont appelés systèmes neuroadaptatifs
et peuvent adapter leurs interfaces ou leurs niveaux d’automatisation par exemple. L’objectif global, comme le préconise la neuroergonomie, est d’améliorer
les performances afin d’accroı̂tre la sécurité dans des situations complexes de
la vie réelle. Ce chapitre présente les aspects techniques de leur conception
et de la mise en œuvre d’une telle boucle neuroadaptive grâce à des interface cerveau-machine. Il y est tout d’abord décrit les principaux concepts de
leurs conceptions avec un focus sur les applications neuroergonomiques. Il
y est abordé dans un premier temps l’étape de prétraitement, qui peut être
critique en situations réelles. La section suivante présente divers algorithmes
d’apprentissage machine disponibles pour la classification d’états mentaux.
La section closing-the-loop discute des commandes et/ou des rétroactions qui
pourraient potentiellement être mises en œuvre dans une boucle neuroadaptive.
Sommaire et objectifs de recherche
Les interface cerveau-machine dı̂tes passives constituent la base technique de
la mise en œuvre de technologie neuroadaptive. Ils évaluent dynamiquement l’état mental de l’opérateur afin d’augmenter l’efficacité et la performance de l’interaction homme-système. En effet, dans les missions à initiative mixte où l’efficacité de la mission repose à la fois sur les compétences
d’algorithmes/systèmes et d’opérateurs, les opérateurs sont généralement considérés comme des agents providentiels capables de gérer toute situation inattendue [Drougard et al., 2017]. Cependant, en raison des limites cognitives
fondamentales de l’homme et de la présence potentielle de multiples facteurs
de stress (par exemple, le stress émotionnel, la fatigue, l’ennui), les opérateurs
peuvent passer d’un état adéquat à un état mental dégradé, ce qui conduit à
une gestion sous-optimale de la situation. Nous ne pouvons évidemment nous
satisfaire de cette situation, essentiellement du fait qu’incidents et accidents se
produisent encore aujourd’hui. Superviser et maintenir l’opérateur dans un
état mental adéquat semble être une approche pertinente pour optimiser le couplage humain-système. Cette approche de la conception des systèmes pourrait
être qualifiée de plus centrée sur l’homme. En effet celle-ci intègre lors de la
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conception les limites humaines et vise à prévenir les éventuels malentendus
homme-machine.
Tout en gardant l’objectif de mener des études écologiques, il est également
nécessaire de tenir compte du fait que les opérateurs interagissent non seulement avec un système mais aussi avec d’autres opérateurs. Le chapitre 4 a
démontré que les neurosciences sociales avait beaucoup évolué ces dernières
années. Ce domaine d’étude est relativement récent, par conséquent, la
littérature sur les marqueurs (neuro)physiologiques de la coopération/coordination
est peu fournie. Cette littérature est encore plus rare lorsque l’on recherche
des scénarios impliquant plusieurs opérateurs dans des contextes écologiques.
L’ensemble de ces potentiels marqueurs pourraient être très précieux pour un
système adaptatif qui répartirait la charge de travail ou orienterait l’attention
des opérateurs vers leur partenaire. C’est pourquoi cette deuxième direction
dans notre travail est apparue naturellement et concerne l’étude simultanée de
plusieurs opérateurs en tâche : c’est-à-dire l’hyperscanning.
C’est pourquoi nos différentes contributions tenteront d’aborder deux questions. Premièrement, en ce qui concerne l’intégration des métriques de connectivité dans les systèmes neuroadaptifs, la problématique pourrait être résumée
par ces questions :
• Est-il possible de mettre en œuvre une chaı̂ne de traitement, ou pipeline,
neuroadaptives basée sur des métriques de connectivité dans des contextes écologiques ?
• Une telle pipeline serait-elle plus performante qu’un pipeline utilisant
des métriques classiques?
La deuxième question est liée aux applications à plusieurs opérateurs : hyperscanning. Les questions auxquelles nous allons essayer de répondre sont les
suivantes :
• Est-il possible d’extraire des marqueurs pertinents de la coopération
dans un paradigme à opérateurs multiples dans des contextes complexes ?
• Serait-il possible de mettre en place une pipeline neuroadaptives qui
permettrait de réaliser une estimation en ligne ?
Notre première contribution (chapitre 6) a deux objectifs, (i) évaluer la possibilité d’estimer l’engagement du pilote en utilisant des métriques de connectivité
en fNIRS dans des conditions de vol simulées et (ii) évaluer le potentiel des
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métriques de connectivité pour mieux caractériser l’engagement par rapport
aux métriques classiques. Notre deuxième contribution (chapitre 7) est une
extension du notre premier pipeline fNIRS combiné avec un pipeline EEG en
conditions réelles de vol. Cette expérience a également deux objectifs : (i)
évaluer la capacité d’un système hybride EEG-fNIRS à détecter la fatigue cognitive dans des conditions écologiques et (ii) évaluer la capacité d’un tel système
à fonctionner dans des conditions de vol simulées et réelles.
La troisième contribution (chapitre 8) vise à évaluer comment la synchronisation physiologique au niveau cardiaque pourrait caractériser les coéquipiers
qui effectuent une tâche coopérative ensemble. Notre dernière contribution
(chapitre 9), basée sur le même plan d’expérience, évaluera la capacité des
marqueurs EEG spectraux à discriminer différents niveaux de charge de travail
et différents niveaux de coopération pour des coéquipiers effectuant une tâche
coopérative complexe.
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chapitre 6 : de la capacit é des m étriques de connectivit é à discriminer les états mentaux dans des conditions de vol simul ées
compartivement aux mesures conventionnelles via fnirs
Les objectifs de cette étude étaient : i) d’évaluer la faisabilité d’estimer l’engagement
du pilote en utilisant les métriques de connectivité en fNIRS dans un cadre
écologique tel qu’un simulateur de vol. Deuxièmement : ii) d’évaluer le potentiel des mesures de connectivité pour mieux caractériser l’engagement que
les mesures classiques. Pour atteindre ces objectifs, une tâche simplifiée a
été conçue, dans le cadre de laquelle les pilotes devaient effectuer plusieurs
atterrissages manuels et automatisés. Les zones pariéto-occipitales ont été
ciblées car elles jouent un rôle clé pour l’attention visuelle, particulièrement
sollicitée pendant le vol [Dehais et al., 2016]. L’activité du cortex préfrontal a
également été ciblé du fait que son activation reflète la charge cognitive [Gateau
et al., 2015, Moro et al., 2016] mais aussi le contrôle cognitif. Une chaine de
traitement de classification hors ligne a été effectuée sur différentes métriques
classiques (moyenne, pic, variance, asymétrie, kurtosis, aire sous la courbe et
pente) ainsi que sur différentes métriques de connectivité afin d’identifier les
plus prédictives. En ce qui concerne les métriques de connectivité, les mesures
de dépendance classiques telles que la covariance, la corrélation de Pearson
[Greenblatt et al., 2012] et de Spearman [Spearman, 1904], et certaines mesures
spectrales telles que la cohérence en amplitude [Mandel and Wolf, 1976] et la
cohérence des ondelettes [Lachaux et al., 2002, Torrence and Compo, 1998, Grinsted et al., 2004] ont été comparées. Ce chapitre a fait l’object d’une publication
dans Frontiers in Human Neuroscience [Verdière et al., 2018].
La principale motivation de la présente étude était d’évaluer le potentiel des
métriques de connectivité pour classer deux niveaux différents d’engagement
cognitif en fNIRS dans un contexte relativement écologique. Nous avons donc
conçu un protocole au sein duquel les pilotes devaient effectuer plusieurs atterrissages manuels ou en pilote automatique. Les évaluations subjectives ont
confirmé que ces deux situations étaient contrastées, l’atterrissage manuel
a demontré des scores subjectifs (NASA-TLX) nettement plus élevés que
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l’atterrissage en pilote automatique. Les résultats de notre classification globale
ont confirmé que les deux niveaux d’engagement différents pouvaient être
discriminés dans un simulateur de vol. Ceci est en accord avec les études
neuroergonomiques précédentes qui ont montré que cette technique d’imagerie
optique cérébrale est bien adaptée à la surveillance de l’état mental dans des
situations écologiques [Gateau et al., 2015, Herff et al., 2013, Foy et al., 2016, Durantin et al., 2015b].
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chapitre 7 : de la capacit é des m étriques de connectivit é hybride eeg / fnirs à caract ériser la fatigue cognitive dans des
conditions de vol simul ées et r éelles
Une deuxième expérience a consisté à mettre en œuvre, in situ, une chaine de
traitement de classification basée sur la fNIRS. L’objectif de la présente étude
était de développer une ICM passive basée sur l’EEG et la fNIRS afin d’estimer la
fatigue cognitive ou le temps sur tâche (TOT13 ) en contexte aéronautique. Notre
contribution dans ce chapitre n’a porté que sur l’estimation des métriques de
connectivité en fNIRS et s’inscrit dans le cadre d’une campagne expérimentale
plus vaste issue des travaux de Frédéric Dehais.
Dans le cadre de cette expérimentation, il a été demandé aux participants
d’effectuer quatre parcours aériens identiques à l’aérodrome de Lasbordes
(Toulouse, France) ainsi qu’une tâche auditive secondaire (oddball) dans des
conditions de vol simulées et réelles. La tâche secondaire a été utilisée comme
un indice indirect de la fatigue cognitive en effet les performances devaient
diminuer avec le temps à mesure que la fatigue augmentait. Nous avons donc
mis en place un classifieur utilisant fNIRS et EEG pour distinguer la première
partie de l’expérience (c’est-à-dire les deux premiers parcours) de la deuxième
partie de l’expérience (les deux derniers parcours). Ce travail a donné lieu à
une publication lors de la conférence IEEE SMC en 2018 [Dehais et al., 2018].
L’objectif de cette étude était de mettre en place une ICM hybride basée sur
l’EEG et la fNIRS pour surveiller la fatigue cognitive. Cet objectif fût difficile
à atteindre notamment car l’expérience combinait deux techniques d’imagerie
cérébrale en conditions réalistes i.e. conditions de vol réelles. Comme prévu,
les pilotes ont commis plus d’erreurs à la tâche secondaire (oddball) pendant la
deuxième partie de l’expérience en raison du temps cumulé passé sur la tâche.
Cette constatation indique que la fatigue cognitive peut altérer l’attention auditive à un point tel que les stimuli auditifs peuvent être ignorés. Ce phénomène
connu sous le nom de surdité inattentionnelle est un problème de sécurité
critique qui a été généralement attribué à la complexité et difficulté des tâches
de vol [Callan et al., 2018, Durantin et al., 2017], au surengagement [Dehais
et al., 2014] et au stress [Dehais et al., 2016, Dehais et al., 2014, Dehais et al.,
2012a].

13 Time-On-Task
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Par conséquent, les résultats de cette étude préliminaire montrent que des appareils hautement portables peuvent être utilisés efficacement dans l’environnement
bruité d’un simulateur de vol et, plus important encore, dans un avion. Ces
résultats confirment et complètent les études précédentes selon lesquelles l’EEG
à électrodes sèches pourrait être utilisé en vol réel pour surveiller les performances cognitives telles que la désorientation spatiale [Scholl et al., 2016] et le
traitement auditif [Callan et al., 2015]. À notre connaissance, une seule étude a
implémenter une ICM basée sur la fNIRS pour évaluer la mémoire de travail en
vol réel [Gateau et al., 2018]. D’autre part, cette étude est la première à mettre
en en évidence la fatigue cognitive en conditions réelles de vol à l’aide d’EEG et
fNIRS. L’ensemble de ces résultats ouvrent de prometteuses perspectives pour
l’évaluation d’état mental tel que la fatigue cognitive.
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chapitre 8 : de la capacit é de m étriques de connectivit é cardiaque innovante à discriminer les états coop ératifs
L’objectif de cette expérimentation a été d’evaluer des métriques de synchronisation inter-opérateurs au niveau cardiaque. Les expérimentations précédentes
nous ont présenté des études expérimentales évaluant l’efficacité d’ICM passives
en contextes écologiques. Or les équipages actuels étant composés de deux
pilotes, il apparait nécessaire d’étudier l’interaction entre ces pilotes pour des
raisons écologiques. Dans cette première étude multi-opérateurs, nous avons
tout d’abord évalué les dépendances entre signaux d’origine physiologique.
Plus précisement, la synchronie physiologique (PS14 ) au niveau cardiaque a
été évaluée sur deux coéquipiers dans un cadre coopératif. Pour évaluer cette
PS, la littérature nous présente une grande variété de méthodes. Cependant,
malgré ces études, la synchronie physiologique reste encore un domaine de
recherche sous-exploré [Palumbo et al., 2017]. Comme l’indique [Ekman et al.,
2012] dans leur revue de la littérature, il existe un manque général de connaissances
sur la manière dont les éléments structurels d’une situation sociale sont reflétés dans la
psychophysiologie. En effet, ces études reposent sur des mesures et des protocoles
différents, ce qui empêche de tirer des conclusions concernant les mécanismes
physiologiques sous-jacents de la PS [Palumbo et al., 2017].
Une approche possible pour mieux comprendre la PS est de l’évaluer au
niveau des battements du cœur en tant que tel. Des études électrophysiologiques
fondamentales caractérisent la synchronisation neuronale par l’analyse des
coı̈ncidences de pics [Uhlhaas et al., 2009]. De même, on pourrait appliquer
une telle méthode pour mesurer à quelle point deux cœurs battent ensemble.
Techniquement, cette méthode repose sur comptage des coı̈ncidences retardées
[Grün et al., 2002]. Le compte des coı̈ncidences retardées représente, dans une
plage de temps donnée pour deux ECG distincts, le nombre de battements
qui se produisent en même temps15 , c’est-à-dire qui sont coı̈ncidents. Un
des avantages de cette méthode est qu’elle permet de prendre en compte des
phénomènes locaux alors que des approches en cohérence ou en corrélation
croisée sont moins sensibles aux variations locales. De plus, sa mise en œuvre et
son interprétation physiologique sont beaucoup plus simples, particulièrement
comparé aux méthodes basées sur la récurrence telle que l’analyse de quantifi14 Physiological Synchrony
15 Retardées signifie ici, dans sa notion de retard, le seuil à partir duquel deux battements proches
sont considérés comme coincidents
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cation de la récurrence croisée (CRQA).
Le but de cette étude était d’évaluer la PS pendant les interactions dyadiques16
en utilisant une méthode de détection des coı̈ncidences retardées appliquée aux
pics ECG. Les principaux intérêts de cette méthode sont sa facilité de mise en
œuvre et sa capacité à prendre en compte la synchronisation cardiaque locale.
Vingt équipes, constituées de deux particants, ont dû effectuer une double tâche
multi-attributs (MATB) dans laquelle les niveaux de difficulté et de coopération
ont été manipulés. Cette méthode a ensuite été comparée aux mesures les plus
utilisées dans la littérature : corrélation croisée, cohérence pondérée et CRQA.
Les résultats subjectifs et comportementaux ont confirmé que la tâche était
engageante et contrastée en termes de charge de travail. En effet, les coéquipiers
ont obtenu de meilleurs résultats et ont fait état d’un effort mental moindre face aux conditions faciles comparé aux conditions difficiles. D’autre
part, la difficulté de la tâche a modulé la quantité de coopération. Dans cette
tâche, la condition de coopération exigeait que le pilote aux commandes et le
co-pilote surveillent les actions et l’interface de leur partenaire et les aident
éventuellement. Nos résultats comportementaux et subjectifs ont révélé que
cette tâche était particulièrement difficile dans des conditions exigeantes, ce
qui a permis aux participants de se concentrer davantage sur la gestion de
leur propre tâche. Cela a eu pour conséquence de leur laisser moins de temps
et de ressources cognitives pour s’entraider. Ce résultat est conforme aux
études coopératives précédentes indiquant que la charge cognitive avait un effet
délétère sur les surveillance (cross-monitoring) et la performance de l’équipage
[Dehais et al., 2017]. Le résultat principal de cette étude estque seule la condition de coopération la plus exigeante a permis d’obtenir une PS significative
calculée par la méthode de comptage des coı̈ncidences retardées.
Cette étude a indiqué qu’une tâche très difficile combinée à un comportement
coopératif induit une synchronisation cardiaque qui peut être évaluée à l’aide
d’un test de permutation sur un compte de coı̈ncidences retardées. Ce résultat
est intéressant pour deux raisons principales : 1) les états de coopération
peuvent être mesurés par la synchronie cardiaque ; 2) cette synchronie peut
être facilement caractérisée d’un point de vue informatique et théorique. Cette
étude apporte une contribution à cet objectif global de caractérisation de la
propagation d’information entre personnes qui coopèrent. Pour l’avenir, nous
16 Une dyade est une paire de participants
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pensons qu’une approche expérimentale systématique est encore nécessaire
pour évaluer, extraire et isoler toutes les sources possibles de synchronie entre
les participants.
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chapitre 9 : de la capacit é des m étriques de connectivit é hybride eeg / fnirs à caract ériser la fatigue cognitive dans des
conditions de vol r éelles et simul ées
Dans la continuité de la précédente expérimentation, le même protocole expérimental
nous a permis d’enregistrer simultanément les données EEG et de suivi oculaire,
en plus de l’ECG.
Plusieurs études ont déjà étudié des dyades via EEG (hyperscanning) comme
[Toppi et al., 2016] avec des dyades pilote-copilote en vol simulé. [Korczowski
et al., 2015] a démontré de façon intéressante les performances de la géométrie
riemannienne pour la classification d’ICM multi-opérateur. Cependant, aucune
de ces deux études n’a tenté de classifier et d’estimer l’état d’opérateurs en
utilisant une pipeline d’ICM passive. Il s’agit d’un domaine d’étude très récent
et, à notre connaissance, l’estimation efficace de la charge de travail ou du nveau
de coopération d’une équipe par des mesures cérébrales n’a pas encore été
publiée. Pour atteindre cet objectif ambitieux, nous avons étudié des couples de
participants qui ont accompli la tâche décrite dans l’étude précédentes. Avec
ce protocole, nous avons émis l’hypothèse que, puisque la charge de travail
mentale et la coopération suscitent des comportements différents et une neurodynamique différente, [Babiloni and Astolfi, 2014, Stevens et al., 2018, Toppi
et al., 2016], un classifieur basé sur des caractéristiques spectrales de l’EEG
devrait être capable de discriminer ces états mentaux. Pour évaluer cette hypothèse, la charge de travail mentale et les niveaux de coopération ont été classés
à l’aide d’une pipeline d’ICM passive traditionnel qui comprend une étape de
filtrage spatial sur des métriques fréquentielles. Cette étude présentera quelques
résultats exploratoires qui ont été présentés à la conférence internationale sur
les systèmes, l’homme et la cybernétique en 2019 [Verdière et al., 2019].
L’objectif principal de cette étude était d’évaluer si la charge de travail et le
niveau de coopération pouvaient être estimés en utilisant des caractéristiques
EEG typiques (c’est-à-dire des caractéristiques spectrales : puissance dans les
bandes thêta, alpha et bêta) et une pipeline de classification utilisant les données
d’un seul opérateur ou de toute la dyade. Tout d’abord, le protocole utilisé
a permis de manipuler la charge de travail des deux opérateurs, comme le
montrent les modulations subjectives, comportementales et physiologiques
statistiquement significatives.
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Ensuite, il est apparu qu’en effet, les deux états mentaux pouvaient être
estimés à partir des caractéristiques spectrales de l’EEG de chaque opérateur
avec des précisions de classification supérieures au niveau de chance ajusté
[Combrisson and Jerbi, 2015], avec une précision pouvant atteindre 63 %
pour l’estimation binaire de la charge de travail, ce qui est conforme aux
résultats précédents. Le niveau de coopération a également été classé à 60 %,
indépendamment du niveau de charge de travail. Pourtant, à notre connaissance,
il n’existe pas de littérature à laquelle comparer ce résultat. Il est intéressant de
noter que l’utilisation des données des deux opérateurs ne présente que peu
d’avantages, car les performances de classification de l’utilisation des fonctions
d’un opérateur et de l’utilisation des deux opérateurs ne sont pas statistiquement différentes. Cependant, dans un cadre d’hyperscanning, il pourrait être
pertinent d’évaluer l’état mental des opérateurs en utilisant à la fois les caractéristiques d’un seul opérateur et les caractéristiques de la dyade pour garantir
une décision correcte sur l’état d’une équipe donnée par le système automatisé.
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CONCLUSION ET PERSPECTIVES
Ce travail de thèse visait à répondre à la question : L’utilisation des métriques de
connectivité peut-elle être envisagé dans des contextes écologiques complexes pour la
surveillance d’états mentaux ?. Ce travail a poursuivi deux objectifs conceptuels
et méthodologiques, le premier étant d’évaluer comment les métriques de
connectivité pourraient éventuellement s’inscrire dans une approche neuroergonomique relatives aux questions de sécurité aérienne. Le second a été d’élargir
cette approche pour passer d’un paradigme à opérateur unique à un paradigme
multi-opérateurs.
En ce qui concerne l’intégration des mesures de connectivité dans les systèmes
neuroadaptifs. Nous pouvons affirmer avec confiance qu’il est techniquement
possible d’implémenter des pipelines neuroadaptives basées sur des métriques de connectivité en contextes écologiques tels qu’en simulateur de vol et en conditions réelles de
vol. De plus, nous avons prouvé que les métriques de connectivité ont tendance
à mieux distinguer les états mentaux, en particulier les niveaux d’engagement
et de fatigue cognitive. Notre deuxième axe était lié aux applications multiopérateurs : hyperscanning. Nous avons proposé une nouvelle méthodologie
basée sur l’activité cardiaque qui semble caractériser une synchronisation physiologique entre opérateurs coopératifs. De plus, grâce à des métriques spectrales
en EEG, nous avons pu distinguer différents niveaux de charge de travail et,
plus intéressant encore, différents niveaux de coopération entre deux opérateurs
en situations complexes.
perspectives
Sur la base des travaux décrits précédemment, il est possible d’identifier
différentes orientations techniques pour le futur. Nos recommandations sont
particulièrement axées sur la conception d’ICM passives mais aussi plus généralement
sur la conception de paradigme neuroadaptif.
Un obstacle majeur au développement des technologies neuroadaptives est
que leur précision pour détecter des états mentaux spécifiques est encore
trop faible. Une solution, déjà proposée dans la littérature, est de combiner
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différents capteurs ensemble, comme l’EEG et le fNIRS, pour tirer parti de leurs
résolutions temporelles et spatiales respectives. Nous avons montré que de
tels ICM hybrides pourraient potentiellement augmenter la précision d’une
pipeline d’ICM (chapitre 7). Une deuxième direction, spécifique à l’EEG, est liée
à sa faible résolution spatiale. Pour résoudre ce problème nous recommendons
de passer de l’espace des éléctrodes à l’espace des sources. [Zaitcev, 2017] a
déjà démontré que diverses méthodes de localisation de source étaient utilisables avec des ICM en ligne. Une dernière direction que nous recommandons
de suivre concernant les métriques serait de considérer la simplicité comme
un avantage. Comme nous l’avons montré dans le chapitre 6, la covariance
performe de manière quasi équivalente à la cohérence en ondelettes. Nous
avons également montré au chapitre 8 qu’une simple mesure de coı̈ncidence,
qui n’était rien d’autre qu’une différence seuillée sur les pics ECG détectés,
pouvait expliquer l’intensité de l’interaction là où des mesures plus complexes
ne le faisaient pas. C’est pourquoi nous préconisons d’éviter la complexité si
possible, tant pour des raisons conceptuelles que pratiques : less is more17 .
Une des limitations qui empêchent les classifieurs d’ICM d’atteindre une
plus grande précision est le manque de données sur lesquelles s’entraı̂ner.
Une direction intéressante à suivre, déjà fortement préconisée par la communauté open-science, est de standardiser et partager les données. La première
conséquence bénéfique d’une telle politique de normalisation et de partage est
qu’elle permettrait d’accéder facilement à davantage de données. Comme nous
l’avons vu, la quantité de données est obligatoire pour former des classificateurs
efficaces. De plus, un autre effet bénéfique attendu est qu’elle permettrait
facilement la mise en œuvre d’études de réplication et de benchmarking. Une
deuxième direction que nous recommandons d’explorer est l’apprentissage
par transfert. Du point de vue des ICM, cela signifierait par exemple entrainer
un classificateur à distinguer la charge de travail lors de l’exécution d’une
certaine tâche et ensuite d’essayer de classifier la charge de travail lors de
l’exécution d’une autre tâche. C’est pourquoi nous recommandons d’orienter
l’effort d’apprentissage par transfert à la fois sur l’estimation transversale des
tâches et des sujets. Cette apprentissage inter-sujets permettrait également
d’implenter des systèmes potentiellement sans calibration. La dernière perspective que nous évoquerions concerne plus généralement les mises en œuvre
actuelles des ICM. L’objectif final d’une ICM, dans notre cas, est de mettre en
17 Proverbe généralement attribué à Robert Browning dans son poème Andrea del Sarto de 1855. On
pourrait aussi parler de la ”loi de la simplicité” ou du ”principe du rasoir d’Ockham” attribué
au philosophe anglais Williams Ockham
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place un système neuroadaptatif. Ces systèmes doivent permettre d’estimer les
états mentaux en temps réel. C’est pourquoi chaque étape de la pipeline des
ICM doit être fonctionnelle en termes de temps de calcul. C’est pourquoi, de la
même manière que [Lotte, 2016], nous préconisons des expériences qui réalisent
des estimations en ligne.
Pour résumer nos points de vue concernant la conception d’ICM neuroadaptive, nous recommandons :
• d’explorer la fusion cross-modalité ;
• de calculer les métriques au niveau des sources ;
• de préférer la simplicité de calcul pour des raisons pratiques ;
• de normaliser les prétraitements des pipelines et de partager les données
• de favoriser l’apprentissage par transfert cross-tâches ou inter-sujets ;
• implementer directement les ICM en ligne plutôt qu’hors ligne.
conclusion
Au cours de ce travail, nous avons évalué comment la sécurité aérienne pourrait
être améliorée grâce aux technologies neuroadaptives. Nous nous sommes
particulièrement intéressés à la mise en œuvre potentielle de systèmes de monitoring multi-opérateurs et à l’utilisation de métriques de connectivité cérébrale
pour caractériser les états mentaux pertinents. En suivant une approche neuroergonomique, nous avons démontré la faisabilité de la mise en œuvre de
systèmes de surveillance neurophysiologique, EEG et fNIRS, à la fois dans
des conditions de vol simulées et réelles. Ces expériences ont permis de discriminer différents niveaux d’engagement et de fatigue. De plus, dans un
protocole impliquant une équipe de deux opérateurs et en utilisant des mesures
cardiaques, nous avons mis en évidence l’apparition d’une synchronisation
physiologique lors d’épisodes de coopération à forte charge de travail. Grâce
à ce même protocole, nous avons discriminé différents niveaux de charge de
travail mais aussi de coopération grâce aux caractéristiques spectrales de l’EEG.
Ensemble, ces résultats pourraient être utilisés pour améliorer la recherche et le
développement de technologies neuroadaptives qui permettraient à terme leur
mise en oeuvre dans les cockpits afin d’améliorer la sécurité des vols.
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INCLUSION QUESTIONNAIRE

Subject Number :

Preliminary Inclusion Questionnaire

(champ reservé à l'expérimentateur)

Name :

_____________________

Age :

_____________________

Are you :

Surname : _____________________
Gender :

Female □

or

LEFT-HANDED

RIGHT-HANDED

Male □

Exclusion Criteria :
Neurological / neuropsychiatric pathologies current or past ?

yes □

no □

Head trauma with loss of consciousness ?

yes □

no □

Cardiac pathology / rhythm disorders ?

yes □

no □

Medication that may modulate brain activity or cardiovascular system?

yes □

no □

Recent ingestion of alcohol, drugs or doping products ?

yes □

no □

Abnormal or uncorrected view ?

yes □

no □

Absence of social security / guardianship ?

yes □

no □

G-positive test / Pregnant or Breastfeeding ?

yes □

no □

Important sensory or motor disorder ?

yes □

no □

excluded if one yes

How many hours did you sleep last night ? :

_________________

How much coffee have you been drinking since your awakening ? :

_________________

On a scale of 1 to 9, how sleepy do you feel? (circle the corresponding number):
1

2

Extremly Alert

3

4

5

Alert
(Normal)

6

Neither Alert
nor Sleepy

7
Sleepy

8

How many cigarettes have you been smoking since your awakening? :
Mother Tongue : ?
School Level ? :

_________________
Bac □

Bac + :

_________

PPL :

9

Very Sleepy
Great effort to keep awake

_________________
No □

Ongoing □

Diploma name :

_________________

Yes □

How many hours (on average) do you play video games per week? :

_________________

How would you describe your relationship with your co-participant? (circle the corresponding answer):
Stranger
Acquaintance

specify : _____________________

Family

family relationship ? : _____________________

Friend

for how many years ? : _____________________

Partner

for how many years ? : _____________________
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M AT B I N S T R U C T I O N S

MATB-II: Multi-Attribute Task Battery – Instructions

The tasks in MATB-II simulate the kinds of tasks that pilots perform during flight. The
MATB-II windows contain four different tasks. The tasks you will be expected to perform are the
following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

System Monitoring (SYSMON) : Upper-Left
Tracking (TRACK) : Upper-Right
Communications (COMM) : Lower-Left
Fuel/Resource Management (RESMAN) : Lower-Right

NCC – Neuro-Cross-Check

1. System Monitoring (SYSMON) Task

The Sysmon task appears in the upper left corner and is divided into two sub tasks: the warning
lights (F5 & F6) and the monitoring scales (F1 to F4).
During a run, the green light on the left is normally “on”. If the green light should turn “Off”, you
are to indicate that you detect this by pressing the F5 key.
The light on the right is normally “Off”; however, a red light does come on occasionally. Your
task is to detect the red light, and to respond by pressing the F6 key.
The second part of the system monitoring task involves monitoring four scales with lights that
normally fluctuate around the center of the scale, usually within one unit in each direction from
the center of the scale. If you notice that the lights in a particular scale have an offset (it looks too
high or too low), you must press the function key that corresponds to that scale using the
keyboard (F1, F2, F3 & F4).
The performance will be measured here as the time to detect and respond to an alarm (Green
light off, Red light on or offset scale), so respond as fast as you can.

Green Light « ON »

Red Light « OFF »

Green Light « OFF »

Red Light « ON »

Middle Line

F3 Ok
F4 Ok

No Offset Scales
F1 « Too Low »
F2 « Too High »
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2. Tracking (TRACK) Task
The upper central region of the MATB-II window contains the tracking task. Your job is
to keep the target in the center of the rectangular box. The overall purpose of this task is
to keep the aircraft (represented by a black circle) within the dotted rectangular area in the
center of this task. If the aircraft leaves the inner rectangular area (it becomes orange), try
bringing the aircraft back to the center as quickly as possible. If it leaves the outer area, it
becomes red and all pumps in the RESMAN task are deactivated until you bring the
aircraft back in it. The performance at this task will be measured as the average distance to
the center over the scenario period, so do your best to keep the circle in the center.

Inner Dotted
Rectangular Area

Outer Dotted
Rectangular Area

3. Communications (COMM) Task
The lower left region of the MATB-II main window contains the communication task. You
will hear ATC messages that call a particular aircraft by a “call sign” assigned to it. The call sign
for your aircraft is “NASA-504”. You must respond only when you hear this call sign. Call signs
will be presented twice to help you determine if you must
respond. Other call signs will be presented in the same way.
When you receive an ATC message, it will contain two parts. The
first part of the message is the call sign for a particular aircraft.
The second part of the message is a command requiring you to
tune one of the four radios to a particular frequency. The four
radios are NAV1, NAV2, COM1 and COM2. To change the
frequency, select the appropriate radio and use the arrows
to set the correct frequency.
Remember, the overall goal of this task is to correctly distinguish
messages beginning with your call sign from those with other call
signs and respond to those commands. Please respond as quickly
and accurately as you can.
The performance here will be measured as the response
exactitude (call sign error, radio error or frequency error). So
listen up!
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4. Resource Management (RESMAN) Task
The lower right region of the MATB-II main window contains the resource management task.
The figure here displays the elements that constitute this task. The green rectangular region
identified with the letters A-F represents fuel tanks. The green level within the tanks represents
fuel levels. Along the lines which connect the tanks are pumps which transfer fuel from one tank
to another in the direction indicated by the arrows.
There are 8 pumps labeled with the numbers 1-8. Each one of the pumps is represented by a
rectangular box with a number inside it that identifies the pump, and an arrow that indicates the
direction of the fuel. The pumps are used to transfer fuel from the supply tanks to the main
tanks.
Deactivated pumps are colored in gray, activated pump are green, and failed pumps are red.
Note that pumps 1, 2, 4 and 6 are active, pumps 3, 7 and 8 are inactive and pump 5 is failed.

Inactive pump
Critical Level
Indicator

Fuel Level in
Tank B
(max 4400)

Fuel Level in
Tank A
(max 4400)

Active pump

Fuel Level in
Tank C
(max 2000)

Fuel Level in
Tank D
(max 2000)
Failed pump
Unlimited Level
Tank E and Tank F

The numbers underneath tanks A and B and to the right of tanks C and D represent the amount
of fuel for each of those tanks. Those numbers will be increasing and decreasing as the fuel levels
change. The capacity for the main tanks, A and B is 4400 units each. The supply tanks, C and D,
contain a maximum of 2000 units each. Tanks E and F are supply tanks that have an unlimited
capacity – they never run out. Tanks C and D only lose fuel if they are transferring fuel to another
tank.
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When the resource management task begins, the fuel levels for Tanks A and B is at 2500 units.
As time passes, tanks A and B lose fuel. The areas shaded in light blue on the side of tanks A and
B indicates the critical levels of fuel for those tanks (between 2000 and 3000 units). You must
prevent tanks A and B from leaving this critical area. If the level were to leave the critical area,
the level would be indicated in orange and the Tracking task will become more difficult
until you reach a good level again (between 2000 and 3000). You must therefore transfer
the fuel to tanks A and B to meet these criteria.
So far, you’ve seen two conditions for the pumps: ON and OFF. If you either click with the mouse
or press the pump number on the keyboard just once, you will turn the pump ON; clicking or
pressing the key again turns that pump OFF, and so on. If a tank fills up to its capacity, all
incoming pump lines will be turned off automatically. This is because a full tank cannot receive
any more fuel. You will have to turn those pumps back on at a later time, if the fuel level of the
tank goes below the critical level. Furthermore, if a tank becomes empty, all outgoing pumps will
automatically be turned off. This is because an empty tank can no longer transfer fuel. In that
case, the proper action is to supply fuel to an empty tank before turning on the pump that
transfers fuel out of it.

Tank A below
critical level

Tank B below
critical level

When Tank C runs out of fuel, pump 1 is turned off

At some point during the execution of the resource management task, one or more of the pumps
may fail. When a pump fails, its label turns red. Depending on the level of fuel in the tank
affected, you might need to transfer fuel from one main tank to another main tank to
compensate for the loss of fuel. You can cross feed fuel from one main tank to the other by
activating either pump 7 or 8.
Once again the overall goal is to maintain the fuel level tanks A and B close to 2500 units
each for as long as you possibly can. There may be more than one way to achieve goal; you
may use the methods that works best for you. If the fuel level in these tanks should deviate from
this level, please return the fuel level back to this point as soon as possible.
The performance here will be measured as the average deviation to 2500 of tank A and tank B.
So do your best to keep them as close to 2500 as you can.
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5. Scenarios
For this experiment we will do 8 scenarios of 5mn each with different levels of difficulty. As we
intend to study and observe cooperative behavior, there will be 2 different conditions:
1. Control Condition: Individual rating
Participant 1 called “Pilot Flying” will have to do the two upper tasks: System Monitoring and
Tracking. Participant 2 called “Pilot Monitoring” will have to do the two lower tasks:
Communication and Fuel Management. The objective here is to make the best performance
individually (computed for your two tasks), independently of the other participant.

Pilot Flying

Pilot Monitoring

2. Cross-Checking Condition: Team rating
As in the control condition, Pilot Flying and Pilot Monitoring will have to perform their two
attributed tasks. However, they will also have to monitor the other participant’s activity in order
to make the best performance as a team. Pilot Flying will have to do the Tracking, System
monitoring and to monitor the Fuel Management. Pilot Monitoring will have to do the
Communications, Fuel Management and to monitor System Monitoring.
The objective here is to make the best global performance. So if you monitor actively your
partner you can possibly act to increase the performance of the team.

Pilot Flying
+ Fuel
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Pilot Monitoring
+ System Monitor

6. Scenario Performance Evaluation Summary
The overall goal of MATB is to achieve the best performance with your co-participant, either
independently or by helping each other. You will receive a performance feedback at the end of
each scenario. Performance is measured differently for each task :
SYSMON: Average time to detect and respond to an alarm
TRACK: Average distance to the center over the scenario period
COMM: Response exactitude.
RESMAN: Average deviation from 2500 of tank A and tank B.
Firstly you will perform 4 training sessions of 2mn30 each, 2 as Pilot Fying and 2 as Pilot
Monitoring to familiarize you with your task your co-participant task. The experiment will then
begin and will consist of 8 scenarios of 5mn each with different levels of difficulty randomly
distributed.
There will be 2 different conditions as described earlier. During the CROSS-CHECKING (or
Cooperation) condition you can/must help your partner to achieve a greater performance.
During the CONTROL (or individual) condition, you must only interact with your own tasks, if
not your performance will decrease.
For every scenarios it will specified if you have to cooperate or not on a window on the left. Do
not forget to look at the instructions.
After every scenario, you will be asked to complete a questionnaire related to your perceived
workload. The questionnaire is presented is the next part.
Conditions Indicator
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N A S A - T L X I N D I C AT I O N

NASA - TLX
RATING SCALE DEFINITION
We are not only interested in assessing your performance but also the experiences you had during the different
scenarios. After every scenarios, evaluate it by putting an "X" on each of the 9 scales at the point which matches
your experience. Your ratings will play an important role in the evaluation being conducted, thus, your active
participation is essential to the success of this experiment and is greatly appreciated by all of us.

Title

Endpoints

Descriptions

Mental Demand

Low / High

How much mental and perceptual activity was required
(e.g. thinking, deciding, calculating, remembering,
looking, searching, etc) ? Was the task easy or
demanding, simple or complex, exacting or forgiving ?

Physical Demand

Low / High

How much physical activity was require (e.g. pushing,
pulling, turning, controlling, activating, etc) ? Was the
task easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or
strenuous, restful or laborious ?

Temporal Demand

Low / High

How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or
pace at wich the tasks or task element occured ? Was
the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic ?

Good / Poor

How successful do you think you were in accomplishing
the goals of the task set by the experimenter (or
yourself) ? How satisfied were you with your
performance in accomplishing these goals ?

Performance

Effort

Low / High

How hard did you have to work (mentally and
physically) to accomplish your level of performance ?

Frustration

Low / High

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and
annoyed versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed and
complacent did you feel during the task ?

Cross-monitoring

Low / High

How engaged, aware, interested & concerned were you
about your partners task ?

Focusing

Low / High

How focus, concentrate and centered were you on your
own task ?

Pair's Help

Low / High

How helped, supported, assisted and relieved by your
partners did you feel ?

NASA-TLX QUESTIONNAIRE

Task Load Index
Mental Demand

Very Low

Physical Demand

Very Low

Temporal Demand

Scenario :

/8

How mentally demanding was the task ?

Very High

How physically demanding was the task ?

Very High

How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task ?

Very Low

Very High

Performance

How successful were you in accomplishing
what you were asked to do ?

Perfect

Effort

Very Low

Frustration

Very Low

Cross-monitoring

Very Low

Focusing

Very Low

Pair's Help

Very Low

Failure

How hard did you have to work to accomplish
your level of performance ?
Very High

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed,
and annoyed were you ?
Very High

How actively were you monitoring
your partner's task ?
Very High

How focus were you on your own tasks?

Very High

How much did you feel helped by your partner ?

Very High

Source of Worload Comparison
Choose which of the items was more important to your experience of workload in the task(s)
that you just performed

Effort

Temporal Demand

Temporal Demand

or

or

or

Performance

Frustration

Effort

Physical Demand

Performance

Physical Demand

or

or

or

Frustration

Frustration

Temporal Demand

Physical Demand

Temporal Demand

Frustration

or

or

or

Performance

Mental Demand

Effort

Performance

Performance
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C U R R I C U L U M V I TA E

Kevin Verdière
PhD Student in Neuroergonomics and Human Factors
kevin.verdiere@isae-supaero.fr | +33 (0)6.83.89.75.49

EDUCATION

SCIENTIFIC EXPERIENCE

ISAE-SUPAÉRO

ISAE-SUPAÉRO | PHD IN NEUROERGONOMICS | DGA GRANT

PHD IN NEUROERGONOMICS

October 2016 - Today | Toulouse
Subject : Connectivity approach to mental state monitoring in the aeronautical
context: from single operator to teammates

2016-Today | Toulouse

ROUEN UNIVERSITY
MASTER BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
2011-2013 | Rouen

BACHELOR BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING
2009-2011 | Rouen

1ST CYCLE OF MEDICAL STUDY
2007-2009 | Rouen

TEACHING
MASTER IN
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Brain Computer Interfaces (20h)
Experimental fNIRS (20h)

CERTIFICATE IN
HUMAN FACTOR &
NEUROERGONOMICS
Experimental Design (15h)
Brain Computer Interfaces (15h)

• Identiﬁcation of physiological markers of team cooperation and performance

START-UP AQSITANIA | RESEARCH CENTER CNRS PAUL PASCAL
February - June 2013 | Bordeaux - Professional Internship
Subject : Innovative approach to periodic signal analysis applied to respiratory signals
• Non-linear periodic signal analysis during non-invasive ventilation

INRIA | OPENVIBE 2
May - June 2011 | Rennes - Research Intership
Subject : Brain Computer Interfaces experimentation
• Motor Imagery and Steady-State Visual Evoked Potential protocol
implementation

ROUEN UMC | NEUROPHYSIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
June 2010 | Rouen - Hospital Internship
Subject : Beneﬁt of intraoperative electroencephalographic monitoring in
Cardio-thoracic and vascular surgery
• Retrospective study of patients undergoing extracorporeal circulation.

SKILLS

COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLICATIONS

LANGUAGES

JOURNAL ARTICLE, TRANSACTIONS ON HUMAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS, 2019

English
Fluent - TOEIC : 990/990
Spanish
Scholar

Physiological synchrony revealed by delayed coincidence count: Application
to a cooperative complex environment
Verdière, K. J.; Albert, M.; Roy, R. N. & Dehais, F. in review

PROGRAMMING

Spectral EEG-based classification for operator dyads’ workload and
cooperation level estimation
Verdière, K. J.; Dehais, F. & Roy, R. N.

Expert
Python • Matlab • LATEX
Advanced
R • Fortran • OpenViBE
Notions
C++ • Java • Mapple

THEORETICAL
Physiological Computing
Human Factors
Artificial Intelligence

OTHERS
SNSM Beach lifeguard (2012/15)
I.H.E.D.N Auditor
”Cycle Défense et Sécurité”

CONFERENCE ARTICLE, IEEE SMC, BARI ITALY, 2019

CONFERENCE ARTICLE, IEEE SMC, MIYAZAKI JAPAN, 2018
Monitoring Pilot's Cognitive Fatigue with Engagement Features in Simulated
and Actual Flight Conditions Using an Hybrid fNIRS-EEG Passive BCI
Dehais F.; Duprés A.; Flumeri G.; Verdière, K. J.; Borghini. G.; Babiloni. F. & Roy, R. N.

JOURNAL ARTICLE, FRONTIERS IN HUMAN NEUROSCIENCE, 2018
Mesuring pilot's engagement using fNIRS connectivity features in an
automated vs manual landing scenarios
Verdière, K. J.; Roy, R. N. & Dehais, F.

CONFERENCE ARTICLE, IEEE SMC, BANFF CANADA, 2017
Large scale EEG connectivity explains performance in a UAV monitoring task
Senoussi, M.; Verdière, K. J.; Bovo, A.; Chanel, C. P. C.; Dehais, F. & R N Roy
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